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Preface 

The field of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has matured since the au
thor was first introduced to electronic computation in the mid-sixties. The 
progress of numerical methods has paralleled that of computer technology 
and software. Simulations are used routinely in all branches of engineering as 
a very powerful means for understanding complex systems and, ultimately, 
improve their design for better efficiency. 

Today's engineers must be capable of using the large simulation codes 
available in industry, and apply them to their specific problem by implemen
ting new boundary conditions or modifying existing ones. 

The objective of this book is to give the reader the basis for understanding 
the way numerical schemes achieve accurate and stable simulations of phy
sical phenomena, governed by equations that are related, yet simpler, than 
the equations they need to solve. The model problems presented here are 
linear, in most cases, and represent the propagation of waves in a medium, 
the diffusion of heat in a slab, and the equilibrium of a membrane under 
distributed loads. Yet, regardless of the origin of the problem, the partial 
differential equations (PDE's) reflect the physical phenomena to be modeled 
and can be classified as being of hyperbolic, parabolic or elliptic type. The 
numerical treatment depends on the equation type that can represent several 
physical situations as diverse as heat conduction and viscous fluid flow. Non
linear model problems are also presented and solved, such as the transonic 
small disturbance equation and the equations of gas dynamics. The model 
problems are given a full treatment, from the exact analytical solution, the 
analysis of the scheme's consistency and accuracy, the study of stability, to 
the detailed implementation of the scheme and of the boundary and/or initial 
conditions. It is the author's hope that this will entice the reader to write 
his/her own programs, and by doing so, learn more about CFD than a book 
can teach. 

Davis, March 2002 Jean-Jacques Chattot 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

The material in this book is based on lecture notes on computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) that the author has developed over the past twenty years 
in France, at Centre National d'Etudes Superieures de Mecanique and at the 
Universite de Paris-Sud, and in the US at the University of California, Davis. 

It is intended for senior undergraduate and first year graduate students 
who will be developing or using codes in the simulation of fluid flows or other 
physical phenomena governed by partial differential equations (PDEs). 

It is the belief of the author, that a numerical method is not fully un
derstood until it has been coded by the user and applied in simulation; each 
model and scheme in this book is presented with this goal in mind. 

1.2 Content 

The book is self contained and kept at a simple enough level that the reader 
will not need further references in order to understand the material. 

The approach is based on the finite difference method (FD), which is wi
dely employed as a method of discretization on cartesian mesh systems, in 
the physical domain, or in the computational domain after coordinate trans
formation. The extension to the finite volume method on arbitrary mesh 
sytems, including unstructured meshes, although feasible with a similar ap
proach, would require all analyses to be performed numerically, instead of 
analytically in closed form, as is the case here. 

The book is organized in chapters that build up each on material covered 
in the previous chapters, particularly Chaps. 2, 3 and 4 and Chaps. 8-11. 
Chapters 5, 6 and 7 can be read in any order. 

The basics of the finite difference method are presented in Chap. 2. The 
tools that will be used throughout the book are introduced: the Taylor expan
sion and the complex mode analysis, which requires some complex algebra. 
They are the tools for the accuracy and stability analyses. 

Chapter 3 is devoted to ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and their 
integration. ODEs represent an important particular case of partial differen
tial equations (PDEs), when the number of independent variables reduces to 

J.-J. Chattot, Computational Aerodynamics and Fluid Dynamics
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002



2 1. Introduction 

one, either due to the nature of the physical problem (e.g. a time-dependent 
problem reaches a steady-state), or because the solution is expanded in terms 
of polynomials with unknown coefficients (Fourier series, etc ... ) in all but one 
independent variable. 

Chapter 4 is a simple, but general discussion of PDEs, their type and clas
sification, the notion of characteristic surfaces, compatibility relations and the 
jump conditions associated with conservation laws. For further understanding 
ofthis complex topic, a reference is recommended to the reader. This chapter 
is pivotal in making the connection between the physical phenomena of wave 
propagation, diffusion and equilibrium, and their mathematical counterparts, 
via the existence or non-existence of characteristics and their interpretation. 

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 concern the linear model equations of hyperbolic, pa
rabolic and elliptic type, respectively. Classical schemes are briefly reviewed 
and discussed in terms of accuracy and stability. Practical aspects of the im
plementation of selected schemes are presented; these should help the reader 
develop his/her own programs for the proposed methods. These models offer 
the opportunity to touch upon the subject of the solution of large linear al
gebraic systems of equations when implicit schemes and iterative techniques 
are discussed. The Thomas algorithm for tridiagonal matrices is described in 
detail. 

Chapter 8 is devoted to the convection-diffusion equation, a model for the 
Navier-Stokes equations. 

Chapter 9 presents the method of Murman and Cole, which, in many 
respects, is a precursor to the advanced CFD schemes of today. The author 
holds it in particular affection as he was asked as first assignment to imple
ment it to simulate transonic flows past profiles and bodies of revolution at 
ONERA, France, in the early seventies. 

Chapter 10, "treatment of nonlinearities" is a short complement in techni
ques of linearization, in an attempt to understand how linear stability analysis 
can still be of use in the context of nonlinear problems. 

Chapter 11 represents the application of the previous material to a system, 
namely, the equations of gas dynamics, to study its type, its jumps and its 
solutions. An extension of the Murman-Cole scheme is introduced and results 
for a shock tube problem, the converging-diverging nozzle flow and the start
up of a supersonic wind tunnel, are given. This chapter contains advanced 
material such as eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. It can be skipped at the 
undergraduate level. 

In each chapter, short problems are proposed to the reader, to illustrate 
a point or complete a proof that is only sketched. These problems should not 
require more than one page of derivations and calculations to complete. In 
Appendix A, more elaborate problems are proposed, taken from final exams 
in class. These should be completed in a two-hours time frame. The solutions 
to these problems are found in Appendix B. 
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2. Basics of the Finite-Difference Method 

2.1 Representation of a Function by Discrete Values 

Let U = f(x) be a continuous and differentiable function to a sufficient or
der in the interval [a, b]. A discretization of [a, b] with constant step h is 
introduced: 

Xi = a + (i - l)h, Xl = a, Xix = b, 
b-a 

h=-
ix -1' 

ix is the total number of points of the discretization, h is the discretization 
step. Let Ui = f(Xi) (see Fig. 2.1). 

u=f(x) 

0.5 
Xi b=2.5 

1.5 2 2.5 
X 

Fig. 2.1. Function u = f(x) 

Remark: When f(x) is given, the discrete values Ui = f(Xi) are uniquely 
defined. However, if the discrete values f(Xi) are given, it is not possible to 
find a unique U = f(x) such that Ui = f(Xi) without any further information 
about f (such as being a polynomial of some sort). Going from the continuous 
to the discrete carries with it a loss of information. In the finite difference 
method there is no hypothesis concerning the variation of the function bet
ween the points. This is in contrast to the finite-volume or finite-element 
methods where some assumption is made concerning the variation of the 
function between the points. 

J.-J. Chattot, Computational Aerodynamics and Fluid Dynamics
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002



6 2. Basics of the Finite-Difference Method 

2.2 Representation of a First Derivative 

Let f(x) be a continuous function, differentiable as many times as needed in 
[a, b]. Then there exists a Taylor expansion about any point Xi: 

O(h4) is the remainder and indicates that the unwritten terms are of 
fourth-order and higher. Since f(Xi) = Ui we can write 

UH\- Ui = !'(Xi) + :,!"(Xi) + ~~ fill (Xi) + O(h3 ). (2.1) 

As h ---t 0, (UHl - ui)/h ---t !'(Xi) thus the left-hand side of (2.1) is by 
definition a finite-difference approximation (FD) of the first derivative f' at 
point Xi. The leading term in the error is 

h 
2,!"(Xi) = O(h), as h ---t O. 

It is said that the scheme is first-order accurate. It is also qualified as a 
one-sided or advanced or forward finite-difference scheme. 

Replace h by - h and get 

and 

Ui -hUi- 1 = !'(Xi) - ~!"(Xi) + ~~ fill (Xi) + O(h3 ). (2.2) 

Again, by definition, the left-hand side is a FD approximation of f' at Xi. 
It is one-sided (retarded or backward) and first-order accurate. 

Define the average of the two previous schemes: ((2.1)+(2.2))/2 

uHl ; Ui-l = !'(Xi) + ~~ !"'(Xi) + O(h4). (2.3) 

This is a centered FD approximation for f' at Xi; it is second-order ac
curate. Note that the remainder is of fourth-order. This is because we have 
taken into account the fact that the odd-order derivatives vanish in the com
bination. 

Non-centered schemes are not necessarily first-order accurate as the pre
vious results may suggest. The following non-centered scheme is second-order 
accurate: 
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Uj 

Uj 

i-I 1 i+ I 
2 3 4 567 8 9 10 

Fig. 2.2. Decoupling of odd and even points for the centered scheme with l' (Xi) = 0 

2.3 Representation of a Second Derivative 

Form the combination ((2.1)-(2.2))/h: 

ui+l - ~~i + Ui-l = !"(Xi) + ~~ f(iVl(xi) + O(h4). (2.4) 

This is a centered and second-order accurate scheme for the second deri
vative f" at point Xi. This scheme has a dominant coefficient for Ui, which is 
an important feature when solving, for example, Laplace's equation, as will 
be seen in Chap. 7. 

2.4 Geometric Interpretation 

The various schemes are displayed in Fig. 2.3. A parabola is fitted to the 
three data points. Its slope is given exactly by scheme (2.3) and its second 
derivative is given exactly by scheme (2.4). 

Remarks: In the centered approximation (2.3), the value Ui does not ap
pear. This can be a problem in certain cases and can lead to spurious soluti
ons, such as the decoupling of odd and even points. In Fig. 2.2 the centered 
scheme (2.3) yields f'(Xi) = 0, i ::::: 2, even though the data are not constant. 
There are two solutions, one going through the odd points and one going 
through the even points, that satisfy f'(x) = 0 but with a different value for 
the constant in f(x) = const. Schemes (2.1) and (2.2) "see" the decoupling 
and do not allow it. There are several reasons for such decoupling to occur. It 
can be triggered by large gradients in the solution, such as shocks, or due to 
nonlinear effects. Loss of accuracy can also be a source for such decoupling, 
as is the case with the solution to the singular boundary-value problem 
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Uj 

24 Uj 

. --::::::::~""'--

i-I i+I 
Xj 

Fig. 2.3. Geometric representation of schemes (2.1)-(2.4) 

{ 

£ ~:~ + ~~ = 2£ + 2x, 

u(O) = 0 
u(1) = 1. 

(2.5) 

The exact solution is u(x) = x2 , regardless of the value f. Using second
order accurate centered schemes for the derivatives, schemes (2.4) and (2.3), 
the exact solution satisfies the FDE identically as can be easily verified, by 
letting Ui = x~ in 

Ui+l - 2Ui + Ui-l Ui+l - Ui-l 
£ ..dx2 + 2..dx - 2E - 2Xi = o. (2.6) 

However, when it comes to solving the FDE using a tridiagonal solver (see 
Chap. 6), for small enough values of £ the equation reduces to a first-order 
ODE with a centered scheme, prone to oscillations due to loss of accuracy. 
The result in Fig. 2.4 corresponds to £ = 10-9 and ..dx = 0.02. 

Problem: Perform the Taylor expansion of the FD quotient 

... , (2.7) 

using the result of scheme (2.1). Then find the Taylor expansion of a(2.1)+ 
f3(2.7). Be sure to carry the expansions to O(h3 ). Find the coefficients a and 
f3 that will make the scheme second-order accurate for iI. 

2.5 Taylor Expansion 

The Taylor expansion in two or more variables can be obtained from the 
Taylor expansion in one variable, by repeating the operation, variable by 
variable. One obtains for two variables: 
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x 

Fig. 2.4. Odd-even decoupling due to loss of accuracy 

Using the binomial formula this can be written as 

2.6 Consistency and Accuracy 

We introduce the notion of truncation error (TE). This is an important 
element in the qualification of a finite-difference scheme. We illustrate this 
with an example. Consider the partial differential equation (PDE), the heat 
equation: 

au a2u at = a ax2 ' a > 0, (2.8) 

and the following finite-difference equation (FDE) written for a zero right
hand side as 

(2.9) 
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In the FDE, the subscript indicates the position in space and the supers
cript the position in time, that is Xi+1 = Xi + Llx, and tn +1 = tn + Llt. 
Definition: The truncation error Ei is obtained by putting the exact solu
tion u(x, t), i.e. the solution to (2.8), in the FDE in place of the approximate 
solution, which is solution to (2.9). In general, the exact solution does not 
satisfy the FDE exactly, and one gets 

tr"+1 - tr" U'!+1 - 2U'! + U'! 1 
E = ' Llt ' - a' Ll;2 ,- i= O. 

If the exact solution were known, the true expression of the TE would be 
obtained and much information would be available. In general, this is not the 
case, but it is possible to gather information about the scheme by expanding 
formally the exact solution in Taylor series about the point (i, n), indicating 
the choice of the expansion point with the indices as Ei. This is possible, so 
long as we assume that the exact solution is continuous and differentiable to 
sufficient order. Such a Taylor expansion does not exist for the discrete solu
tion ui. Here we obtain (using (2.1) and (2.4) with the appropriate changes 
of variables) 

( 8U'! 82U'!) Llt 82U'! Llx284U'! 
Ei = 8; -a 8x; + 2 8t2' - au 8x; + O(Lle, Llx4 ). 

Since the exact solution satisfies the PDE, the terms in the first bracket 
cancel and the TE reduces to 

n _ Llt cPUf _ Llx2 84Uf O(Ll 2 Ll 4) 
Ei - 2 8t2 a 12 8x4 + t, X . 

To be able to conclude the analysis, the expansion must be carried far 
enough to include the leading terms. Here, the leading terms in the TE are 
of order O(Llt, Llx2 ), which means that they dominate the error Ei for small 
values of Llt and Llx. 
Definition: A finite-difference scheme is said to be consistent if Ei -t 0 
as Llt, Llx -t 0 independently. If the truncation error is of the form Ei = 

O(LltP, Llxq), p, q > 0 the scheme is said to be of order p in t and of order q 
1ll x. 

Here p = 1, q = 2. The scheme is first-order accurate in time and second
order accurate in space. 

Remark: The notion of consistency and accuracy is independent of the 
point chosen for the Taylor expansion. Indeed, as mentioned above, E is ob
tained by introducing the exact solution in the FDE. Expanding the exact 
solution about any point in the vicinity of (i, n) will produce the same value 
for f, that is if the full expansion was carried out. Since we limit ourselves to 
a few terms, it suffices that the leading terms in the TE be calculated. These 
terms will have the same asymptotic behavior, regardless of the point chosen 
for the expansion. 
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Remark: The TE must go to zero in the definition of a consistent scheme, 
regardless of how the discretization step goes to zero: this is the reason for the 
term independently. A famous counterexample is due to DuFort and Frankel: 

U,:,,+1 _ u,:,,-l 
• • 

2Llt 
(2.10) 

Adding and subtracting 2ui, the TE reads (the 'hat' has been dropped 
for simplicity): 

Now, each term is easily identifiable with a known FD approximation 
((2.3) and (2.4)) for which the Taylor expansions have been performed about 
point (i, n) as 

8u"!- 82u"!- Llt2 82u"!- ( Llt4 ) 
fi = 8: + O(Llt2) - a 8x; + O(LlX2) - a Llx2 8t2' + 0 Llx2 . 

The first two partial derivatives cancel out since u(x, t) is the exact solu
tion to the PDE. The TE reduces to 

Llt2 82un ( Llt4 ) fi = -a Llx2 8t2' + O(Llt2) + O(Llx2) + 0 Llx2 . 

If Llt ----t 0 faster than Llx, that is if there exists r > 0 such that Llt = 
O(Llx1+r), then fi = O(Llx2r, Llx2). The scheme is consistent and of order 
min(2r,2). 

If Llt ----t 0 as Llx or slower, then the scheme is not consistent. For instance, 
a2 n 

if Llt = KLlx then fi = -aK2 ail + O(LlX2), where the leading term is 
in general different from zero, except at steady-state. The DuFort-Frankel 
scheme is not consistent with the heat equation, an equation of parabolic 
type, but rather with the following equation: 

8u 8 2u 8 2u 
8t + aK2 8t2 = a 8x2 ' 

which is of hyperbolic type. 

Problem: Recast the FD quotient and use previous Taylor expansions to 
find which derivative is approximated and to what order by 

Ui+l,j+1 - Ui,j+l - Ui+1,j + Ui,j 

LlxLly 
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2.7 Stability 

Consistency and stability are the two fundamental properties of a useful 
scheme, as stated in Lax's Equivalence Theorem: 

Theorem: Given a properly posed initial value problem and a finite diffe
rence approximation to it that satisfies the consistency condition, stability is 
the necessary and sufficient condition for convergence. 

This theorem has not been proved for general nonlinear equations. 
Convergence means that, in a certain norm, the difference between the 

exact and the discrete solutionsllu(xi, tn ) - urli will tend to zero as the small 
parameters (Llt, Llx, ... ) tend to zero. 

Stability is concerned with round-off errors occuring in the solution of 
the FDE on a computer with finite accuracy. When the FDE is a linear, 
non-homogeneous equation, the errors can be shown to satisfy the same li
near equation, made homogeneous, for which the zero solution is expected 
to be a stable state (an attractor). As we have seen, the main tool for consi
stency / accuracy is the Taylor expansion. For stability we shall use the Von 
Neumann analysis. Other techniques exist, such as matrix eigenvalues ana
lysis, but they are more involved. The main advantage of the Von Neumann 
method is its simplicity and flexibility. It is a local analysis of wave mode 
amplification of the round-off errors. It does not take into account the global 
problem with its boundary conditions. 

Note that Von Neumann analysis can only be applied to a linear homo
geneous equation or system, as it is based on superposition of wave modes. 
Nonlinear equations must first be linearized by "freezing" the coefficients of 
the partial derivatives. 

Consider again the heat equation in update form (that is the form used 
to calculate the new values of the unknowns): 

n+1 _ n Llt ( n n n) ui - Ui + a Llx2 Ui+l - 2ui + Ui-l . 

The study is carried out on each Fourier mode separately and the linearity 
of the equation insures that, if the scheme is stable for each mode, it will be 
stable for any superposition of modes. Time and space are treated differently; 
introduce the complex Fourier mode: 

ur = gn eiif3 = gn (cos i(3 + i sin i(3), 

where 9 is the complex amplitude raised to the n-th power (n corresponds to 
time), (3 is the wave number corresponding to the Fourier mode (i corresponds 
to space) and i 2 = -1. Putting the complex Fourier mode into the equation 
yields: 
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where cr = a(Llt)/(Llx2). Dividing through by gneiif3 gives the amplification 
factor 

g = 1 - 2cr(1 - cos (3). 

In order for the scheme to be stable, i.e. for the round-off errors to be 
damped, one must have Igl :::; 1, V;3. In other words: 

-1 :::; 1 - 2cr(1 - cos(3) :::; 1, V;3. 

The right inequality is always satisfied since cr 2 o. The left inequality 
yields cr(l - cos(3) :::; 1 which will be satisfied if cr :::; ~. In terms of the time 
step this means: 

Llx2 
Llt<-. - 2a (2.11) 

This is a restrictive condition on the time step, once the space step has 
been chosen. It is quite severe since, if the space step is divided by two, the 
maximum time step will be divided by four. There is an underlying physical 
and mathematical reason for this condition, that will become apparent when 
we study this parabolic equation in Chap. 6. 

Consider now the linear convection equation 

au au 
at + cax = O. (2.12) 

Lax proposed, in 1954, the following scheme: 

=0. 

We now use the techniques presented above to study the consistency and 
stability of Lax' scheme. 

Again, we can rewrite this equation differently to simplify the derivation 
of the TE: 

Llt 
Ui+l - 2ui + Ui-l Ui+l - Ui-l 

2Llt + C 2Llx = 0 

where the central term has been obtained by adding and subtracting 2ui 
to the numerator of the time derivative term. Using the previously derived 
Taylor expansions yields 

n = aui Llt a2ui O(Ll 2) _ Llx2 a2ui 0 (LlX4) aui O(Ll 2) 
f, at + 2 at2 + t 2Llt ax2 + Llt + C ax + x. 

The first and last partial derivatives cancel to leave as leading terms 

(2.13) 
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Consistency requires that Llt = O(LlX2- T), 0 < r < 2, in which case 
the TE reduces to Ei = -(LlxT)j2(82Ui)j(8t2) + O(LlX2- T). Lax' scheme is 
conditionally consistent. It is interesting to note that, unlike the DuFort and 
Frankel scheme, Lax' scheme requires large time steps for consistency. We 
expect, however, that stability will put a restriction on how large a time step 
we can choose. 

Let ui = gneiif3 and (J = c(Llt)j(Llx). In update form the equation reads 

n+l 1 ( n n) (J ( n n) 
u i = "2 U i - 1 + ui+l -"2 Ui+l - U i - 1 

and the amplification factor is 

9 = cos {3 - 1(J sin {3. 

Taking the square of the modulus 

The condition for stability reduces to I(JI ::; 1. The limitation on the time 
step is 

Llx 
Llt ::; ~' (2.14) 

which is known as the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition (CFL) (1928). An 
interpretation of this condition will be given in Chap. 5. 

Problem: Study the consistency and accuracy of the following scheme for 
the linear convection equation 

and give the condition on (J = c(Llt)j(Llx) for the scheme to be stable. 

2.8 Complements on Truncation Error 

It has been said that the truncation error is independent of the point chosen 
to evaluate it. We want to illustrate this point and at the same time give 
some shortcuts in obtaining the TE. It can be cumbersome and a source of 
errors or of unseen cancellations to perform directly the TE for each term 
about a single point, say (i, n). It is advised to proceed in the following way: 

i) expand each finite-difference grouping representing one partial deriva
tive with respect to the most convenient point for that term, 

ii) then expand the resulting Taylor expansion with respect to the point 
chosen for the full FDE, by performing a shifting operation (i.e. a Taylor 
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expansion) of each term, carrying the expansion far enough to retain the 
global order desired of the remainder. 

Example: Consider the heat equation and the scheme introduced earlier 
(2.9). We have seen that 

n = L1t 82uf _ L1x2 84uf 0(L1t2 .1 4) = 0(.1 .1 2) 
E" 2 8t2 0: 12 8x4 + ,x t, x (2.15) 

We now choose to find the TE by expanding about point (i, n + 1). We 
proceed with each term separately. The first term is easily expanded about 
(i, n + 1) as a retarded FD to give 

The second term is best expanded about (i, n) using (2.4) 

n 2n+n >12n A2>14n 
U i +1 - u i U i - 1 _ U u i LlX U u i 0(.1 4) 

L1x2 - 8x2 + 1:"2 8x4 + x. 

Now we shift the two terms from (i, n) to (i, n + 1) by noting that n = 
(n + 1) - 1, or in other words that tn = tn + 1 - L1t and expanding with respect 
to -L1t as 

82uf 82u~+1 83u7+1 2 
8X2 8;2 - L1t 8t8x2 + O(L1t ) 

L1x2 84un L1x2 (84un +1 85u7+1 2 ) 
1:"2 8x~ = 1:"2 8;4 - L1t 8t8x4 + O(L1t) . 

Note that the second term in the bracket is already of higher order than 
needed and will be put in the remainder. Combining these last results yields 

>1 n+l At >12 n+l 

E7+1 = UUat - T U ;;2 + 0(L1t2) 

(
82u7+1 83u7+1 2 L1X284U7+1 2 ) 

-0: 8x2 - L1t 8t8x2 + O(L1t ) + 1:"2 8x4 + O(L1tL1x) . 

Rearranging the result gives 

(2.16) 

Comparing (2.15) to (2.16) shows that indeed we obtain the same result 
for consistency and accuracy when expanding about (i, n) and (i, n + 1). 

We can also ask ourselves what is the accuracy of a scheme for which the 
TE reads E = O(L1x, L1tL1x, L1t2)? Such a scheme is clearly first-order in x, 
but is it first- or second-order in t? To illustrate this point, consider the linear 
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convection equation (2.12) with c = 1, discretized with a "leap-frog" scheme 
in time and retarded scheme in space: 

U~+1 - un- 1 u"f - u"f 1 
, 2Llt ' +' Llx ,- = O. (2.17) 

The TE about point (i, n) is easily obtained from previous results as 

Llt2 83u"f Llx 82u"f Llx2 83u"f 
€~ = -, £::U.3' -- 8 ; +-3' 8; +O(Llx3, Llt4 ) = O(Llx, Llt2). (2.18) 3. UL 2 x . x 

The result indicates that this scheme is first-order accurate in x and 
second-order accurate in t. 

Now, we evaluate the TE at (i, n + 1). We perform the shifting of the 
Taylor expansion for each term in (2.18) to obtain 

Llx 82U~+1 LltLlx 83U~+1 Llt2 83u~+1 
€~+1 = -"2 8;2 + -2- Otax2 + 3! 8;3 

Llx2 83u~+1 3 
+-, 8 3 + O(Llt + Llx) , 3. x 

(2.19) 

which has the form in question. The scheme is still first-order in space and 
second-order in time, even though it seems that, as Llt -+ 0, Llx being held 
fixed, €~+1 has a term proportional to Llt. To understand the mechanism, 
it suffices to study the TE, plugging an exact solution into the scheme. Let 
u(x, t) = (x - t)3 be the exact solution to (2.17). By definition 

_ (Xi - t n+1)3 - (Xi - tn- 1 )3 + (Xi _ tn)3 - (Xi-l _ t n )3 
10- 2~ Llx· 

After some algebra this can be written as 

10 = -3(Xi - tn)Llx - Llt2 + Llx2 

or as 
10 = -3(Xi - tn+1 )Llx - 3LltLlx - Llt2 + Llx2. 

Note that the coefficients in the TE are the partial derivatives of the 
exact solution as obtained in (2.18) and (2.19). The choice of a low-order 
polynomial is the reason for having only a few terms in 10 since all partial 
derivatives in the solution of fourth- or higher-order vanish. 

To come back to the discussion, as seen above the error is unique, and the 
presence of the LltLlx term results from the choice of the expansion point. 
Another way of assessing the accuracy of the scheme in time is to have an 
infinitely accurate scheme in x by letting Llx -+ 0 and study the behavior of 
the TE with respect to Llt. We find that 

Llt2 83u~,n+1 
10 = 3! 8t3 = -Llt2, 

which confirms that the scheme is second-order accurate in time. 
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By choosing the expansion point (typically a center of symmetry for the 
scheme), it is possible to get rid of the cross-derivative term (the second term 
in (2.19)). 

The basic mathematical tools that we have used in this chapter and that 
we will be using in the rest of the book are the Taylor expansion and complex 
numbers algebra, the former being used for the study of consistency and 
accuracy, the latter for the analysis of stability. These notions are assumed 
to be known. They can be reviewed in various textbooks such as Reference 
[1]. 



3. Application to the Integration 
of Ordinary Differential Equations 

3.1 Introduction 

Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) play an important role in mathema
tics for the engineers. This is due to the fact that many laws of physics can 
be expressed as ODEs. 

An ODE is a relation between one or several derivatives with respect to 
x of an unknown scalar function u(x). This relation can also depend on u 
itself, on given functions of x and on constants. The independent variable, x, 
can represent space, time, or any physical variable. 

Definition: An ordinary differential equation is said to be of order n if the 
highest derivative in the equation is ~:~. 

Any ODE of order n can be transformed into a system of n ODEs of 
first-order upon introducing n - 1 new unknowns which are the successive 
derivatives of u, v = u', w = v', etc ... , and the associated equations. The 
converse is not always possible. 

A first-order ODE is of the general implicit form F(x, u, u') = o. 
In most cases, it can be solved for u' explicitly as 

u' = f(x,u). (3.1) 

This relation expresses the slope of the integral curve u (x) in the (x, u) 
plane. There exist several techniques for solving (3.1) analytically. Notions of 
existence and uniqueness, of general solution, and of particular solution can 
be found in [1]. We will assume that the problem is well posed for (3.1), when 
complemented by an initial condition 

u(xo) = uo· (3.2) 

Problem (3.1)+(3.2) is called an initial value problem. 
In general an ODE of order n requires n initial conditions. 

Remarks: When x represents time or is time-like, in general one must solve 
an initial value problem. 

When x is space-like, the boundary conditions can be split between both 
ends of the domain. Furthermore, a nonlinear first-order ODE may require 
more than one condition, i.e. more conditions than the order of the equation. 

J.-J. Chattot, Computational Aerodynamics and Fluid Dynamics
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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This is the case for boundary value problems of mixed-type for an equation 
or system of equations as we will see in Chaps. 8 to 11. At this point an 
example will suffice. The following ODE 

d (U2) dx 2" = u, 0 ~ x ~ 1, 

with two boundary conditions 

has the exact solution 

u(O) = 1, u(l) = -1, 

{ u(x) = x + 1, 0 ~ x < ~ 
u(x) = x - 2, ~ < x ~ 1. 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

The exact and numerical solutions are shown in Fig. 3.1. Note the jump at 
x = ~. The numerical solution has been obtained using a mixed-type scheme 
of Chapter 10. 

We shall now consider various numerical methods for solving (3.1)-(3.2). 

2.---,---,----.---.---.----.---,---,----.---, 

2: 0 
" 

-I 

x 

Fig. 3.1. Two-points boundary value problem for a nonlinear first-order ODE 

3.2 The Euler-Cauchy Method 

In this method, an advanced FD scheme is used for the derivative, and the 
right-hand side is evaluated at the initial values of the step. Let h be the 
constant integration step (discretization step), and Xi = Xo + (i - l)h. For 
the problem (3.1)-(3.2), the method reads: 
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h = ... f(xo, uo) 
{ 

Ul - Uo 

(3.5) 
U,+l - U, - f( ) 

h - x" U, . 

In update form the general formula is Ui+l = Ui + hf(Xi, Ui), i = 0,1, ... 
The simple interpretation of the scheme is that the "new" value Ui+1 is 

obtained as the intersection of the tangent to the integral curve at point 
(Xi, Ui) and the coordinate line X = Xi+l. The analysis of the Euler-Cauchy 
method can be carried out with the truncation error, from the differential 
form (3.5) as 

The first and third terms cancel out since U is the exact solution to (3.1). 
The leading term in the TE is of order h, thus the Euler-Cauchy method is 
first-order accurate. 

Note that, if the curvature of the integral curve is zero, i.e. the integral 
curve is a straight line, the error is zero and the exact solution is obtained at 
each integration point. 

3.3 Improved Euler Method 

This method aims at improving the accuracy of the previous method. It is a 
two-step method. 

First a provisional value using the Euler-Cauchy method is computed as 

Then, the final value is obtained 

Upon elimination of the provisional value Ui+1 from the scheme, the TE 
reads: 

We use the Taylor expansion formula for a function of two variables f(x, u) 
to get 

I hI/ h2 
11/ (3) ( ) hah hfiafi O( 2) 

Ei = Ui + "2Ui + 3fUi + 0 h - f Xi, Ui -"2 ax - 2 au + h, 

where fi = f(Xi, Ui). 
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Rearranging the terms yields 

E. = !!. (u ll _ afi _ f afi ) + O(h2) 
• 2 • ax • au . 

The term in bracket is identically zero since it represents (d/dx)(u'
f(x,u)), where the chain rule is used to calculate the total derivative of f. 

Note that we did not push the expansion far enough to collect all the terms 
of second-order. If we had, we would have concluded, since in general they 
do not cancel out, that the scheme is second-order accurate. From our result 
above we can say that the improved Euler method is at least second-order 
accurate. 

Remark: The improved Euler method will integrate exactly a polynomial 
of order two. 

Problem: Integrate by hand u' = 2x, u(O) = 1 for a few steps and show 
that the discrete solution coincides with the exact solution. 

3.4 The Runge-Kutta Method 

We will limit ourselves to the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. It is very 
popular because of its high accuracy. It is the basis of many software packages 
which allow for adjustable integration steps with control of the integration 
error. With a fixed value of h, the four steps of the Runge-Kutta method are 

to give 

1 
ai = hf(Xi, Ui) 

bi = hf(Xi + ~,Ui + 3) 
Ci = hf(Xi + ~,Ui +~) 
di = hf(Xi + h, Ui + Ci) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

It can be shown that the Runge-Kutta method is fourth-order accurate. 

Remark: If f does not depend on u, i.e. of/au = 0, (3.6) and (3.7) reduce 
to Simpson's rule of integration. 

3.5 Integration of Polynomials 

A method of order p for (3.1) integrates exactly polynomials of order up to p. 
Assume that the exact solution to (3.1) is a polynomial of degree p, u(x) = 

Pp (x). By definition 
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U'(x) = d~;X) = f(x), 

where the right-hand side is a polynomial of degree p - 1. An integration 
method of order-p satisfies 

where the term in bracket represents the numerical approximation to the 
right-hand side of the differential equation. Multiplying by h gives 

The expression Ui+l - Ui can be replaced by its Taylor expansion 

Hence, Ui+1 - Ui - h U: f} is at most of degree p in h and the equality 
O(hP ) = O(hP+1 ) implies that both hand-sides are zero. 

Example: 

{ u'(x) = 4x3 

Uo = x~ 

We perform one integration step with the Runge-Kutta method. From 
(3.6) we obtain 

l ao = 4hx~ 

bo = 4h(xo + ~)3 
Co = 4h(xo + ~)3 
do = 4h(xo + h)3. 

Substituting into (3.7) and expanding in powers of h yields 

Ul = X6 + 4x~h + 6x~h2 + 4xoh3 + h4 = (xo + h)4 = xt. (3.8) 

A proof by induction indicates that this result holds at all points. 
For systems of first-order ODEs, the Runge-Kutta method is identical to 

(3.6)-(3.7), but now u, f, a, b, c, d are arrays. An example for a system is given 
in the next section. 

3.6 Boundary Value Problems 

Boundary value problems will be treated as particular cases of PDEs, such as 
one-dimensional equilibrium or steady flow problems. This type of problem 
can be particularly difficult to integrate using marching procedures because 
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of singularities arising from the expression for f(x, u), as can be seen with 
the following ODE modeling transonic flow in a converging-diverging nozzle: 

- - = 1-- - O<x<1 d (u2
) ( u2

) g' 
dx 2 2 g' - - , (3.9) 

where g(x) represents the nozzle area, say g(x) = 1 + 4(x - ~)2. U is the 
perturbation velocity about the sonic speed (u = 0). As with equation (3.3), 
boundary conditions may be specified both at x = 0 and at x = 1. The 
explicit form of this ODE is 

1 u2 , --g u' = __ 2 __ . 

U 9 

If the sonic condition is reached at the throat (x = ~), the denominator 
goes to zero and a singularity prevents straightforward integration. Equati
ons (3.3) and (3.9) are particular cases of mixed-type equations and will be 
discussed in Chaps. 8 to 11. 

A classical case of boundary value problem is the self-similar incompres
sible viscous flow over a flat plate. The model equation is due to Blasius 
(1908) 

{
I'" + ~ff" = 0 

f(O) = 0 
1'(0) = 0 

1'(00) = 1. 

(3.10) 

This is a third-order nonlinear ODE for the unknown function f(y). No 
exact solution is available, but very accurate numerical integrations have 
been performed, including Runge-Kutta integration. For the latter, three in
itial conditions are needed at y = O. However, only two conditions are given 
there, corresponding to the non-slip condition, the third being the asympto
tic condition that the flow become uniform at infinity (3.10.4). In order to 
proceed with Runge-Kutta or any marching procedure, the missing condition 
1"(0) = /'1" the wall shear stress, is guessed and iterated upon, until the proper 
asymptotic behavior is satisfied. This method is called the shooting method. 
As an example of application of the shooting method and Runge-Kutta in
tegration, equation (3.10) is transformed into a system of three first-order 
ODEs as 

with boundary conditions 

{
I' = 9 
g' = h 

h' = -~fh 

{ 
f(O) = 0 
g(O) = 0 
h(O) = /'1,. 
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The integration is carried out with the fourth-order Runge-Kutta me
thod, with a step fly = 0.1 for 100 steps. Three values of /'i, are used, 
/'i, = 0.3, 0.35, 0.332, the last value providing the correct asymptotic result, 
as seen in Fig. 3.2. The velocity profile and shear stress are shown in Fig. 3.3. 

Before leaving this chapter on ODEs, it is worth stressing the unique fea
ture of polynomials as test functions for numerical schemes. The fact that 

- r'(O)=O.3 
-.. r'(O)=O.3S 
- r'(O)=O.332 

10 
y 

Fig. 3.2. Velocity profiles with shooting method for K = 0.3,0.35,0.332 

5 
Y 

r=rl 
L..!::J 

10 

Fig. 3.3. Velocity profile and shear stress distribution for K = 0.332 
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Fig. 3.4. Integration of the Blasius equation with a right-hand side 

the Taylor expansion of a polynomial is finite can be used to construct test 
functions that are satisfied exactly by the numerical scheme, even if the ODE 
is nonlinear. The necessary and sufficient condition for the Runge-Kutta me
thod to be fourth-order accurate is that it integrates exactly fourth-order 
polynomials as proved with equation (3.8), but not fifth-order ones. 

The Blasius equation (3.10) is a nonlinear ODE of third-order. Using a 
polynomial of high enough degree as exact solution is a non-trivial test of 
the integration scheme. This can be accomplished easily upon introducing a 
source term in the right-hand side as 

f'" + ~ ff" = g(y). 
2 

The function f(y) = y3/3! is the exact solution provided g(y) = 1 + 
(y4/12). The result of the integration is displayed in Fig. 3.4 for f,f' and f". 
The integration is exact to machine accuracy. 

Problem: Show that the Runge-Kutta method does not integrate fifth
order polynomials exactly. 



4. Partial Differential Equations 

4.1 Introduction 

An ordinary differential equation (ODE) of order n has a general solution 
(excluding singular solutions) which depends on n arbitrary constants of in
tegration. In the case of partial differential equations (PDE) the situation is 
more complicated. The general solution of a PDE does not depend on arbi
trary constants, but on arbitrary functions. In general (excluding again the 
case of singular solutions), the number of these arbitrary functions is equal 
to the order of the equation. The arbitrary functions depend on one variable 
less than the solution itself. 

Example 1: Let u(x, y) be solution of 

au =0 ay . 
The general solution is given by u(x, y) = f(x), where f is an arbitrary 

function of x. 
Example 2: 

82 u 
axay = O. 

The general solution is u(x,y) = f(x) + g(y). 
Remark: In example 2, the second-order PDE can be transformed into 
an equivalent system of two first-order PDEs upon introduction of a new 
unknown function v(x, y) as 

{ 
au =v 
ax 
av = 0 ay , 

and the solution is obtained with two quadratures of the type of example 1. 
Note that a PDE of order two is equivalent to a system of three (or 

two) first-order PDEs. The converse is not true. Take for example Laplace's 
equation 

J.-J. Chattot, Computational Aerodynamics and Fluid Dynamics
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EPu 02U 

OX2 + Oy2 = o. 
It is equivalent to the following system of two first-order PDEs 

{
ov+ow=o 
ax oy 
ow_ov=o 
ax oy , 

where we have introduced v = au/ax and w = ou/oy. 

( 4.1) 

If, instead of a zero right-hand side there is a forcing function of u (and 
possibly x and y), three first-order equations are required, for instance: 

au -=v ax 
au 
oy =w. 

avow 
ax + oy =f(x,y,u) 

Since it is always possible to transform a PDE of order larger than one 
into an equivalent system of first-order PDEs, we will limit the discussion in 
this chapter to systems of first-order partial differential equations. 

4.2 General Classification and Notion 
of Characteristic Surface 

Consider a first-order system of k PDEs for k unknown functions u = (u i ), 

i = 1, ... , k, depending on n independent variables x = (xv), v = 1, ... , n. The 
system can be written in the form: 

.. oui . . 
L j (u) = a'Jv-;:;- + lY = rJ = 0, j = 1, ... ,k. 

uxv 
(4.2) 

Repeated indices mean summation. The coefficients aijv depend on Xj 

the lJi's depend on x and also eventually on u. The following notation is 
introduced for short: 

and 

(4.3) 

where AV, v = 1, ... , n is a k x k matrix (aijr and the operator L as well as 
b are vectors. Equation (4.3) is the matrix form of the system. 
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Consider a surface C: ¢(x) = 0 and '1¢ =I- 0, for example 8¢/8n =I- O. On 
C the characteristic matrix is defined as: 

(4.4) 

and the characteristic determinant or characteristic form as: 

(4.5) 

We introduce the Cauchy Problem. 
Let the initial value of the vector u (the Cauchy data) be given on C (the 

Cauchy surface). 
The following result holds: If Q =I- 0 on C, then the differential system (4.3) 

determines in a unique way all the partial derivatives 8u/811 for arbitrary 
initial data. In this case, the surface C is said to be free. If Q = 0 on C, Cis 
said to be a characteristic surface. In this case there exists a characteristic 
linear combination >"L (u) = >"jLj (u) = A (u) of the differential operators Lj 
such that in A the derivative of the vector u on C is interior, i.e. depends 
only on u on C. A (u) = 0 imposes a relation between the initial data and 
hence these cannot be chosen arbitrarily. 

The proof of the results can be found in Reference [2]. 

Remarks: The results are also true if the coefficients aijv depend also on 
u (quasi-linear system). In this case, the characteristic condition depends on 
the initial data. 

The characteristic equation Q = 0 is a PDE of first-order for ¢(x). If it 
can be satisfied identically by a function (V ¢ =I- 0), then the family of surfaces 
¢ = const are called characteristic surfaces. 

As concerns the classification, if the homogeneous algebraic equation Q = 

o cannot be satisfied by real functions (other than '1¢ = 0) then characteristic 
surfaces do not exist and the system is said to be elliptic. 

Opposite to the elliptic case, if Q = 0 possesses k real and distinct roots 
for 8¢/8n for arbitrary 8¢/8xl, ... , 8¢/8xn -l, then the system is said to be 
totally hyperbolic. 

Between the elliptic case and the totally hyperbolic case, intermediate 
situations are possible. 

Note that a single first-order PDE is always of hyperbolic type. 
A derivation of the above results that is simpler than that of Reference 

[2], as well as the derivation of the compatibility relations (or characteristic 
relations) is now presented. 

Assume that 8¢/8n =I- O. It is then possible to make a change of va
riables from (X1.X2, ... ,Xn-1.Xn) to (Xl,X2, ... ,Xn -1.¢), and U(Xl, ... ,Xv ) 

U(Xl, ... , ¢). The partial derivatives are modified accordingly: 
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{ 
~~ = ~~ + ~~ ~~, v = I, ... , n - 1 

au _ au a¢ 
an - a¢ an 

The system reads 

Avau (a¢AV) au b = = 0 av + av a¢ + r . 

Note that in the first term the summation runs from v = 1 to n - I, 
whereas in the second term it runs from v = 1 to n. 

The matrix combination in bracket is the characteristic matrix A and 
au /a¢ is an exterior derivative, i.e. points to data outside C. Rewriting the 
equation with a right-hand side gives 

where the right-hand side is known because x and U are known on the Cauchy 
surface ¢ = 0, and the derivatives au / av are interior derivatives (derivatives 
holding ¢ to zero). 

If Q i=- 0, the Cauchy problem has a unique solution. 
If Q = 0, the Cauchy surface is a characteristic. There exists a compatibi

lity condition on the Cauchy data. It is obtained by replacing one column of 
the determinant of A by the right-hand side. The right-hand side can be writ
ten A( au / a¢) - r. The determinant can now be expanded, using the linearity 
property and the fact that the vector A( au / a¢) itself can be decomposed 
into k elements such as A. (o, ... ,aui/a¢, .. y, proportional to a column of 
A. All these determinants are zero, and there remains only the determinant 
with a column replaced by the vector (-r). In other words, the compatibility 
relations are obtained by replacing a column of A by the equations themselves 
and setting the determinant to zero. 

4.3 Model Equations and Types 

4.3.1 Linear Convection Equation 

The linear convection equation has been presented earlier (2.12) and reads 

au au at + c ax = r = o. 

Being a single first-order PDE, it is hyperbolic. Indeed, the characteristic 
matrix (1 x 1 matrix) is 
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A = (a¢ +ca¢) 
at ax 

and the characteristic form 

The characteristic curve has a slope 

a¢ 
( dX) at dt c = - a¢ = c. 

ax 
The characteristics are the straight lines C: x - ct = const. The compa

tibility relation, r = 0, is the equation itself. The linear convection equation 
represents a derivative along the characteristic (an interior derivative). If (u)c 
is the value of u on C, the total derivative is 

( dU) au (dX) au au au 
dt c = at + dt c ax = at + c ax = 0. 

The total derivative is zero. Hence (u)c = const. This allows us to find 
the general solution to (2.12) as 

u(x, t) = f(x - ct), 

where f is an arbitrary function of a single variable ~ = x - ct. 

4.3.2 The Wave Equation 

In two independent variables, the wave equation equation reads 

(4.6) 

To study this equation, we transform it into a system of first-order PDEs 
letting v = au/at, w = au/ax, to get 

{ 
~~ - c2 ~: = rl = ° 
aw av 
- - - =r2 =0. at ax 

(4.7) 

Using the above notation, the matrix form of the system depends on the 
matrices At and AX as 

(1 0) ~ (v) + ( ° _c2
) ~ (v) = ° o 1 at w -1 0 ax w . 
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The characteristic matrix can be easily identified to be 

A = ( ~~ _C
2 ~:) . 

a¢ a¢ 
-- --

ax at 

The determinant of A is the characteristic form Q = (a¢ / at) 2 -c2 (a¢ / ax) 2 . 

It can be factored to show the two roots 

Q = (a¢ _ ca¢) (a¢ + ca¢) = o. 
at ax at ax 

The system possesses two families of characteristic curves with slopes 
(dx/dt)c± = ±c. The characteristics C± are the straight lines of equation 
x ~ ct = const. The wave equation is totally hyperbolic. 

The compatibility relations are obtained from the determinant 

where a¢/at = ~c(a¢/ax). We obtain the two relations: 

{
a a 
at (v - cw) + c ax (v - cw) = 0, on C+ 

a a 
at (v + cw) - c ax (v + cw) = 0, on C-

These can be integrated to give: 

{
V - cw = f(x - ct) 
v + cw = g(x + ct). 

Integrating once more the solution for u(x, t) is obtained. It is d'Alembert's 
solution 

u(x, t) = F(x - ct) + G(x + ct), (4.8) 

F and G are arbitrary functions of a single argument. 

4.3.3 Laplace's Equation 

It is not necessary to do the analysis again for Laplace's equation 
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We use the results from the wave equation, replacing t by y and c by i. 
The characteristic form becomes 

Q = 0 cannot be satisfied by a real function except the trivial solution. 
There does not exist real characteristic directions. Hence, Laplace's equation 
is elliptic. 

4.3.4 The Heat Equation 

The heat equation, equation (2.8), is now studied for its type. The solution 
u(x, t) satisfies 

au a2u 
at = 0: ax2' 0: > O. 

Let v = au/ax, then an equivalent first-order system is 

{ 
au _o:av =0 
at ax 

au 
ax = v. 

In matrix form, this becomes 

The characteristic matrix follows as 

( 
a¢ a¢) A = at -0: ax 
a¢ , 
- 0 ax 

and the characteristic form as Q = -0: (a¢/ax)2. The characteristic form 
is degenerated because it does not contain the derivative a¢/at. Q = 0 is 
satisfied by a¢/ax = 0 and a¢/at = 1 (arbitrary), which is a double root. The 
characteristic lines are the straight lines t = const. Only one compatibility 
relation is found. 

The heat equation is parabolic. 
Note that the slope of the characteristic is (dx/dt)c = ±oo, which is the 

property of infinite speed of propagation in both directions on the x-axis 
(double root). 
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4.3.5 Burgers' Equation (Inviscid) 

Burgers' equation reads 

(4.9) 

For the analysis of the type, the solution is assumed to be smooth locally, 
so that the quasi-linear form can be used: 

au au 
at + u ax = 0. 

The characteristic matrix is A = ((a,p/fJt) + u(a,p/ax» , and the charac
teristic form 

(4.10) 

has a root corresponding to the characteristic direction (dx/dt)c = u. 
The compatibility relation is r = 0, the equation itself. It states that 

if (u)c is the value of u along the characteristic, (duc/dt) = (au/fJt) + 
(dx/dt)c (au/ax) = 0, hence u is constant on C. The slope of C is also 
constant as a consequence, hence the characteristics are the straight lines 
~ = x - ut = const. 

Burgers equation is hyperbolic. The general solution to Burgers' equation 
can be written in the following implicit form 

u(x, t) = F(x - ut), 

where F(~) is an arbitrary function of a single argument. Depending on the 
initial and boundary conditions which determine the functional form of F, an 
explicit solution for u may be obtained. An example of this is the expansion 
solution which corresponds to the initial value problem 

{ 
au !..-(u2

) =0 
at + ax 2 

u(x,O) = x, -00 < x < 00. 

We apply the initial condition to the general form of the solution and get 

u(x, 0) = F(x) = x, -00 < x < 00. 

This yields F(~) =~, -00 < ~ < 00. Now, replacing ~ by x - ut allow us 
to solve for u as x u(x,t) = --. 

l+t 
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4.3.6 Other Examples 

i) .12u = 0, i.e. E~j=1(84u/8x~8x~) = o. The characteristic form is 

The equation is of elliptic type. 

ii) E~=l (84u/ 8xt) = 0, has the following characteristic form: 

Q = n (a¢)4 Lax-
i=l • 

The equation is elliptic. 

iii) The operator (.1- (82 /8t2 ») (.1- 2(82 /8t2 ») u = 0 is hyperbolic 
since its characteristic form is 

iv) The operator (.1- (82 /8t2 ») (.1 + (82 /8t2 ») u = 0 is of interme
diary type. It is not elliptic, nor parabolic, nor hyperbolic. Its characteristic 
form is: 

Problem: Prove the statements in this article by establishing the charac
teristic forms of each of the given model PDEs. 

4.4 Conservation Laws and Jumps 
for a System of PDEs 

Let u = (u i ) ,i = 1, ... , k be the dependent variables and x = (xv) ,v = 1, ... , n 
be the independent variables. A system of partial differential equations is 
said to be in divergence or conservation law form if each equation can be 
formulated as the divergence of a vector v(u) as 

or for short 

(4.11) 
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Examples: 

Burgers equation (ou/ot) + (%x) (~2) = 0 is in conservation form. The 

quasi-linear form (ou/ot) + u(ou/ox) = 0 is not a conservation form. 
The 1-D Euler equations in conservation form read: 

op opu _ 0 
ot + ox -

opu o(pu2 + p) _ 0 
ot + ox -

(4.12) 

opE opuH 
8t + ---a;;- = 0, 

where the total energy is E = (p/b - l)p) + (u2 /2), and the total ent
halpy H = bp/b -l)p) + (u2 /2). If the last equation (4.12) is replaced 
by (ops/ot) + (opsu/ox) = 0, where s is the entropy, s = Cv In (p/ p"f), the 
system is also in conservation form, but will not give the same solution if 
discontinuities are present, because the two systems have different jump con
ditions. However, if the solution is smooth everywhere, the solutions will be 
identical. 

4.4.1 Jump Conditions 

The system of PDEs (4.11) can be integrated on a control volume, CV boun
ded by the control surface CS: 

1 (OvV(u) + b) dV = 0, 
cv ov 

and transformed using Gauss' theorem (divergence theorem) as 

1 vV(u).nvdA + 1 bdV = O. 
cs cv 

(4.13) 

The derivatives have disappeared. The conditions for the existence of the 
last two integrals are less restrictive than for the differential form, since all 
that is required is that the flux vector v( u) and the source term b be integ
rable. In particular, if v(u) has jumps in the control volume, the derivatives 
are not defined there, but the surface integral is well defined. 

The jump conditions associated with the conservation laws (4.11) are 
found now; Assume that v(u) is discontinuous along a surface S in the control 
volume, such that S divides CV in two parts, CV1 and CV2 , and the control 
surface in C Sl and C S2, then applying (4.13) to parts 1 and 2 yields: 
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r vV(u).nvdS + r bdV=O. 
}C~+s }C~ 

The integral form of the conservation law (4.13) is also valid when dis
continuities are present inside the control volume, hence 

r vV(u).nvdS + r bdV = O. 
}CS1+CS2 }CV1+CV2 

Subtracting the previous two equations from the last one yields: 

Let (a) = a2 - al denote the jump of a, and nv = n~ = -n~. The last 
result takes the form is (VV) .nvdS = O. 

This equation must hold for any part of the surface S, hence the integrand 
is zero, i.e. 

( 4.14) 

These are the jump conditions for a system of conservation laws. 

4.4.2 Examples 

i) Jump condition for Burgers' equation (8u/8t)+(8/8x)(u2 /2) =0. 
By identification we find vt = u and V X = ~2. (4.14) gives 

The jump-line Or shock has a slope 

\~2) 
(u) 

where the indices refer to the states on each side of the shock. 
The following initial data 

{ u(x,O) = 1, x < 0 
u(x,O) = 0, x > O. 

produce a shock S moving at constant speed (dx/dt)s = ~. In Fig. 4.1 the 

arrows represent a characteristic vector field 11 = (u(x, t), 1). The characte
ristic relation, equation (4.10) can be interpreted as a vector dot product, 
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2 
/////// 
/////// 
/////// 
/////// 
/////// 
/////// 
/////// 
/////// 
/////// 
/////// 
/////// 
/////// 
/////// 
/////// 

-1 

t 

Fig. 4.1. Moving shock with Burgers' equation 

x 

v. \7 ¢ = 0, stating that the characteristic lines are tangent to the vector field 
V. 

If the initial conditions are reversed, i.e. 

{ u(x,O) = 0, x < ° 
u(x, 0) = 1, x> 0. 

an expansion shock is ruled out, as violating the condition that characteristics 
must originate from the initial condition, and cannot appear in the middle of 
the domain. The correct solution is an expansion fan, as displayed in Fig. 4.2. 

-1 
x 

Fig. 4.2. Expansion fan with Burgers' equation 

ii) I-D Euler Equations. The jump conditions associated with (4.12) are 
given by: 

( :u ) nt + (pu~: p ) nx = 0. 
pE puH 
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For steady flow (nt = 0) the conditions reduce to 

(Pur:: p) = 0, 
puH 

which can be further simplified by taking into account the first equation to 
reduce the last jump condition to (H) = O. The total enthalpy is conserved 
across a steady shock. 

iii) Elliptic System. Consider the system of first-order PDEs (4.7) which, 
for t = Y and c = i. corresponds to Laplace's equation 

(4.15) 

The jump conditions are 

The elimination of nx and ny yields 

which cannot be satisfied, except by the trivial solution (v) = (w) = O. 
Laplace's equation does not admit jumps. 

ProbleIn: Prove that the linear convection equation admits jumps that are 
arbitrary, along characteristic lines. 



5. Integration of a Linear Hyperbolic Equation 

5.1 Introduction 

Hyperbolic PDEs are associated with wave phenomena and propagation. A 
vibrating string, a vibrating column of air in a wind instrument, superso
nic flow and shock waves, are some examples of physical phenomena descri
bed by hyperbolic equations. We will limit ourselves in this chapter to one
dimensional unsteady and two-dimensional steady model problems, governed 
by the linear convection equation and the wave equation respectively. The 
two model equations have been studied in the previous chapter and shown 
to be of hyperbolic type. 

5.2 The Linear Convection Equation 

Consider the linear convection equation for the unknown u(x, t) 

8u 8u 
8t + c 8x = 0, c > 0, 

where the convection speed c can be made positive by an appropriate choice 
of direction for the x-axis. In order to advance the solution in time, the new 
value, u~+1 of the solution must appear in the time derivative. The scheme 
for 8u/8t will therefore be an advanced scheme of the type (2.1). Several 
classical schemes are presented and analyzed in the next paragraphs. 

5.2.1 A Centered Scheme 

The space derivative is approximated by the centered FD scheme (2.3) 

U~+l - ui Ui+l - Uf-l 

Llt + c 2Llx = 0. (5.1) 

This scheme is first-order accurate in time and second-order accurate in 
space as indicated by the TE 

n Llt 82u,,! Llx2 83ui O(Ll 2 Ll 4) O(Ll Ll 2) 
Ei ="2 8t2 + c-6- 8x3 + t, x = t, x . 

J.-J. Chattot, Computational Aerodynamics and Fluid Dynamics
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As far as stability is concerned, this scheme is unconditionally unstable, 
therefore it is useless. Substituting ui = gneiia into the equation with a = 
c(L1tj L1x) and solving for the amplification factor yields 

9 = 1- i.asina. 

Igl is always larger than one for all non zero a. 
Although this is not a good scheme for this equation, it is always recom

mended, when a first attempt is made at solving a PDE, to try the simplest 
schemes first. But one must not expect that it will necessarily work. We will 
see that this scheme will play an important role in Burgers' equation (4.9) at 
a shock. The nonlinearity is the reason why it can be used there. 

5.2.2 An Upwind Scheme 

We use scheme (2.2) which is qualified as retarded or upwind: 

(5.2) 

This scheme is consistent and first-order accurate in x and t. The TE 
reads 

n L1t 82Ui L1x 82Ui O(L1 2 L1 2) O(L1 L1 ) 
Ei = 2 8t2 - c2 8x2 + t, x = t, x. 

One of the second partial derivatives can be eliminated using the identity 
obtained from the equation as 

The TE is modified accordingly. If we use the same notation for a, the 
result is 

When a = 1 the scheme is of higher accuracy than one. In fact it is exact, 
i.e. one can show that Ei = O. This seems intriguing, but there is a simple 
explanation. First note that equation (5.2) reduces in this case to u~+1 = 
ui-l. Also, notice that ~r+l = Xi - ctn+1 = Xi-l - ctn = ~i-l' indicating 
that the two points (i -1, n) and (i, n + 1) are on the same characteristic line. 
Since the exact solution is u(x, t) = F(x - ct) = F(~) the numerical scheme 
is transporting the constant value of u along the characteristic, as shown in 
Fig. 5.1. 
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n+I 

C: ~=x-ct=const 

n 
i-I 

Fig. 5.1. Computational molecule and characteristic line for 0'=1 

Let ui = gneiia.. One finds 

g = 1- 0'(1- cos a) - iasina, 

and 
Igl 2 = 1 - 2a(1 - a)(l- cos a). 

Stability requires Igl :::; 1, which is verified when the condition 0 :::; a :::; 1 
is met, the CFL condition (2.14). 

Note that for negative values of c, an advanced scheme would be needed. 

5.2.3 The Lax Scheme 

The Lax scheme has been introduced earlier: 

Ui+l - Ui-l 
+ c 2Llx =0. 

We only report the results here. Lax scheme is conditionally consistent 
(2.13) 

and is stable under the CFL condition (2.14) 

Llx 
Llt:::; TcT' 

5.2.4 The Lax-Wendroff Scheme 

This scheme is obtained using a systematic procedure. Consider the Taylor 
expansion of u~+ 1: 
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We have seen how we can substitute -c( auf j ax) for auf j at and 
c2 (a2uf j ax2) for a2ufl at2, using the PDE itself. This yields the following 
scheme in update form 

U~+l = U"! _ c.::1t Uf+l - Uf-l 2.::1t2 Ui+l - 2uf + uf-l 
Z Z 2.::1x + c -2- .::1x2 ' 

which can be rewritten as 

u~+1 - uf + c uf+1 - uf-l _ c2_.::1_t Uf+l - 2uf + Uf-l - 0 
.::1t 2.::1x 2 .::1x2 - . (5.3) 

A Taylor expansion about point (i, n) gives 

.::1t2 a3u"! .::1x2 a3u"! 
f~ = 3! at3Z + CT ax; + o (.::1t.::1x2, .::1t3, .::1x4). 

Again, it is possible to eliminate one of the third derivatives, since 
a3ujat3 = -c3(a3ujax3), to get 

.::1x2 a3un fr = cT(1 - a2) ax; + o (.::1t.::1x2, .::1t3, .::1x4) = 0 ((1- a2).::1x2) . 

Lax-Wendroff scheme is second-order accurate in t and x. 
Note that the scheme reduces to u~+1 = uf-l when a = 1. The exact 

solution is obtained (ff = 0). 

Problem: When a 2 =1= 1, look for the point about which the Taylor expan
sion does not contain the term .::1t.::1x2. 

The amplification factor for the complex mode is 

9 = 1- a 2 (1- cos a) - iasina. 

Computing the square of the modulus of the amplification factor as 

Igl 2 = (1 - a2(1 - cosa»)2 + a2 sin2 a = 1- a2(1- a2)(I- COSet), 

which is less than one when lal ::; 1. The absolute value has been introdu
ced because Lax-Wendroff scheme is symmetric and can accept positive or 
negative convection speeds. 

5.2.5 The MacCormack Scheme 

In 1969 MacCormack introduced a new two-step predictor-corrector scheme. 
The overbarred values correspond to the predictor values: 

For a linear equation, such as the linear convection equation, this scheme is 
identical to the Lax-Wendroff scheme. Indeed, if one eliminates the predictor 
values in the corrector step, one obtains (5.3). 
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5.3 The Wave Equation 

Consider the wave equation (4.6). It is a second-order PDE; it models the 
vibrations of a string for a string instrument or of a column of air for a 
wind instrument. If we exchange the variable t for y and c for (3, it can 
be interpreted as the equation governing a supersonic stream of air, moving 
parallel and in the direction of the x-axis; the incoming flow is undisturbed 
upstream of the airfoil and is tangent to the surface of the airfoil, a slender 
wedge of half-angle e, placed along the x-axis. The equation reads 

282rp 82rp . / 
-(3 8x2 + 8y2 = 0, (3 = V Mg - 1, Mo 2: 1. (5.4) 

This is the equation for the velocity potential for linearized supersonic 
flow. rp is the velocity potential for the perturbation. Mo is the incoming flow 
Mach number. The flow field is depicted in Fig. 5.2. 

y 

MO:::--.+_--

x 

Fig. 5.2. Supersonic flow past a slender wedge 

Note that unlike (4.6) both independent variables represent space. There
fore, depending on the problem, in particular the boundary conditions, one of 
the variables will be considered time-like and the solution will be integrated 
in the direction of that variable. We are interested in finding the solution 
of the supersonic flow past a given geometry and no boundary condition is 
required downstream of the profile; x is time-like and the solution is mar
ched in the flow direction. An example of y being time-like is the design of a 
supersonic diffuser producing a uniform supersonic exit flow. 

For the wedge, the initial condition is 

rp(x,y) = 0, x::; 0, 

and the boundary condition for the upper-half plane 

8rp 
8y (x, 0) = e, x 2: 0. 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 
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The velocity components are 

Uo is the incoming flow velocity. In the mathematical model, the tangency 
condition on the wedge (5.6) is applied on the x-axis, which is justified, as a 
first-order approximation, if the wedge angle is small. 

5.3.1 Exact Solution 

We use the general solution to the wave equation to solve the flow past the 
wedge. Recall equation (4.8) with the current notation 

'P(x, y) = F(x - (3y) + G(x + (3y). 

The arbitrary functions F(~) and G(rJ) are determined by the initial and 
boundary conditions. The characteristics are denoted by 

{ c+ : ~ = x - (3y = const . 
C- : rJ = x + (3y = const 

F is constant on C+ and G is constant on C-. On the characteristics the 
information travels in the time-like direction. In the upper-half plane all the 
C-characteristics originate from the undisturbed region where F = G = 0, 
equation (5.5), hence in the wedge problem, G = ° everywhere. On the other 
hand, the C+ characteristics originate from the undisturbed region for ~ ~ 0, 
but they originate at the wedge for ~ ~ 0, so that F = ° for ~ ~ 0, and F 
will be obtained from equation (5.6) for ~ ~ ° (see Fig. 5.3). 

y 

-L __ ~ ________ ~_____________ X 

Fig. 5.3. D' Alembert method of solution 
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The tangency condition gives 

a'P 
ay (x,O) = -(3F'(x) = 0, x 2:: 0. 

This is an ODE for F. It can be integrated as F(x) = -(O/(3)x + const. 
The integration constant is zero by continuity since 'P(O, 0) = O. Now that we 
know the functional form of F, that is F(~) = -(O/(3)~, ~ 2:: 0, the solution 
is known in the entire upper plane ~ 2:: 0, y 2:: ° 

° 'P(x, y) = -fj(x - (3y). 

It can be easily verified that this function verifies the PDE and the other 
conditions. The velocity field is uniform with components 

The characteristic S: ~ = ° plays the role of a shock. The flow proper
ties are discontinuous there. (u) = -uo(O / (3), (v) = uo(} satisfy the jump 
conditions associated with the first-order system. 

Note that since there is no reference length in this problem, the solution 
can be written in self-similar form as 

f(t) = _(3'P(x, y) = 1 - (3E = 1 - t. 
(}x x 

Problem: Verify that the jumps, (u) = -uo ((}/(3), (v) = uo(}, satisfy the 
jump conditions associated with the PDE. 

5.3.2 Numerical Scheme, Consistency and Accuracy 

The numerical solution of equations (5.4)-(5.6) by finite differences requires 
the construction of a mesh system for the discretization of the PDE and of 
the initial and boundary conditions. The discrete solution will be defined 
at the nodes of the mesh. We use a Cartesian mesh with constant steps 
Xi = (i - l)Llx, i = 1,2, ... , Yj = (j - l)Lly, j = 1,2, ... as shown in Fig. 5.4. 

We introduce the following scheme for (5.4) 

_(32 'PHl,j - 2'Pi,j + 'Pi-l,j + 'Pi,j+l - 2'Pi,j + 'Pi,j-l = ° . = 1 . = 2 
Llx2 Lly2' Z , ••• , J , ... 

(5.7) 
The computational molecule is displayed in Fig. 5.4. 
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y 

j+l 

j 

j-l 

j=l 
x 

i=O 1 i-I i i+l 

Fig. 5.4. Mesh system and computational molecule 

The analysis of the TE of this centered scheme is straightforward 

The scheme is consistent and second-order accurate in x and y. 
The initial condition (5.5) is implemented by extending the domain to 

xo = -..1x and setting the values of !.po,j and !.pl,j to zero 

{ !.pO,j = 0 . _ 
O ,J -1, ... 

!.pl,j = 
(5.8) 

This enforces not only !.p = 0, but also o!.p/ox = O. No error is introduced 
through this initial condition. 

The FDE for the boundary condition is 

!.pHI,2 - !.pHI,1 = () . = 1 
..1y , z , ... (5.9) 

The computational molecule for the application of the boundary condition 
is shown in Fig. 5.5. 

Here it is convenient to expand the TE about point (i + 1, 1) as 

(5.10) 

This is a first-order accurate scheme. 
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j=2 

j=l 

~----------~-----------t~ x i+l 

Fig. 5.5. Computational molecule for the boundary condition 

5.3.3 Numerical Implementation 

As mentioned, there is no reference length in this problem. Without restric
tion one can choose L1y such that B L1y = 1. Let (J = L1x / (3 L1y. The marching 
procedure consists in implementing the initial condition (5.8) along the two 
columns at Xo = -L1x and Xl = O. Then, scheme (5.7) is used to solve for 
the new values !.pH1,j, j = 2, ... , followed by the application of the boundary 
condition (5.9) to obtain !.pH1,1' In update form this reads 

{ !.pi+l,j = 2(1 - (J2)!.pi,j - !.pi-l,j + (J2(!.pi,j+1 + !.pi,j-d, j = 2, ... (5.11) 
!.pi+1,1 = !.pH1,2 - 1. 

Problem: Solve the above equations and plot the self-similar solution 
-(3(!.pi,j/Bxi) as a function of t = (3(Yj/Xi) , in the three cases, (J = 
1/ y'2, y'2, 1. For (J = 1 prove that the scheme computes the exact solu
tion. 

5.3.4 Stability 

Let !.pi,j = gieiJOi. This choice is based on the fact that X is the marching direc
tion (time-like) and y is space-like. Substituting this in the first of equations 
(5.11) gives after some simplification 

9 = 2(1 - (J2) - ~ + (J2(eiOi + e-iOi ). 
9 

Rearranging terms yields a quadratic equation with real coefficients for g: 

f(g) = l- 2 (1- (J2 (1- cos a)) 9 + 1 = O. 

Two cases are possible: 
i) D2 = (1- (J2 (1- cosa))2 - 1 = _(J2 (1- cos a) (2 - (j2 (1- cos a)) :::: 0, 
or equivalently 2 - (J2 (1 - cos a) :::; O. In this case, the roots gl, g2 are real, 
but since f (1) :::: 0 and f ( -1) :::; 0, one of the roots is outside the interval 
[-1,1] and Igl :::: 1; the scheme is unstable, 
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ii) D2 :s 0, that is 2 - (J2 (1 - coso:) ~ 0, the roots are complex conjugate 
and verify Iglg21 = Igl2 = 1. The scheme is stable. 

The condition of stability is 

2 - (J2 (1- coso:) ~ 0, Vo:, 

which reduces, in the most severe case of coso: = -1, to (J :S 1. In terms of 
the marching step this is 

Llx :S (3Lly, 

a CFL condition for the "time step" Llx, for a given Lly. 

Remark: When (J = 1, the TE is identically zero. The scheme reads 

'PH1,j = -'Pi-l,j + 'Pi,j+l + 'Pi,j-l· 

Note first that the characteristics coincide with the diagonals of the mesh 
system. If we assume that the values 'Pi,j'S in the right-hand side are exact, 
then, using d'Alembert solution 

However, from the exact solution 

hence 
'PH1,j = FH1,j + Gi +1,j, 

which is the exact solution. Since the values of 'PO,j and 'Pl,j are exact, it 
follows that all the values in the triangle bounded by ~ = ° and 'f/ = 'f/max will 
be exact (zero in the present problem). Furthermore, for the wedge problem 
the solution in the disturbed region varies linearly with x and y and the TE 
for the boundary condition (Equation (5.10)) vanishes as well in this case. 
The exact solution is obtained everywhere in the upper-plane. 

The geometric interpretation of the above condition has to do with the 
relative positions of the characteristics of the PDE and the diagonal lines of 
the mesh system. The latter have a slope 

whereas the former have a slope 

( dY ) = ±~ 
dx c± (3. 
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The diagonal lines will be called, by extension, the numerical characte
ristics. They reflect the manner by which the information propagates in the 
mesh. 

The stability condition can be stated as 

(5.12) 

The stability condition requires that the numerical domain of dependence 
contains the domain of dependence of the PDE. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.6 
showing a stable situation. 

j+1 

+ 

j - I 

i- I 

Fig. 5.6. Domains of dependence of the numerical scheme and of the PDE 

Remark: Scheme (5.7) is called an explicit scheme, because the new values 
'Pi+l ,j can be computed explicitly from the FDEs (5.11). In general, an ex
plicit scheme for the wave equation is subject to a stability condition of CFL 
type. If f3 is of order unity, the stability restriction is not too severe. However, 
if f3 is very small (i.e. Mo ~ 1), Llx may be prohibitively small, smaller than 
strictly required for accuracy, since 

Lly is governing the accuracy, which is not improved by the fact that Llx is 
very small. The computing time can become important as many steps are 
necessary to reach a given value of x. The alternative to such a situation is 
to use an implicit scheme. 
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5.4 Implicit Scheme for the Wave Equation 

Consider the following scheme 

{ 
_f32 'PHI,j - 2'Pi,j + 'Pi-I,j + 'PHI,j+! - 2'PHI,j + 'PHI,j-I 

~~ ~~ 
i = 1, ... , j = 2, ... 

= 0, (5.13) 

with the same initial and boundary conditions as before. 
The computational molecule is shown in Fig. 5.7. It can be seen that 

for this scheme the numerical characteristics have slopes (dy / dx) N± = ±oo. 
Condition (5.12) is satisfied for all values of f3. 

j+l 

j 

j-l 
i-I i i+l 

Fig. 5.7. Computational molecule for the implicit scheme 

Equation (5.13) cannot be solved pointwise since it contains three un
knowns at the new level i + 1. This scheme requires the simultaneous solution 
of the values of 'P along a column. Written as a linear algebraic system, the 
associated matrix is tridiagonal and can be solved easily using the Thomas 
algorithm. Such a situation will be discussed in detail in Chap. 6. 

The stability analysis, however, can still be carried out, using the Von 
Neumann method, and the result show that the implicit scheme is uncondi
tionally stable. 

Problem: Show that the implicit scheme is first-order accurate in x and 
second-order accurate in y. 

Show that the amplification factor for scheme (5.13) is given by 

2 1 
Igl = 1 + 20'2(1 _ cos a) S 1, Va. 
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6.1 Introduction 

Parabolic PDEs represent diffusion phenomena, such as heat conduction in a 
slab aligned with the x-axis (2.8) and viscous effects spreading away from a 
wall. The numerical methods will be presented for the flow of an incompres
sible viscous fluid between two plates, distant h apart. Initially the fluid has 
a solid body motion with the plates translating parallel to the x-axis with 
velocity U. At time t = 0, the lower plate located at y = 0 is stopped, while 
the other plate keeps moving with velocity U. The equation governing the 
motion of the fluid is 

(6.1) 

v ;:::: 0 is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. 
The initial condition corresponds to 

u(y,O) = U, O:S y:S h, (6.2) 

and the boundary conditions are 

{ u(O, t) = 0 
u(h, t) = U ' t > o. (6.3) 

For large times, provided the dimensionless grouping Re = Uh/v is not 
too large, the flow reaches steady-state, i.e. u(y, t) ----* uss(y), which is inde
pendent of time. The solution is easily found to be uss(y) = U(y/h), the 
so-called Couette flow. On the other hand, for very small times, the presence 
of the upper plate is not affecting the solution, i.e. the solution is the same 
as if h = 00. In this case the Rayleigh solution is a good approximation 

2U (2Jv, 2 

u(y, t) = vfi Jo e-T) drJ· 

J.-J. Chattot, Computational Aerodynamics and Fluid Dynamics
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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6.2 Exact Solution 

Equation (6.1) can be solved by the method of separation of variables. Assu
ming that u(y, t) = Y(y)T(t), substitution into equation (6.1) yields 

T' Y" - = v- = _A2 A = const > O. T Y , -

The choice of the minus sign in front of the constant is guided by the 
need for the solution to remain bounded as t --+ 00. The two ODEs can be 
integrated to give 

At this point the parameter A is arbitrary. Linear combinations of, diffe
rentiation and integration with respect to A are allowed since the governing 
equation is linear. A = 0 corresponds to steady-state, uo(y) = AoY + Bo = 
uss(Y)· 
Problem: Show that the steady-state equation corresponds to 

. a (u y'V . (AY) _)..2 t ) uss(Y) = l~ aA -h- sm y'V e . 

One requires that each u)..(y, t) satisfy the boundary conditions (6.3). 
Hence: 

{ uo(O) = Bo = 0 
uo(h) = Aoh = U, ::::} Ao = if, 

{ 
u)..(O, t) = B)..e-)..2t = 0, ::::} B).. = 0 

(h ) - A . )"h _)..2 t - 0 )"h - k k - 1 2 u).. ,t - ).. sm ,,(Ve -, ::::} ,,(V - 7r, - , , ... 

The last condition defines a discrete spectrum for the eigenvalues Ak 

k7ry'V 
Ak = -h-' k = 1,2, ... (6.4) 

The corresponding eigenfunctions are: 

Uk(y, t) = Ak sin (k~Y) e-(k2
7r
2vt/h2). 

The solution to (6.1)+(6.3) now reads 

u(y, t) = U* + f Ak sin (k~Y) e-(k2
7r
2vt/h2). 

k=l 
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Note that the summation corresponds to the discrete spectrum of eigen
functions. The coefficients Ak are determined by the initial condition (6.2) 

u(y,O) = U* + ~Aksin (k~Y) = U. 

The Ak are the Fourier coefficients of the Fourier expansion of U (1 -
(Ylh)) as an odd series of period 2h. The function is shown in Fig. 6.1. The 
coefficients are found to be Ak = i~. Finally, the complete solution reads: 

Uo 

\ \ u~ \ \ 

Fig. 6.1. Odd extension of the initial condition with period 2h 

Remark: The Fourier series is not absolutely convergent at (0,0), because 
there is a discontinuity in the initial condition. However, for t = c, as small 
as one wishes, the solution is continuous and differentiable to all orders. 

6.3 A Simple Explicit Scheme 

Let Yj = U - l)Lly, Lly = hlUx - 1) and tn = nLlt, represent the Cartesian 
mesh system. A simple explicit scheme is introduced as 

uj+1 - uj uj+1 - 2uj + uj_l. . 
Llt = V Lly2 ' ) = 2, ... ,)X - 1, n = 0, 1, ... (6.5) 

The mesh system and computational molecule are shown in Fig. 6.2. 

6.3.1 Consistency and Accuracy 

The TE for this scheme is 

au~ Llt a2un Llt2 a3u~ (a2u~ Lly2 a4u~ ~ 
Ej = at +2 at: +31 at} + O(Llt3)-v ayg +T! ayl +O(Lly4~ 

= O(Llt, Lly2). (6.6) 
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n+1 

n 

.i-I j j+1 
y 

Fig. 6.2. Mesh system and computational molecule for scheme (6.5) 

The simple explicit scheme is consistent, second-order accurate in y and 
first-order accurate in t. 

The initial condition is discretized as 

o U· I . uj = ,] = , ... ,]X, 

and the boundary conditions 

{ 
u~+1 = ° 

+1 ' n = 0, 1, .... 
un =U JX 

The initial and boundary conditions do not introduce discretization errors. 

6.3.2 Numerical Implementation 

Dimensionless variables are introduced. It is always a good idea to work 
with dimensionless quantities when solving a model from physics. Here we 
let y = y/h, u = u/U, t = vt/h2, a = v(f1t/ f1y2). The equations with the 
dimensionless variables are identical to the dimensional equations in which 
one sets v = U = h = 1. The tilde will be dropped subsequently. In update 
form the scheme reads 

uj+1 =(1- 2a)u'J + a(u'J+1 + U'J-1), j = 2, ... ,jx - 1, n = 0,1, ... 
o 1 . 1 . u j = ,] = , ... ]X 

U~+l = 0, n = 0, 1, .. . 

uj;;l = 1, n = 0, 1, .. . 

The solution depends on a single parameter a. 

Problem: Solve (6.7) by hand with jx = 5 for a = ~, ~, and a = 1. 

(6.7) 
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6.3.3 Stability 

We recall the result obtained earlier that the stability condition for this 
scheme is a :-:; ~, (2.11), or with the current notation 

Ll 2 
Llt < -.JL 

- 2v 

For a given Lly this condition imposes a restriction on the time step Llt 
that can be used to compute the solution. As noted earlier, as the mesh is 
refined in the y-direction, the time step decreases quadratically. The reason 
has to do with the requirement that in the limit, as Lly -+ 0, the numerical 
domain of dependence should coincide with the domain of dependence of 
the PDE. As we have seen, the speed of propagation for the heat equation is 
infinite. As the mesh is refined, the slope of the numerical characteristics have 
an asymptotic behavior which is consistent with this result since (dy j dt) N± = 
±(Llyj Llt) = ±O(lj Lly) -+ ±oo, as Lly -+ O. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.3, 
where the mesh has been divided by two in the y-direction and by four in the 
t-direction. On the Figure are also shown the numerical characteristics and 
the characteristics of the PDE. 

v [\ 
/ 1\ 

/ '\ 
/ '\ 

'\ y 

Fig. 6.3. Effect of mesh refinement on the domain of dependence 

Problem: Study the stability of the DuFort-Frankel scheme for the heat 
equation (2.10) 

U,?+l _ u,?-l 
• • 

2Llt 

In order to mimic more closely the physics of diffusion, and at the same 
time alleviate the restriction on the time step, various implicit schemes have 
been proposed. 
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6.4 Simple Implicit Method 

The following scheme was proposed by Laasonen in 1949: 

u n+ 1 _ un un+l _ 2un+ 1 + u n+ 1 
J J J+1 J J-1 

Llt = V Lly2 (6.8) 

The computational molecule is displayed in Fig. 6.4. 

n+l 

n 

j-l j+l 

Fig. 6.4. Computational molecule for scheme (6.8) 

The initial and boundary conditions are unchanged 

-O"uj _ 1 0" u j ~ ~Uj+1. -= u j , ] ~ , ... ,]X - , n - , , ... 
uj - 1, ] - 1, ... ,]X 1 

n+ 1 + (1 + 2 ) n+ 1 n+ 1 - n . - 2 . 1 - 0 1 

U~+l = 0, n = 0, 1, .. . 

uj:1 = 1, n = 0, 1, .. . 
(6.9) 

Changing Llt to -Llt in (6.6) gives the TE 

The Laasonen scheme is consistent, second-order accurate in space and 
first-order accurate in time. 

Equation (6.8) cannot be solved pointwise as the simple explicit scheme 
because it contains three unknowns. A simultaneous solution for all the uj+l 

must be performed. 
The analysis of stability is carried out in the usual manner, with the 

complex wave mode uj = gnejj {3 to give 

1 
9 - -----;-------,-:-

- 1 + 20"(1 - cos(3)' 
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Since a > 0 =} Igl :S 1, the simple implicit scheme is unconditionally 
stable. 

Problem: Solve problem (6.9) by hand for a = 1 and a = 00, for jx = 5. 

6.5 Combined Method A 

The simple explicit and the simple implicit schemes are special cases of the 
general algorithm 

un+! - u~ u~ - 2u~ + u~ u'.'+l - 2u'.'+1 + u'.'+l 
J L1t J = (1- ())v J+1 L1;2 J-1 + ()v J+1 dy2 J-1 , (6.10) 

where () is a constant (0 :S () :S 1). 
The simple explicit scheme corresponds to () = 0, the simple implicit 

scheme to () = 1. This combined method is second-order accurate in space 
and first-order accurate in time, except for special cases, such as: 

i) () = ! =} f;+! = O(L1t2, L1x2 ). This is the Crank-Nicolson method. It is 
second-order accurate in x and t, 
.. ) () _ 1 ~ n _ O( At2 A 4) 
11 - 2" - 12vLlt =} fj - "-', ,,-,y , 

... ) () - 1 ~ d ~ - TO n - O( At2 A 6) 111 - 2" - 12vLlt an vLlt - V ~u =} fj - "-', ,,-,y . 
Problem: Prove that the combined method (6.10) is unconditionally stable 
if ! :S () :S 1 and stable when 0 :S () :S ! only if 0 :S a :S 2.!48· 

6.6 Solution of a Linear System with Tridiagonal Matrix 

Algebraic systems of equations obtained by discretization of PDEs by finite 
difference schemes often have a very simple structure, with few non-zero 
entries along certain diagonals. The case of tridiagonal matrices, as obtained 
for example with schemes (5.13) and (6.10) is important and justifies the 
presentation of the Thomas algorithm in this paragraph. 

The Thomas algorithm (or double sweep method) is a particular case of 
the Gauss elimination algorithm pertinent to tridiagonal matrices. 

Definition: A matrix A = (ai,j) is said to be tridiagonal if ai,j = 0 for 
j =f= i-I, i or i + 1. 

Consider the n x n system with tridiagonal matrix 

T(p, q, r).x = s. 

The elements of T are stored in vector arrays; q is the main diagonal, p 
the diagonal just below it, and r the diagonal just above it. x represents the 
unknown vector and s contains the right-hand sides 
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In the direct sweep, the equations are combined to eliminate the lower 
diagonal and to transform the system in an upper triangular system. In this 
process the diagonal term is normalized to unity. If ql # ° the first equation 
can written as 

~ ~ ~ Tl ~ 81 
Xl + TlX2 = 81, Tl = -, 81 = -. 

ql ql 

Let's assume that the i-1st equation can be written in a similar form. 
Then it can be combined with the i-th equation to give 

Or, equivalently if qi - pJ~i-l # ° 

I -Pi 
I +1 

(6.11) 

Since this is true for i = 1 by induction this will be true for all values 
of i. The recurrence formulae (6.11) are not strictly applicable for i = 1 and 
i = n, but it makes programming simpler if they can be used for all values 
of the index. Hence we define 

{ PI = 0, ro = 0, So = ° . 
Tn = ° 

At the end of the direct sweep, the system has been transformed to 
T(O, 1, r).x = S, an upper triangular matrix with two diagonals 

1 rl Xl 81 

1 T2 X2 82 

1 ri Xi 8i 

1 rn-l Xn-l Sn-l 

1 Xn 8 n 

During the inverse sweep, the solution is obtained by tackling the equa
tions in reverse order as 
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Remarks: The recurrence formulae (6.11)-(6.12) indicate that the modi
fied values ri, Si can be stored in the arrays rand S respectively and that 
the solution x can be overwritten in s, thus saving three arrays of length n. 

When the end values Xl, Xn are known, e.g. from Dirichlet boundary 
conditions, it is possible to avoid the shifting of indices and solve an n x n 
system, instead of an (n - 2) x (n - 2) system, by adding the two trivial 
equations 

{ 
qlXl =Sl, ql = ~ 

l' f = 1.0 E - 10 , 
qnxn = Sn, qn = -

f 

which will force the correct end values, even if rl and Pn have been defined 
elsewhere, provided f is small enough for the diagonal terms to dominate the 
other coefficients in the same row. 

In the Thomas algorithm the diagonal term is used as "pivot" , normalized 
to one in the elimination procedure, and, for the solution to proceed to its 
term, it is required that its coefficient qi - Piri-l -=f. 0 for all i. This is the 
case if the matrix is diagonally dominant, i.e. 

(6.13) 

In the example (2.5), the coefficients of the tridiagonal matrix associated 
with the centered schemes (2.6) are 

f 1 
Pi = LlX2 - 2Llx 

f 
qi = -2 LlX2 

f 1 
ri = Llx2 + 2Llx 

and do not satisfy condition (6.13) when f S; Llx/2. For small values of f, it 
is advisable to use an advanced scheme for du/dx as 

UiH - 2Ui + Ui-l Ui+l - Ui 
f Llx2 + Llx - 2f - 2Xi = O. (6.14) 

This scheme has the property of reinforcing the diagonal term, so that 
f 

Pi = Llx2 

f 1 
qi = - 2 Llx2 - Llx ' 

f 1 
ri = Llx2 + Llx 
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and condition (6.13) is fulfilled. The solution is only first-order accurate, but 
insensitive to rounding-off errors. The results in Fig. 6.5 are for f = 10-9 and 
Llx = 0.02. There are no oscillations in the numerical solution. Due to the 
advanced scheme, the error accumulates near x = 0 where a small jump is 
noticeable. 

x 

Fig. 6.5. Solution to (2.5) using (6.14) and a tridiagonal solver 
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7.1 Introduction 

Consider the following PDE, the so-called Poisson's equation, in the unit 
square: 

cPu 82u 
8x2 + 8y2 = I(x, y), (x, y) E n =, [0, 1] x [0,1], (7.1) 

subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions 

u(x, y) = g(x, y), (x, y) E 8n. (7.2) 

8n represents the boundary of D. When I = 0 this is Laplace's equation. 
Problem (7.1)-(7.2) models many physical phenomena, such as steady 

incompressible inviscid flows, equilibrium temperature in a square slab or 
static deformation of a membrane under distributed loads. In each situation, 
the independent variables are space-like and the problem is time independent. 

In general, for arbitrary data g, it is not possible to find the exact solution 
using a simple technique. Complex variables and conformal mapping are too 
involved to be used, except in particular cases. As indicated before, we will 
make use of the source term f to construct exact solutions, in order to validate 
the numerical schemes. We will select low order polynomials to confirm the 
analysis of the truncation error. For example, u(x, y) = x2 - y2 is an exact 
solution with I = 0 and g = x2 - y2 on the boundary. 

7.2 Numerical Scheme, Consistency, Accuracy 

The mesh system is defined by 

{
Xi = (i - l).1x, .1x = iX~l 
Yj = (j - l).1y, .1y = jX~l ' 

and the numerical scheme by 

{ 

UH1,j - 2Ui,j + Ui-l,j + Ui,j+l - 2Ui,j + Ui,j-l 
---:;<...:...----,-..:..:::----'.!:!.----=- = li,j 

.1x2 .1y2 
i = 2, ... , ix - 1, j = 2, ... ,jx - 1 

(7.3) 

J.-J. Chattot, Computational Aerodynamics and Fluid Dynamics
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This is the classical five-points scheme. 
The scheme is centered at point (i,j). This is the point chosen for the 

Taylor expansion. The TE reads 

.. _ fPUi,j ..1x2 84Ui,j 0(..1 4) 82Ui,j ..1y2 84Ui,j 0(..1 4) 
E.,) - 8x2 + 4! 8x4 + X + 8y2 + 4! 8y4 + y 

= o (..1x2 , ..1y2). 

As expected, the scheme is consistent and second order accurate in x and 
in y. The computational molecule is shown in Fig. 7.1. 

The boundary conditions are of Dirichlet type and read 

{ ~ Ui,l ~ gi,l , i = 1, ... , ix 
Ui,jx - gi,jx, 
Ul,j = gl,j . - 1 . , J - , ... ,JX 

Uix,j = gix,j 

j+1 

j-I 

i-I 

Fig. 7.1. Five-points scheme 

i+1 

7.3 Matrix Formulation; Direct Solution 

(7.4) 

The linear system of algebraic equations (7.3), together with the boundary 
conditions, can be recast in matrix form. We choose an ordering for the 
unknowns as a column vector in which the j-index is iterated upon before 
the i-index. The alternate choice is possible, and leads to a different matrix. 
let U be the vector 

U= 

U· . ',) 

Uix,jx 
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Without detailing the boundary entries, the matrix associated with the 
linear system 

A.x= b, (7.5) 

has the following structure 

For compactness we have introduced the notation 1/h2 = 2((1/L1x2)+ 
(1/ L1y2)). A is a pentadiagonal matrix. b is the vector containing the right
hand sides Ii,j and the boundary conditions (7.4). A has at most five non-zero 
entries on each line. It is a large (ix xjx? sparse matrix with the entries along 
diagonals. This structure is a consequence of the structured mesh system used 
in finite differences. 

The solution is u = A-I b. The inverse matrix A -1 is expensive to compute 
and to store. In general it is a full matrix. Methods which do not require to 
compute A-I are called direct methods. 

Cramer's rule gives a way to compute the solution to (7.5), but the algo
rithm is immensely time consuming for ix x jx > 3; the number of operations 
is proportional to (ix x jx + I)!, so it should not be used, 

Gaussian elimination is a very useful and efficient tool, particularity for 
special cases, such as tridiagonal matrices, as we have seen. It requires ap
proximately (ix x jX)3 operations. 

Other more specific methods exist but must be considered on a case by 
case basis. 

However, the most popular approach to solving large systems of algebraic 
equations is the iterative method that we turn to now. 

7.4 Outlook of Iterative Methods 

The basic principle of the iterative method is to construct a sequence of 
approximations un, n = 0,1, '" which satisfies equation (7.5) in the limit as 
n -+ 00. For sufficiently large n, the approximation can be considered good 
enough to terminate the iteration process. 

We describe three well-established iterative methods: 

- The Jacobi method 
- The Gauss-Seidel method 
- The over-relaxation method. 

In our notation, un represents the vector state after n iterations, while 
uO represents an arbitrary initial vector. This reminds us of time-marching 
methods. Indeed, such a link exists between an iterative method and time 
dependent process, as we shall see later. 
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In the following we consider two-level methods, that is methods where 
the "new" values un+1 depend only on the "old" values un. All such methods 
can be represented by 

(7.6) 

where H is the conditioning matrix induced by the iterative method. H must 
be non-singular. In fact the iterative method defines the inverse matrix H-1 

corresponding to H-1(un+1 - un) = Aun - b. 

Remarks: If H = -A-1, i.e. if H- 1 = -A, the exact solution is obtained 
in one single iteration, regardless of the initial guess. It is not possible in 
general to make such a selection, though. Intuitively, un will converge more 
rapidely to the solution u the closer H-1 is to -A. 

The matrix A results from the discretization of the problem. A changes 
when the discretization scheme changes. The matrix H reflects the iterative 
method. H changes when the iterative method changes. 

For linear problems, A, H and b do not depend on the index n. This is 
also the case for nonlinear problems, when close to the converged solution. 

If we iterate the recurrence formula (7.6) and eliminate the intermediary 
levels, we find 

00 

un+1 = (1 + H At+1uO - L (1 + H A)m Hb, 
m=O 

where 1 is the unit matrix. This result indicates that 
i) if un+1 --t u as n --t 00, then it must be true that (1 + H A)n+1 --t 0, 

since uO is arbitrary, 
ii) it must be also true that 2::=0(1 + HA)mHb --t A-1b, as n --t 00. 
Formally, the last expression operating on b represents the expansion of 

_A-1 in series of matrices, an equivalent of the expansion in series of the 
scalar quantity: 

-1 -1 h ( 2 ) 
-a = ~ = 1 _ (1 + ha) = 1 + (1 + ha) + (1 + ha) + ... h 

00 

= L(1+ha)mh. 
m=O 

This series converges for 11 + hal < 1. 
Let IAlmax be the spectral radius of the matrix 1 + H A, i.e. IAlmax is 

the modulus of the largest eigenvalue. Then, the necessary and sufficient 
condition for convergence is IAlmax < 1. 
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7.4.1 The Method of Jacobi 

The method of Jacobi is best understood in the form 

{ 
n 2 n+I + n n 2 n+I + n u-+I - - u- - U- 1 - U- -+1 - U- - U- - 1 ',) t,) t- ,) + t,) ',) t,)- - f- _ 

Llx2 Lly2 - t,) 

i = 2, _ .. , ix - 1, j = 2, ... ,jx - 1. 
(7.7) 

The new value for the unknown U~1I is obtained from the central term 
of the scheme, all the other unknowns being kept at their old values. Using 
the general formalism (7.6) we get 

1 u"!- - - 2u"!- - + u"!- - u"!- - - 2u"!- - + u"!- -
_(U~tI _ U"!- _) = t+I,) t,) t-I,) + t,)+1 t,) t,)-I - f- _ 
h2 .,) ',) Llx2 Lly2 t,)· 

(7.8) 
In matrix form un+ I - un = h2(Aun - b). By identification, H- I = 

(1/h2 )I, hence the conditioning matrix is H = h2 I. The stability of the 
iterative procedure is governed by the modulus of the largest eigenvalue of 
I +h2 A. Finding jAjmax would allow us to conclude on the global stability, that 
is including the boundary conditions which are included in A. However, such 
a study is in general not practical if the matrix A has variable coefficients. 
The Von Neumann analysis is easier and the results are of great practical 
value. 

Following this approach, and noting that the index n corresponds to the 
time-marching direction, while i,j correspond to space directions, let ui,j = 
gneiiQ e!j{3. Carrying this in equation (7.7), after some simplification one gets 

that is 

g= 

cos a cos{3 --+--Llx2 Lly2 
1 1 
-+Llx2 Lly2 

g is real and -1 ::; g ::; 1, Va, {3. The algorithm is stable. 
The convergence speed is governed by the largest value of jgj. The mesh 

system can support wave modes that satisfy 

Hence 

j j = 2h2 (COS7rLlX COS7rLly) ~ 1- 2 2h2 
g max Llx2 + Lly2 7r, 
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for small values of the discretization steps. After N steps the amplitude of the 
error is reduced to Igl~ax' The smaller Iglmax' the faster the convergence will 
be. For Jacobi's method Iglmax is very close to one and Iglmax -+ 1, as h -+ 0, 
thus the convergence of Jacobi's method is expected to be very slow on fine 
meshes. 

It is useful to define the convergence rate as R = -In Iglmax ~ 2;r2 h2 . 

Remarks: Jacobi's method does not require us to follow any particular 
order in updating the points. However, it requires us to store temporarily the 
"new" values in an array un+1 before they can be overwritten in the array 
un. If the domain is swept column by column, two extra arrays of length jx 

d d e n+l n+l· - 1 . are nee e lor Ui _ 1,j' Ui,j ,] - , ... ,]X. 

The interpretation of this method as an evolution process is straightfor
ward from equation (7.8) by choosing, for example, the "time step" to be 
LlT = h2. The Taylor expansion reads: 

This is the two-dimensional heat equation. The time step LlT = h2 is the 
limit of the stability condition for the heat equation using an explicit centered 
five-points scheme in space and advanced scheme in time. Our study of the 
heat equation in Chap. 6 has shown that this type of scheme is very time 
consuming on fine mesh systems. 

Problem: Solve by hand, using the method of Jacobi, Laplace's equation in 
the unit square [0,3] x [0,3] for a 4 x 4 mesh system, i.e. Xi = (i -l)Llx, Yj = 

(j - l)Lly, Llx = Lly = 1, and boundary conditions 9 = (i - 1)2 - (j - 1)2. 

7.4.2 The Gauss-Seidel Method 

The Gauss-Seidel method is more complex to analyze than Jacobi's method, 
yet in many ways, it is simpler to implement in a code, as it does not require 
any additional storage, besides that for the basic arrays. 

The algorithm is as follows: 

un 2un + 1 + u n + 1 un '+1 - 2un + 1 + Un +11 
i+l,j - i,j i-l,j + Z,) Z,} Z,}- - f. . (7.9) 

Llx2 Lly2 - Z,} . 

If one compares (7.7) and (7.9), one notices that Ui-l,j and Ui,j-l are new 
(n + 1) values in the scheme. However, it does not imply that the scheme is 
implicit and requires simultaneous solution of algebraic equations. In fact it 
refers to the fact that the grid points are swept with increasing values of the 
indices i and j and that these values are available from previously computed 
points. Hence, the only unknown in this equation is u~jl. With the formalism 
above, this is 
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1 (n+l n ) 1 ( n+l n ) + 1 (n+l n ) - .1X2 Ui-1,j - Ui-1,j - .1y2 Ui,j-l - Ui,j-l h2 Ui,j - Ui,j 

ui+1,j - 2ui,j + Ui'-l,j + Ui,j+1 - 2ui,j + Ui,j-l 
----'-"'--'--"'-----,--:..:::---'-'-''-----=- - fi,j . 

.1x2 .1y2 

By identification one finds 

H-1 = [ ... 0 - Ll;2 0 ... 0 - Ll~2 ~2 00 ... ] . 

H-1 is a lower triangular matrix and its coefficients are the opposite of the 
corresponding coefficients in A. 

The method of Gauss-Seidel is a particular case of the over-relaxation 
method and will be studied in this more general framework. 

Problem: Solve by hand, using the method of Gauss-Seidel, the Laplace's 
equation in the unit square [0,3] x [0,3] for a 4 x 4 mesh system, i.e. Xi = 
(i - l).1x, Yj = (j - l).1y, .1x = .1y = 1, and boundary conditions 9 = 
(i _1)2 - (j -1)2. 

7.4.3 The Successive Over-Relaxation Method (SOR) 

The method is in two steps: 
i) First compute a provisional value Ui,j using the Gauss-Seidel formula 

(7.10) 

ii) Then extrapolate a new value using the relation 

(7.11) 

where w is the relaxation factor. When w > 1, this is called over-relaxation. In 
certain situations, e.g. nonlinear equations, it is necessary to have 0 < w < 1 
to maintain the stability of the process; it is called then under-relaxation. 
When w = 1, this is the Gauss-Seidel Method. 

The two steps can be combined into a single formula by elimination of 
the provisional value 

- n 1 (n+l n ) 
Ui j = u i J. + - u i J" - u i J" • , 'w' , 

The formal expression of the iterative process is 

(7.12) 
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From this we can identify the inverse of the conditioning matrix to be 

H- l = [ ... 0 -b 0 ... 0 -b wP 00 ... ] . 

The Von Neumann analysis is carried out with f = 0 and the complex 
wave mode ur,j = gneiiOl.ejj (3. After some algebra one arrives at 

( 1- coso 1- cos (3 2 - w . (sino Sin(3)) _ 
L1x2 + L1y2 + 2wh2 +! L1x2 + L1y2 g -

( 1- coso 1- cos (3 2 - w) . (sino Sin(3) 
- L1x2 + L1y2 - 2wh2 + ! L1x2 + L1y2 . 

(7.13) 

The over-relaxation method is stable for 0 < w < 2, because Igl ::; 1, as 
can be seen from (7.13). For each value of w, there is a maximum value of 
Igl corresponding to a = 7fL1x, (3 = 7fL1y. Let g(w) be that value; it is of the 
form g(w) = (-al + ib)/(a2 + ib) =, where aI, a2 and b are real numbers. As 
w varies, it has been shown that there exists a value Wopt which minimizes 
the amplification factor. It has also been shown that as h - 0, Wopt - 2. 
The curve g(w) is sketched in Fig. 7.2. 

Igl 
lr---==~-------.--------------~ 

o 
1 O)opt 20) 

Fig. 7.2. Amplification factor versus w 

Let w = 2 - ch as h - 0, where c = const. The leading terms of g(w) is 
found to be 

7f2ch 
Ig(wopt) I = 1 - 2 + O(h2) h - O. 

7f2 + £.. 
4 

The optimum is reached for c = 27f, that is Ig(wopdl = 1-7fh+O(h2). The 
relaxation method is converging faster than Jacobi's method on fine meshes. 
The convergence rate is R = 7fh, that is one order of magnitude faster than 
Jacobi's. 

One could show that the Gauss-Seidel method is only twice as fast as the 
Jacobi method. 
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Remark: Equation (7.12) can be interpreted as the discretization of an 
evolution equation, upon expanding in Taylor series about (i, j, n): 

82Ui,jn 82Ui,j (2 2 
= ----a;?2 + 8y2 -!i,j + 0 Llx ,Lly ) 

i) If w = 1 or w "I 2, h -t 0, then choosing LlT = 2wh2/(2 - w) = O(h2) 
yields the heat equation with its slow convergence on fine meshes (same as 
for Jacobi's method). 

ii) If w = 2 - 27rh, h -t 0, then choosing LlT = 2wh2/(2 - w) = O(h) 
yields a different equation in the limit, i.e. 

This equation is hyperbolic and converges faster than the heat equation 
on fine grids. 

As an example, Laplace's equation is solved on the unit square. The exact 
solution is u(x, y) = x2 - y2 (f = 0). The mesh is 41 x 41, i.e. Llx = Lly = 
0.025. The initial condition is u?,j = 0, except on the boundaries where the 
exact value is imposed. The residual Res is defined as 

For comparison purposes, a normalized residual is used in the plot as 
R = Res(n)/Res(O). The results are displayed in Fig. 7.3, for the method 
of Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel and over-relaxation (w = 1.75). Although the mesh 
is not very fine, the theoretical results are well recovered. In particular the 
convergence rate for Jacobi's method is found from the graph to be R = 
0.0032 ~ 27r2h2, the Gauss-Seidel method converges twice as fast as Jacobi's 
and the optimized relaxation method has a convergence rate R = 0.04 ~ 7rh. 
Note that the optimum value of w has been estimated by trial and error. 

The converged solution is the exact solution to machine accuracy. 

7.5 Other Iterative Methods 

The successive over-relaxation method (SOR) studied above was found supe
rior to Jacobi's and Gauss-Seidel methods thus far. Block iterative methods 
can be superior to SOR in many cases, in particular when the mesh is stret
ched in the direction where the scheme is implicit. In contrast to the latter, the 
former singles out subgroups of unknowns which are solved simultaneously 
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Fig. 7.3. Comparison of residual evolution with iterations 

using an efficient procedure such as the Thomas algorithm. For example, with 
reference to the model problem, choosing columns of unknowns to be solved 
with the Thomas algorithm is known as the successive line over-relaxation 
method (SLOR). Another class of iterative methods is the alternating direc
tion implicit method or ADI in short. We briefly study these now. 

7.5.1 The SLOR Method 

This method has two steps: 
i) Compute the provisional values u from 

n 2- + n+l 
UiH ,j - Ui ,j Ui-1,j + Ui,jH - 2Ui,j + Ui ,j-l 

Llx2 Lly2 = fi ,j . (7.14) 

ii) Get the final value as 

n+l n + (- n ) Ui,j = Ui ,j W Ui,j - Ui ,j . 

The scheme can be rewritten as 
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Note that the first term in the left-hand side is known from the solution 
of the previous column. The current unknowns form a tridiagonal system 
that is solved efficiently using the Thomas algorithm. The matrix is diago
nally dominant. The relaxation factor is constrained between zero and two, 
0< W < 2. 

Although this method requires more operations per sweep than SOR pro
cedures, it is in general less expensive because it requires less sweeps for 
convergence. This is due to the fact that the boundary conditions at both 
ends of a column are felt immediately within the domain, thanks to the 
implicitness of the scheme along a column. The explicitness remains in the 
i-direction, and the sweeps allow for the boundary condition at i = ix to 
propagate towards i = 1. It takes ix sweeps for that boundary condition to 
be felt in the whole domain. 

As an example, the SOR and SLOR methods are compared for the solution 
of Laplace's equation on the unit square. The mesh is 101 x 101 and the 
relaxation factors are WSOR = 1.85, WSLOR = 1.9. The convergence curves 
are plotted in Fig. 7.4. There is not much difference between the two methods 
on this mesh system. One clearly sees the break in the convergence curve for 
the SLOR when the influence of the boundary condition at i = ix reaches 
the boundary i = 1 after 100 sweeps. Also visible is the higher roundoff error 
level for the converged solution using SLOR of 210-7 versus 510-8 for SOR. 
This is due to some loss of accuracy in the tridiagonal solver algorithm. 

Or---,----,----,----,----,---,----,----,----,---, 

-2 

-6 

500 

n (iteration count) 

Fig. 7.4. Comparison of SOR and SLOR methods 
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7.5.2 ADI Methods 

Schemes patterned after the ADI procedure for the two-dimensional heat 
equation have been applied to more complex problems including transonic 
potential flows, Euler and Navier-Stokes simulations. When the interest resi
des in the steady-state solution, the size of the time-step can be chosen with 
a view to accelerate convergence of the iterative process. 

The two-step Peaceman-Rachford's ADI scheme for Poisson's equation 
reads: 

i) step 1 

! u· . - u·· u· . u·· - u·· + u· . ~: 2 = n. + n t+l,) t,) t-l,) + t,)+l t,) t,)-l - f .. ( 
n+! 2 n+! + n+! n 2 n n ) 

U t ,) U t ,) P Llx2 Lly2 t,) , 

ii) step 2 

The pn are known as iteration parameters. The Peaceman-Rachford ite
rative procedure for solving Laplace's equation on a square is convergent for 
any fixed value of pn. On the other hand, for maximum computational effi
ciency, the iteration parameters should be cycled with n. The key to using 
the ADI method for elliptic problems most efficiently lies in the proper choice 
of the pn,s. 

In certain simple model problems, the pn's can be determined and the 
exact solution obtained in a finite number of steps. 

Let ax = pn / Llx2, ay = pn / Lly2, the the amplification factor for the first 
step is given by 

1- 2ay (1 - cos/3) 
gl = 1 + 2ax (1- cos a) , 

whereas for the second step it is 

1- 2ax (1- cos a) 
g2 = 

1 + 2ay(1 - cos/3) , 

so that the amplification factor for the two steps is 

1 - 2ay(l- cos/3) 1 - 2ax (1- cos a) 
g = glg2 = . 

1 + 2ax (1- cos a) 1 + 2ay(1 - cos /3) 

Igl ::; 1, Va, /3. The AD! procedure is unconditionally stable. 



8. Finite Difference Scheme 
for a Convection-Diffusion Equation 

8.1 Introduction 

First-order model equations for convection have been studied in previous 
chapters, i.e. the linear convection equation (2.12) and the Burgers' equation 
(inviscid) (4.9). The heat equation (2.8) is a model for diffusion. When both 
phenomena are present, as for example in boundary-layer flows, the PDE 
must contain first as well as second partial derivatives in space. Such a model 
has been derived by Burgers and is known as the viscous Burgers' equation 
or simply Burgers' equation: 

(8.1) 

This equation was derived to study the internal structure of a weak normal 
shock in the near-sonic regime. u(x, t) represents the perturbation from a 
uniform sonic stream (u = ° corresponds to sonic condition). 

Initial and boundary conditions must be added to complete the problem. 
When convection and diffusion balance each other, a steady-state is rea

ched. An exact steady solution to (8.1) that satisfies the following Be's 

is given by 

where u satisfies 

{ u(O, t) = Uo 

u(L, t) = 0, 

1 - e-uRed1-f) 
u(x) = uou R (1 X)' l+e-u eL -r; 

u-1 -R __ =e-u eL 

u+1 
In turn ReL is the Reynolds number, representing the ratio of convection 

to diffusion, ReL = ~. 
Two limiting cases are important: 

i) ReL --t 0, in which case u ~ J R~L ' and the highly viscous flow limit is 

u(x) = uo(1- f) 
ii) ReL --t 00, thus u --t 1; the singular inviscid limit is 

J.-J. Chattot, Computational Aerodynamics and Fluid Dynamics
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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{ U(x) = uo, 0:::; x < L 
u(L) = o. 

This is depicted in Fig. 8.1. This represents half of the shock structure. 
The remaining part is the mirror reflection through the point (L,O) and 
extends to x = 2 where u = -Uo. 

U 

ReL=OO 
Uo k--===--~=::::---==:::::-=-""=.----l 

o 

Fig. 8.1. Steady-state solution of the convection-diffusion equation 

A somewhat simpler model is often used, which corresponds to the linea
rized Burgers' equation: 

(8.2) 

In this model the convection speed is constant and equal to c in the first 
half of the shock structure and -c in the second half. The corresponding 
exact steady-state solution is 

1- e-Redl-f) 
u(x)=uo R' 1 - e- eL 

where ReL = c:;. 

8.2 FTCS Method 

Roach (1972) (Reference [3]) has given the name Forward-in- Time and 
Centered-in-Space method to the scheme obtained by applying forward in 
time and centered in space finite difference operators to the linearized Bur
gers' equation (8.2). The scheme reads 

(8.3) 
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The analysis of the TE is straightforward, expanding about point (i, n) 

n = aui .1t a2ui 0(,1 2) (aUi .1x2 a3ui 0(,1 4)) 
Et at + 2 at2 + t + c ax + 3! ax3 + x 

The FTCS scheme is consistent, first-order accurate in time and second
order accurate in space. 

For the study of stability, let a = (c.1t/.1x) , r = (v.1tl.1x2) and the 
complex solution be ui = gneiicx . One finds 

9 = 1 - 2r (1 - cos a) - ia sin a, 

that is 

Igl2 = 1 + (8r2 - 4r + (a2 - 4r2) (1 + cos a)) (1- cos a) . 

The scheme will be stable if Igl2 ::; 1, Va. 
i) If a2 - 4r2 ::; 0, the worst case corresponds to cos a = -1, and the 

condition reduces to 2r ::; 1, 
ii) If a2 - 4r2 2: 0, the worst case corresponds to cos a = 1, and the 

condition reduces to a2 ::; 2r. 
The two cases are accounted for by 

(8.4) 

If one defines the cell Reynolds number ReL1x = air, the stability condi
tion requires that the cell Reynolds number be restricted to 

2 
ReL1x ::; -. 

a 

An important characteristic of finite difference schemes used for solving 
Burgers' equation is whether they produce oscillations (wiggles) in the solu
tion. Obviously, it is desirable to have a solution that is free of oscillations. 
The FTCS method will produce oscillations in the solution to (8.2) when the 
cell Reynolds number is in the range 

2 
2 ::; ReL1x ::; -. 

a 

The oscillations occur because a monotone solution cannot produce, on a 
given mesh, a steeper gradient and curvature than that of the following data 

{ 
Ui = uo, i = 1, ... , ix - 1 

Uix = 0. 
(8.5) 
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Only a solution with overshoots and undershoots will be able to produce 
higher values for ou/ox and 02U/OX2 near x = L. 

The two stability conditions (8.4) can be expressed as 

{ 
2r < 1 

a 2 :S 2r 

The first condition is the same as for the heat equation. The second con
dition states that the cell Reynolds number must be less than 2/a. 

Results for the FTCS scheme are presented in Fig. 8.2 for ix = 21, L = 

1, c = 1, and three values of the viscosity v = 0.05, 0.025 and 0.01. 

xIL 

Fig. 8.2. Steady-state solution for the FTCS scheme for v = 0.05, 0.025 and 0.01 

For large value of viscosity, the time step limitation is due to viscous 
effects with Llt :S Lltv < LltR, and for v = 0.05, the cell Reynolds number is 
ReLlx = 1. No oscillations occur in this case. 

The intermediate value of viscosity v = 0.025 is such that the two time 
steps are the same, i.e. Llt :S Lltv = LltR, and the cell Reynolds number is 
ReLlx = 2. The solution corresponds to the data (8.5). 

As the viscosity is further decreased, the stability condition is imposed 
by the cell Reynolds number, i.e. Llt :S LltR < Lltv' For v = 0.01 the cell 
Reynolds number is ReLlx = 5. The oscillations are quite large. 
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8.3 The Box and Modified Box Methods 

Keller introduced in 1970 a box method for parabolic PDEs. The differencing 
is implicit, formally second-order accurate, and appears to differ from other 
second-order accurate implicit procedures in that the formulation applies 
equally to grids spacing that are arbitrary. Second derivatives are replaced 
by first derivatives through the addition of new dependent variables and new 
equations. 

Equation (8.2) is written as a system 

{ 
au +cau =vav 
at ax ax 

au -=v ax 
The first-order equation is discretized within each element, or box, using 

the four nodal values from each corner as 

This leads to a block tridiagonal system that can be solved by a block 
elimination procedure. However, for this simple model equation, the variable 
v can be eliminated altogether by combining adjacent equations. The result, 
with the notation c5Ui = u~+l - uf, is the so-called delta-form of the FDE 

( 1 c v) (1 v) 
4Llt - 4Llx - 2Llx2 c5Ui-l + 2Llt + Llx2 c5Ui 

( 1 c v) 
+ 4Llt + 4Llx - 2Llx2 c5UH 1 

This is different from the Crank-Nicolson scheme in the coefficients of the 
time derivative terms. This scheme is consistent and second-order accurate in 
space and time on uniform meshes. A conceptual advantage of schemes, such 
as this one, based on the box molecule, is that formal second-order accuracy 
is maintained. even when the mesh is non-uniform. 
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8.4 A Mixed-Type Scheme 

A mixed-type scheme will be discussed in Chap. 10 for the inviscid Burgers' 
equation. It features four discretization operators which are selected accor
ding to the local orientation of the characteristics at a point, called a super
sonic, shock, sonic or subsonic point. Based on the inequalities or switches, 
the four cases are: 

i) u~_.! > 0, u~.! > 0 (supersonic point): 
2 2 

u~+1 - u"!- u"!- - u"!-
~ ~ + Un 1 ~ ~-l = 0, 

Llt ~-"2 Llx 

ii) u~_.! > 0, u~+.! < 0 (shock point): 
2 2 

un +1 - u"!- u"!- - u"!- n Ui+l - ui 
~ ~ + u~ 1 ~ ~-l + u.+.! Ll = 0, Llt ~-"2 Llx ."2 X 

iii) u~_.! < 0, u~+.! > 0 (sonic point): 
2 2 

U~+l - ui + u~+l Ui+l - Ui-l = 0, 
Llt ~ 2Llx 

iv) u~.! < 0, u~+.! < 0 (subsonic point): 
2 2 

U~+l - U"!- n Ui+l - ui 
~ ~ + u = 0, 

Llt H! Llx 

where the mid-values (switches) correspond to averages as 

This scheme can be extended easily to the viscous Burgers' equation by 
adding the second derivative term in the right-hand side, discretized with a 
centered scheme as in (8.3). The benefit of this approach is that, since the 
inviscid scheme does not exhibit wiggles, the same will be true of the scheme 
with the viscous term, even in the limit as v ---+ o. 
Problem: Study the consistency and accuracy of the supersonic point with 
the viscous term in the right-hand side 

i) u~_.! > 0, u~+.! > 0 (supersonic point): 
2 2 

U~+l - ui n ui - Ui-l ui+1 - 2ui + ui-l 
Llt + ui _! Llx = v Llx2 

Study the stability condition in terms of a = u~_.!(LltjLlx) and 
2 

r = v(Lltj Llx2 ). 



9. The Method of Murman and Cole 

9.1 Introduction 

At the end of the sixties, transonic flows solutions were attempted with the 
computer resources of the time, in order to help better understand and design 
transport aircraft in a regime where shock waves are present and have a major 
influence on the global performance in cruise. Most work was based on the 
solution of the unsteady Euler equations using some of the classical schemes 
introduced in Chap. 5, but the convergence was painstakingly slow. J.D. Cole 
and E.M. Murman met, while on stay at Boeing, and decided to look for 
an alternative approach to the problem, in which the steady-state equation 
is tackled directly. They chose as a model the transonic small disturbance 
equation (TSD), a familiar equation for J.D. Cole in his study of transonic 
similarity (Reference [4]). 

The starting point was to remark that efficient methods existed for solving 
the TSD equation, in subsonic flow regime using SLOR, the equation being 
of elliptic type, and in the supersonic regime using marching techniques since 
the equation is hyperbolic in the flow direction. 

Murman and Cole successfully combined both procedures in a single me
thod, achieving unprecedented efficiency in the computation of mixed-type 
flows with shock waves. 

9.2 The Model Problem 

Consider two-dimensional steady inviscid compressible flow past a profile. 
Such a flow is governed by the Euler equations. A simpler model can be 
derived when assuming that the obstacle is a thin profile, thereby disturbing 
only slightly the flow from its uniform state. The equations of conservation 
of mass, momentum and energy are 

J.-J. Chattot, Computational Aerodynamics and Fluid Dynamics
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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8pu + 8pv = 0 
8x 8y 

8pu2 + p + 8puv = 0 
8x 8y 

8puv + 8pv2 + p = 0 
8x 8y 

(9.1) 

'YP u2 + v2 
Ho = + = const h - l)p 2 

Note that the energy equation has been replaced by its first integral sta
ting that the total enthalpy is constant. This holds for steady flow with 
uniform reservoir conditions, even when shocks are present. The equations 
are in conservation form. 

Introducing a small perturbation hypothesis, for a symmetrical profile 
of vanishing thickness E, the flow properties are expanded in series about a 
reference near-sonic state as 

One further assumes that as E -+ 0, the Mach number approaches unity, 
i.e., 1- M6 = O(d), in order to obtain a mixed-type equation in the trans
formed plane (x, z), where z = Ely. 

The above expansions are carried into the Euler equations, and reordered 
by equal powers of E. To the lowest order the following three equations are 
obtained: 

{ 

8v(1) _ 8U(1) = 0 

8x 8z 
p(l) = -M6u (1) . 

p(1) = -u(1) 

(9.2) 

In order to close the system, we need another equation for u(1) and V(l). 

It can be found at the next order where unknowns of second-order appear 
linearly and unknowns of first-order as nonlinear source terms. The unknowns 
of level two can be eliminated to give 

~ (KU(1) _ 'Y + 1 (u(1))2) + 8v(1) = o. 
fu 2 fu 

(9.3) 

K is the transonic similarity parameter. Its definition is not unique, up to a 
factor Mo -+ 1. Here are two commonly used definitions: 
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{ 
K = 1 - ~6 (Cole) 

E3 

1-M2 . 
K = 20 (Spreiter) 

M6 E3 

The first of equations (9.2) states that the flow is irrotational to first
order. There exists a perturbation potential '1'(1) such that 

{ 
u(1) = 8'1'(1) 

8x 
v(1) = 8'1'(1) . 

8z 
Replacing the velocity components by the gradient of the potential in 

(9.3) yields the TSD equation in transformed variables: 

~ (K8cp(1) _ 'Y + 1 (8'1'(1)) 2) + 82'1'(1) = o. 
8x 8x 2 8x 8z2 

Note that this is the simplest nonlinear model equation that contains the 
fundamental features of transonic flows. 

We can now rewrite the equation in the physical space prior to discreti
zation. Dropping the upper index for simplicity, let cp(x, y) be the potential 
of perturbation and u(x, y), v(x, y) the two components of 'Vcp. The TSD 
equation reads 

~ ((1- M2) 8'1' _ 'Y + 1 M2 (8'1')2) + 82'1' = O. (9.4) 
8x 0 8x 2 0 8x 8y2 

This second-order PDE can be transformed into a system of two first-order 
PDEs in terms of the perturbation velocity components, as 

{ 
~ ((1 - M2) u _ 'Y + 1 M 2u2) + 8v = 0 
8x 0 2 0 8y 

8v_8u=0 
8x 8y 

(9.5) 

The boundary conditions associated with the TSD model for a symmetric 
profile in free air, are 

a(x,O) = v(x,O) = !,(x) { 
8'1' 

'Vcp = ~u, v) --t (0,0), x2 + y2 --t 00 

The first condition is the tangency condition on the profile of equation 
y = f(x). Note that the condition is applied on the x-axis, which is consistent 
with the small disturbance assumption. 
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In non-conservative form, equations (9.5) read 

{

au av 
(3(u)- + - = 0 

ax ay 
av au ' 
---=0 
ax ay 

where (3(u) = 1- M;5 - b + 1)M;5u. Recast in matrix form 

the characteristic matrix identifies to 

[
(3(U)acjJ acjJ] 

ax ay 
A= acjJ acjJ . 

-- -
ay ax 

The characteristic form follows: 

Let u* = ((1 - M;5)/b + 1)M;5) be the sonic velocity (or critical velo
city). The local Mach number is M = Mo + (1 - Mo)(u/u*). 

Two situations are possible: 
i) u < u*=} (3( u) > 0, the equation is of elliptic type, the regime is 

subsonic 
ii) u > u* =} (3( u) < 0, the equation is of hyperbolic type, the flow regime 

is supersonic. 
The TSD equation is of mixed elliptic-hyperbolic type. The transition 

from subsonic to supersonic can occur smoothly across a line u = u*, the 
sonic line, or abruptly through a shock. 

In the hyperbolic subdomain, two characteristic directions exist at each 
point. They correspond to the roots of Q = 0 

( dY ) = ± 1 
dx c± yI-(3(u)' 

At the sonic line the characteristic lines have a cusp with vertical tangent. 
The jump conditions are obtained from the conservation form (9.5), where 

nx and ny are the components of the unit normal vector to the jump line: 

{ 
\ (1 - M;5)u - It1 M;5u2 ) n~ + (v) ny = 0 

( v) nx - (u) ny - 0 
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<v> 

<V>max 

* <u> 
U 

-<V>max 

Fig. 9.1. Shock polar for the TSD equation 

Upon elimination of nx and ny one obtains the shock polar: 

f3(u) (u)2 + (v)2 = 0, 

where U = (Ul + u2)/2. 
The subscripts 1 and 2 represent the flow states before and after the shock. 

The shock polar for Mo = 1, "/ = 1.4 and Ul = 0.6 is shown in Fig. 9.1. It is 
a semi-cubic. 

Some remarkable points on the polar are, the point where the branches 
cross that corresponds to the supersonic state before the shock, (u) = (v) = 0, 
the point (u) = -4uI/3 that corresponds to the maximum deviation, (v)max 
possible with an oblique shock, and the point (u) = -2Ul that corresponds 
to the normal shock, (v) = Ul, the strongest possible shock at that Mach 
number. 

The branches that extend beyond U = Ul, i.e. (u) > 0, correspond to 
expansion shocks, which are not admissible. 

The slope of the shock in the physical plane is given by 

( dY ) nx (u) 1 
dx s = - ny = - (v) = ± J -f3(u) . 

For shocks of vanishing strength, i.e. (u) ~ 0, the slope of the shock tends 
to the slope of the characteristic line. 

9.3 The Murman-Cole Scheme (1970) 

As was mentioned in the introduction, it was clear that in the subsonic 
domain SOR could be used efficiently and that in the supersonic domain 
a marching procedure would be required. However, the explicit scheme of 
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Chap. 5 for the wave equation (5.7) could not be used because the stability 
requirement, L1x ~ 1,B(u)1 L1y, would not be satisfied near the sonic line. An 
essential ingredient was the choice of the implicit scheme (5.13) which allows 
us to march the solution on any mesh, thanks to its unconditional stability. 
This scheme required a simultaneous solution of the potential along a column 
in supersonic flow. This blended easily with the SLOR method at subsonic 
points (7.14). 

The final ingredient is the test for switching scheme. In the first method, 
presented in 1970, Reference [5], Murman and Cole used three difference 
operators, a subsonic, a supersonic and a transition operator to allow subsonic 
flow to accelerate smoothly to supersonic speeds. 

On a uniform mesh system, let Ui,j = (CPH1,j - CPi-l,j)/2L1x. The upper 
index is not indicated, but the latest available values of cP are used. The u's 
are called switches. 

The scheme can be described by the following equations: 
i) Ui-l,j > U* and Ui,j > u*(supersonic point): 

(1 _ M?) _ ( + I)M? CPi,j CPi-2,j CPi,j CPi-l,j CPi-2,j ( 
n _ n+l) n+l _ 2 n+l + n+l 

o 'Y 0 2L1x L1x2 

n+1 _ 2 ~t 1 + ~t 1 
+ CPt,}+l CPt,) CPt,}-l = 0 

L1y2 ' 

ii) Ui-l,j < U* and Ui,j > u* (sonic point): 

n+l 2 n+l + n+l 
CPi,j+l - CPi,j CPi,j-l 
--''''-'----:-'''~---''''-- = 0, 

L1y2 

iii) Ui,j < U* (subsonic point): 

(1 _ M2) _ ( + I)M? CPi+1,j CPi-l,j CPH1,j CPt,) CPi-l,j ( 
n _ n+l) n _ 2-.. + n+l 

o 'Y 0 2L1x L1x2 

+ ipi,j+1 - 2ipi,j + ipi,j-l = 0 
L1y2 . 

The final values are given by cpn+1 = cpn + w(ip _ cpn). 
Note that, at the sonic point, the nonlinear term is set to zero. With 

the inequalities holding, this algorithm enforces diagonal dominance for the 
tridiagonal matrix in all three cases. Subsonic points can be over-relaxed 
(1 ~ w < 2). 

This scheme is efficient, but the jump conditions are not satisfied at the 
foot of a shock on a smooth profile, where a normal shock is expected, that 
is one for which U2 = -Ul. The error has been found by Murman to be 
attributable to a lack of conservation at the shock, due to the switching back 
from i) to iii). He corrected for this by having a new shock-point operator. 
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9.4 The Four-Operator Scheme of Murman (1973) 

This four-operator scheme was designed to correct for the conservation error 
associated with the previous scheme. The details can be found in the paper 
of 1973 and Reference [6]. The new scheme reads: 

i) Ui-I,j > U* and Ui,j > u*(supersonic point): 

(1 _ M,2) _ ( + 1)M,2 <Pi,j <Pi-2,j <Pi,j <Pi-I,j <Pi-2,j ( 
n _ n+l) n+1 _ 2 n+1 + n+1 

o 'Y 0 2Llx Llx2 

~tl _ 2 ~tl + ~tl 
+ <Pt,J+I <Pt,J <Pt,J-I = 0 

Lly2 ' 

ii) Ui-I,j > U* and Ui,j < u* (shock point): 

(1 _ M,2) _ ( + 1)M,2 <Pi,j <Pi-2,j <Pi,j <Pi-I,j <Pi-2,j ( 
n _ n+l) n+1 _ 2 n+1 + n+1 

o 'Y 0 2Llx Llx2 

+<Pi,}+1 - 2<Pi,j + <Pi,j-I = 0 
Lly2 ' 

iii) Ui-I,j < U* and Ui,j > u* (sonic point): 

iv) Ui-l,j < U* and Ui,j < u* (subsonic point): 

+<Pi,j+1 - 2<Pi,j + <Pi,j-I = 0 
Lly2 . 

Note that the shock point operator combines the x-derivatives of operators 
i) and iv) but the y-derivative is not doubled. A Taylor expansion of the TE 
indicates that this scheme is not consistent with the PDE, equation (9.4). 
However, the scheme is conservative and the jump conditions are satisfied in 
the limit of fine meshes. The rationale here is that the notion of consistency is 
not relevant at a discontinuity, but conservation is of utmost importance. The 
sonic point is conservative, but not consistent, although the consistency error 
vanishes with the mesh step Llx, and it does not prevent expansion shocks 
to occur. A typical transonic flow field is plotted in Fig. 9.2. It represents the 
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upper-half of the flow past a symmetric profile of equation y = 0.0075x(1- x) 
placed in a uniform stream of air (r = 1.4) with incoming Mach number 
M = 0.94. The reference Mach number is Mo = 1. The iso-pressure lines, 
where Cp = -2u, are shown as dotted lines in the subsonic region and as 
solid lines for the supersonic bubble, including the sonic line M = 1. A 
curved shock is bounding the supersonic region on the downwind side. 

Another example of transonic flow computed with the four-operator 
scheme of Murman is the symmetric transonic flow past the same 6% thick 
parabolic profile at M = 1.17. The iso-pressure lines are shown in Fig. 9.3. 
The shock is detached from the leading edge and a small subsonic bubble is 
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Fig. 9.2. Transonic flow field past a parabolic half-profile 
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embedded in an overall supersonic flow. The subsonic iso-pressure lines are 
shown as broken lines, while the supersonic iso-pressure lines are shown as 
solid lines. Note that, as the shock wave weakens away from the profile, it 
tends to a characteristic line. 

To give some insight in the way the shock point is enforcing the correct so
lution, we will consider the one-dimensional shock problem. The y-derivative 
vanishes and, with Mo = 1 the equation reduces to 

- - - =OO<x<1. d (1 (d'P)2) 
dx2dx ,-- (9.6) 

This is Burgers' equation (inviscid) for U = d'P/dx. Note also that u* = O. 
The boundary conditions are: 

{ 
'P(O) = 0, ~~ (0) = Uo > 0 

'P(1) = 0 
(9.7) 

Note that for this second-order ODE, three conditions are needed, the 
first two prescribe the supersonic incoming flow, the third fixes the position 
of the shock at x = ~. The jump condition is 

~~ = ~ [ ( ~~ ) I + (~~) J = O. 

At convergence the solution must satisfy the following FDEs: 
i) Ui-I > 0 and Ui > 0 (supersonic point): 

( 'Pi - 'Pi-2) 'Pi - 2'Pi-1 + 'Pi-2 = 0, 
2Llx Llx2 

ii) Ui-I < 0 and Ui > 0 (sonic point): 

( 'PHI - 'Pi-I) 'Pi - 2'Pi-1 + 'Pi-2 = 0 
2Llx Llx2 ' 

iii) Ui < 0 (subsonic point): 

( 'PHI - 'Pi-I) 'PHI - 2'Pi + 'Pi-I = O. 
2Llx Llx2 

(9.8) 

The first equation indicates that all the supersonic points are aligned 
on the exact supersonic branch. There is no sonic point in this problem. 
Similarly, all the subsonic points are aligned on a straight line connecting the 
last supersonic point to the boundary point at x = 1. There is no requirement 
in the scheme concerning the slope of the subsonic branch, so long as it is 
negative. Thus, the subsonic branch slope can vary between -Uo and zero, in 
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0.5 

Fig. 9.4. Normal shock calculated with Murman-Cole scheme (1970) 

other words the shock location can be at any node is, 2 ~ is ~ (ix + 1)/2. In 
Fig. 9.4 the exact solution is shown as the solid line and a solution admitted 
by the Murman-Cole scheme as a broken line. With this scheme the shock is 
always located at a node. 

With the conservative scheme, however, the following FDEs must be sa
tisfied: 

i) Ui-I > 0 and Ui > O(supersonic point): 

( 'Pi - 'Pi-2) 'Pi - 2'Pi-I + 'Pi-2 - 0 
2~x ~x2 - , 

ii) Ui-I > 0 and Ui < 0 (shock point): 

( 'Pi - 'Pi-2) 'Pi - 2'Pi-I + 'Pi-2 + ('PHI - 'Pi-I) 'PHI - 2'Pi + 'Pi-I - 0 
2~x ~x2 2~x ~X2 - , 

iii) Ui-I < 0 and Ui > 0 (sonic point): 

( 'PHI - 'Pi-I) 'Pi - 2'Pi-l + 'Pi-2 - 0 
2~x ~X2 - , 

iv) Ui-I < 0 and Ui < 0 (subsonic point): 

( 'PHI - 'Pi-I) 'PHI - 2'Pi + 'Pi-I = O. 
2~x ~x2 

The supersonic points are still on the exact supersonic branch. The sonic 
point operator is not used. The subsonic points are all aligned. The key 
element is the shock point operator ii). It can be written in conservation 
form as: 
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~ (~i ~:i-l ) 2 _ ~ (~i-l;;X~i-2 ) 2 
.:1x 

~ (~i+l -~i)2 _ ~ (~i -~i_l)2 
2.:1x 2 .:1x _ ° 

+ .:1x - . 

This is actually the original approach from which the schemes for the 
nonlinear term are derived. After cancellation of the first and last terms and 
factorization one gets 

~ (~i+l - ~i + ~i-l -~i-2) (~i+l - ~i _ ~i-l -~i-2) 
2.:1x .:1x .:1x .:1x 
--~----------------~~~----------------~ =0 . 

.:1x 

Note that the second bracket can be expressed in terms of the switches 

~ (~i+l - ~i + ~i-l -~i-2) ( . _ . ) 2 A A U, U,-l 
~x ~x =0 

.:1x . 

Since, at the shock point, Ui-l > ° and Ui < 0, the term in the last 
parenthesis cannot be zero. The converged solution therefore must satisfy at 
the shock point 

~ (~i-l -~i-2 + ~i+l -~i) = 0, 
2.:1x .:1x 

which is condition (9.8). This is shown in Fig. 9.5. 
Note, that, unlike the previous scheme, the shock location can be traced 

to its exact position, here x = !, independently of the mesh system used. 
The convergence of the four operator scheme is displayed in Fig. 9.6. The 

mesh consists of only nine points, but the process is independent of the mesh 

0.5 

x 

Fig. 9.5. Normal shock calculated with Murman's conservative scheme (1973) 
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Fig. 9.6. Normal shock calculated with Murman four-operator scheme 

size, except for the number of iterations required to reach steady-state. Here 
it takes six iterations to converge. Note that the first mesh point is located at 
Xl = - Llx to enforce the initial condition. The first point calculated is i = 3. 

Problem: Show that the following scheme can replace the sonic point 
scheme in the four-operator scheme of Murman 

iii) Ui-l,j < U* and Ui,j > u* (sonic point): 

(1 _ M?) _ ( + I)M2 'Pi,j - 'Pi-l,j 'PHl,j - 'Pi,j - 'Pi-l,j 'Pi-2,j ( 
n+l n+l) n n n+l + n+l 

o 'Y 0 Llx 2Llx2 

'P~tl - 2'P~tl + 'P~tl 
+ ~,J+l ~,J ~,J-l = 0 

Lly2 . 

Show, using the inequalities for the switches, that the tridiagonal matrix is 
diagonally dominant. This scheme is consistent but not conservative, although 
the conservation error vanishes with Llx, and it prevents expansion shocks 
from occuring. Note that the new value 'P~jl in the nonlinear term is taken 
from the coefficient. not the second derivative. 



10. Treatment of Non-Linearities 

10.1 Introduction 

Three nonlinear model problems have been discussed in previous chapters, the 
Burgers' equation (inviscid and viscous) and the transonic small disturbance 
equation (TSD). Explicit as well as implicit schemes have been introduced to 
solve these equations, using time-marching and relaxation algorithms. In all 
cases, a linear equation or system for the new values was solved to update 
the solution. 

In fact, the nonlinear algebraic system obtained by discretization of a 
nonlinear PDE is always linearized in the variables un+1 or cpn+l for the 
purpose of advancing the state, and the nonlinear solution is obtained in the 
limit when a steady-state is reached. 

There are several techniques of linearization, and the linearized sets ob
tained are not unique. 

We will investigate the mixed-type scheme for Burgers' equation (inviscid) 
to understand the role played by the nonlinear term, first using an explicit 
scheme, then an implicit scheme. 

10.2 An Explicit Mixed-Type Scheme 

Let u(x, t) be the solution of Burgers' equation with initial and boundary 
conditions 

{ 
ou + ~ (u2

) = 0,0 < x < 1, t > 0 at ox 2 ---

u(x,O) = 1 - 2x, 0 ~ x ~ 1 

u(O,t) = 1, u(l,t) = -1, t ~ 0 

(10.1) 

This corresponds to the shock formation problem. The explicit scheme 
reads 

i) u~_! > 0, u~+! > 0 (supersonic point): 
2 2 

U~+l - ur:' uf - uf-l 
• • + Un 1 = 0, L1t '-"2 L1x 

J.-J. Chattot, Computational Aerodynamics and Fluid Dynamics
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ii) U~_.l > 0, u~+.l < 0 (shock point): 
2 2 

iii) U~_.l < 0, u~+.l > 0 (sonic point): 
2 2 

u~+1 - ui + n+1 ui+l - ui-l 
L1t ui 2L1x = 0, 

iv) U~_.l < 0, u7+.l < 0 (subsonic point): 
2 2 

where the mid-value correspond to averages as 

The space discretization in schemes i), ii) and iv) corresponds to the 
Murman (1973) scheme when one lets Ui = ('Pi - 'Pi-l)/L1X. Scheme iii) 
represents the sonic acceleration and by construction allows for a smooth 
subsonic-supersonic transition (see Reference [7]). 

The study of consistency and accuracy is carried out in the same way for 
linear and nonlinear PDEs. Let F(u) = u2/2 be the flux function. Schemes 
i), ii) and iv) can be formulated in conservation FDE form as, e.g. ii) 

un+1 _ un F n - F n 1 F n+1 - F n 
, '+' ,- +' '= o. 

L1t L1x L1x 
(10.2) 

The TE reads: 

n _ aui L1t a2ui 0(.1 2) aFr _ L1x a2 Fr aFr L1x a2 Fin 0(.1 2) 
f, - at + 2 at2 + t + ax 2 ax2 + ax + 2 ax2 + x 

( aun aF!') 
= a; + 2 a; + Opt, L1x). 

The shock-point operator is not consistent with the PDE, as mentioned 
earlier. It enforces the conservation property of the scheme, which is more 
important. 

The above result indicates that schemes i) and iv) are consistent and 
first-order accurate in t and x. 

Scheme iii) is clearly first-order in t and second-order in x, since 
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It is not conservative, however, one can show that the conservation error 
goes to zero with vanishing mesh steps. 

The study of stability is of great interest since we deal with a nonlinear 
problem. The FDE must be linearized before the Von Neumann analysis can 
be used. Consider the shock-point operator (10.2) which encompasses schemes 
i) and iv). If the term Ft is removed, the linearization will produce 

Freezing the coefficient by letting c = (uG1 + ui+ 1) leads to a centered 
scheme for the linear convection equation (5.1) that is unconditionally unsta
ble. Since this scheme is known to produce good results, we have to revisit 
the linearization. The important feature of the shock point is the change of 
sign of the characteristic speed u~±.!.. A linearization that accounts for this 

2 

feature is 
un+1 _ un + u"} - U"}_l un - un 

2 Llt 2 + C < Llx < + c- i+~x i = 0, 

where c+ = u~_.!. > 0, and c- = u~+.!. < 0. Now, proceeding with Von 
2 2 

Neumann analysis, with Courant numbers a+ = c+(Llt/Llx) > 0, a- = 
-c- (Llt / Llx) > 0, and ui = gneiicx , we obtain 

9 = 1- a+ (l-e-icx ) +a- (eicx -1) 

= 1- (a- + a+) (1- cos a) + i (a- - a+) sina. 

The condition Igl2 ~ 1 is equivalent to (a- + a+) (1 - (a- + a+)) 2: 0. 
The stability condition for the shock-point operator is: 

In terms of the time step, this is 
ii) 

Llx 
Llt<----- n n 

U. 1 -U'+ l 1,-2 1, 2" 

The nonlinear feature explains why this "centered" scheme is stable. 

Problem: Verify the result of the stability analysis by computing Igl2 and 
discussing its magnitude. 

The stability conditions for the supersonic- and subsonic-point operators 
are obtained immediately as 
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i) 

iv) 

Llx 
Llt <--- n , 

U. 1 
t-"2 

Llx 
Llt < ---. - n 

Ui+~ 

Finally, the unconditional stability of the sonic point is easily explained by 
its "implicitness". Let Ll = Llt((ui'+l - ui'_1)/2Llx > 0). The amplification 
factor is found to be 

1 
g=l+Ll~l. 

Note that the linearization "freezes" the partial derivative, not the coef
ficient, as is usually the case. Here the feature that must be passed on to the 
Von Neumann analysis is the fact that the coefficient of the partial derivative 
au/ ax is the new value u?+1, making the scheme "locally implicit" . 

10.3 An Implicit Mixed-Type Scheme 

The previous scheme can be made implicit by shifting the space derivatives 
in i), ii) and iv) to level n + 1: 

i) u?_! > 0, u?+! > 0 (supersonic point): 
2 2 

n+l n un+1 _ un+1 u i - u i n i i-l 
Llt + ui_~ Llx = 0, 

ii) u~! > 0, u?+! < 0 (shock point): 
2 2 

=0, 

iii) u~! < 0, u~+! > 0 (sonic point): 
2 2 

U?+l - ui' + u~+l ui'+l - Ui'-l = 0, 
Llt t 2Llx 

iv) u~_! < 0, u~+! < 0 (subsonic point): 
2 2 

n+l n un+1 _ un+1 ui - ui n i+l i 

Llt + ui+~ Llx =0. 

Note that the sonic-point does not need to be changed. This scheme is 
unconditionally stable and will converge to steady-state for 0 < Llt < 00. 

When Llt is very large (say Llt = 106 ), the scheme becomes an SLOR scheme 
for the steady Burgers' equation. 
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10 15 
n (iteration count) 

<>---<> dt=10"6 
<r--<l dt=10"2 
~dt=1O 

tr--I. dt=1 
-dt=O.l 

20 

Fig. 10.1. Convergence to steady-state of the implicit algorithm for a range of 
time steps 

0.5 

o 

-0.5 

-\ 

o 
x 

Fig. 10.2. Evolution of the solution with iterations for .1t = 106 

Convergence curves are presented in Fig. 10.1 for a range of time steps 
Llt = 10-1 , 1, 10, 102 , 106 . For time steps above 106 the method converges 
in essentially two iterations as shown in Fig. 10.2. 
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Problem: Prove that the implicit scheme is unconditionally stable. Show 
that the tridiagonal matrix is diagonally dominant. 

The implicitation of the scheme has been done by moving the space de
rivative terms in the FDE to the new time level. This is called a fixed-point 
method. More generally, an implicit scheme is obtained by linearization of 

A systematic linearization technique is Newton's method. 
Assume that i5u = un+1 - un is a small quantity, then a term such as 

pin+ 1 can be expanded as 

( n+l) 2 
pn+ 1 = -'-U....;2:....· --'-_ 

2 2 

The higher-order terms in the remainder are discarded. Note that i5u appears 
linearly. Substituting these in the FDE results in the delta-form: 

Note that also this leads to a tridiagonal matrix, but it is not diagonally 
dominant unless 

ilx 

ilt::::: IUf-ll + luf+1l. (10.3) 

This method will not work as a relaxation method for the steady equation 
(ilt = (0). It is not easy to interpret this result, other than by saying that 
(10.3) acts as a CFL condition ensuring a consistent discretization of the 
time-evolution term in the PDE in the limit as ilt, ilx ---t o. 

Consider now the steady Burger's equation (inviscid) 

d (u2
) dx 2" = 0, 0 ::::: x ::::: 1, (10.4) 

with boundary conditions 

u(O) = 1, u(l) = -1. (10.5) 

This is the counterpart of the normal shock problem studied in Chap. 9, 
but the difference with the potential formulation (9.6)-(9.7) is that the solu
tion to (10.4)-(10.5) is not unique. The shock can be placed at any position 
in ]0,1[. However, some iterative procedure, viewed as a time-evolution pro
cess, with an initial condition, may make the shock position unique, in the 
same way that the unsteady Burgers' equation with boundary conditions and 
initial condition, equations (10.1), will converge to a unique shock location. 
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10.4 Discussion 

Before we conclude this chapter, it is important to stress that not many 
theorems have been proven for nonlinear PDEs, as far as the properties of 
existence, uniqueness and being well posed of the problem are concerned. 
Nonetheless, we have seen that the TE and the Von Neumann analysis remain 
extremely useful tools to assess fundamental properties of a scheme. Often, 
some extra physical insight will be of great help in designing a numerical 
scheme and selecting a solution algorithm. 

When it comes to choosing a linearization technique, experience may be 
the best guide. Nonlinear problems are likely to have multiple solutions, some 
of which may not be physically relevant. As a steady iterative method, New
ton's method fails because it recognizes the fact that the solution is not un
ique. When Newton's method can be used, however, quadratic convergence 
is obtained. To illustrate this, consider the family of iterative procedures, or 
sequences, to find the positive root to the equation u2 = a > 0: 

w = 1 corresponds to Newton's method. To grasp the difference that occurs 
when w = 1, let's assume that the sequence converges and introduce the 
normalized error 

un - fa n _ vu-
E - --yla=a:-'--' 

The recurrence relation for En +1 is 

En+! = 2 (1 - W) En + (2 - W) (En)2 

2(1+En) 

As n --+ 00, En --+ 0, two cases are possible: 
i) W < 1, then En+! ~ (1- W) En, the amplification factor is g = 1-w < 1, 

the convergence is geometric, 
~ n ii) w = 1, then En +1 ~ '2 , the amplification factor is g = '2 --+ 0, the 

convergence is quadmtic. 
Both cases are shown in Fig. 10.3. 

Problem: Consider the following nonlinear second-order ODE: 

{ (I + u2 ) u" = -2 (1 + x2 (1 - x)2) , 0::; x ::; 1 . 

u(O) = u(l) = 0 

Use an implicit scheme to solve the set of algebraic equations: 
i) using a fixed-point linearization (freeze the coefficient (1 + (ur)2) to 

the old value), 
ii) using Newton's method of linearization. 
Check your result against those shown in the plots. 
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G--E) geometric convergence 

G-fJ quadratic convergence 

10 15 

n (iteration count) 

20 

Fig. 10.3. Geometric (w = 0.5) and quadratic (w = 1) convergence of a sequence. 
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Fig. 10.4. Convergence history for the two linearization techniques 

In Fig. 10.4 the convergence of both methods are shown for a mesh of 
ix = 21 points and an initial condition uo(x) = o. The fixed-point method 
yields a geometric convergence, whereas Newton's method yields quadratic 
convergence. 



11. Application to a System of Equations 

11.1 Introduction 

The quasi-one-dimensional Euler equations, or gas dynamics equations, are 
of great practical use to represent phenomena taking place in slowly varying 
channels and ducts. For large Reynolds numbers, the viscous effects can be 
neglected, and the result will be useful for understanding steady flow in a 
converging-diverging nozzle, or unsteady flow in a shock tube. As a time
dependent system, we will see that it is hyperbolic and that the solution can 
be marched in time. As a steady system, it is a challenging coupled set of 
nonlinear ODEs of first-order, with singular points. For that reason, it will 
always be preferable to use the unsteady approach and solve for the steady 
flows in the limit of very large times. 

11.2 The Equations of Gas Dynamics 

The equations governing the conservation of mass, axial momentum and 
energy, in a slowly varying nozzle of cross section g(x) are 

a pg + a pug = rl = 0 
at ax 

apug + a(pu2+p)g -pg'=r2=O. 
at ax 

(11.1) 

apEg + apuHg = r3 = 0 
at ax 

E = e+ (u2/2) = (p/b - 1) p) + (u2/2) is the total energy, H = h+ (u2/2) = 
Cyp/b - 1) p) + (u2 /2) is the total enthalpy. This system is in conservation 
form. Using a more compact vector notation, this is 

where 

J.-J. Chattot, Computational Aerodynamics and Fluid Dynamics
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W= [::g] F(w) = [(PUg;'P)g] G(W) = [-~g,]. 
pEg puHg 0 

The type of this system is studied in the quasi-linear form of the system, 
a form in which the derivatives appear linearly, expressed in terms of three 
independent unknowns. Here we choose the three components ofthe vector w, 
i.e. WI, W2 and W3. Note that the nozzle area g(x) does not influence the type 
of the system, since in the quasi-linear form it does not appear as a coefficient 
of the partial derivatives, but as a source term. Without restriction we will 
let 9 = const = 1. Eliminating pressure from the system yields 

3 - "I w~ 
F(w) = --- + b -1)w3 

2 WI 

"I -1 w~ W2W3 ----+"1--
2 W~ WI 

Using the chain rule, the quasi-linear form can be expressed as 

8w 8F 8w_O 
at + 8w' 8x - , 

where 8F/8w is the Jacobian matrix. Expressed in terms of the Wi'S it reads 

o 1 o 

8F 
= 

8w 

or introducing the speed of sound a2 = -:r;, the Jacobian matrix simplifies to 

0 1 

8F 3 - "I 2 
(3 - "I)u ---u 

8w 2 

2 - "I 3 a2u 3 - 2"1 2 a2 
---u --- --u +--

2 "1-1 2 "1-1 
The characteristic matrix is now obtained: 

8¢ 
8t 

3 - "I 28¢ ---u-
2 8x 

_ (2 -"I u3 + a2u ) 8¢ 
2 "I-18x 

8¢ 
8x 

8¢ + (3 _ "I)u 8¢ 
8t 8x 

(3-2"1u2+~)8¢ 
2 "I - 1 8x 

0 

"1-1 

"Iu 

o 
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and the characteristic form, after some algebra, can be written as 

Q = (a¢ + u a¢) ((a¢ + u a¢)2 _ a2 (a¢)2) . 
at ax at ax ax 

There are three distinct characteristic wave speeds, which are the eigen
values of the Jacobian matrix and the roots of the characteristic form 

a¢ {u-a, C-
( ~~) = - g¢ = Aj = u, CO , j = 1,2,3. 

c - + C+ ax u a, 

The system is totally hyperbolic. The two characteristics C±correspond 
to acoustic waves, CO corresponds to the particle path. The compatibility 
relations are obtained by replacing one column of A by the terms (rl, r2, r3) 
and setting the determinant to zero. One gets: 

{ 
CR-: (~u2 + au) rl - (a + (-y - 1) u) r2 + (-y - 1) r3 = 0 

CRo: (~u2 - a2) rl - (-y - 1) ur2 + (-y - 1) r3 = 0 

CR+: (~U2 - au) rl + (a - (-y - 1) u) r2 + (-y - 1) r3 = 0 

(11.2) 

The coefficients of (rl, r2, r3) in each compatibility relation are the com
ponents of the left-eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix, i.e. 

(l (j) l(j) l(j)) ( )t - 0 I , 2 , 3 . rl, r2, r3 - . 

They satisfy the identity 

l(j) aF = l(j) \ . 
·aw A J • 

Problem: The flux vector terms f(w) in the Euler equations are homoge
neous functions of degree one of the Wi'S. A homogeneous function of degree 
n is such that f(kw) = kn f(w). Show that, for such functions, the following 
property holds: 

11.3 Jump Conditions 

af 
f(w) = aw·w. 

The conservation form (11.1) is used to derive the jump conditions 

{ 
(pg) nt + (pug) nx = 0 

(pug) nt + ((pu2 + p) g) nx = 0 . 

(pEg) nt + (puH g) nx = 0 
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In most problems the area g(x) is continuous, therefore (g) = 0 and the 
jump conditions reduce to 

{ 
(p) nt + (pu) nx = 0 

(pu)nt + (pu2 +p)nx = 0 

(pE) nt + (puH) nx = 0 

There are two types of jump lines, those crossed by the fluid and those 
along a particle path. 

If the fluid crosses a jump line, i.e. Ul, U2 > -(nt/nx) or Ul, U2 < 
-(nt/nx), there is a discontinuity in the velocity, density and pressure, 
(u) , (p) , (p) # O. The discontinuity is called a shock. 

If the fluid does not cross the discontinuity, i.e. Ul = U2 = -(nt/nx), 
the pressure is continuous across the jump line, (p) = 0, the jump in density 
cannot be determined from the jump conditions. The discontinuity is called 
a contact discontinuity. 

In steady flow, the jump conditions reduce even further to 

{ 
(pu) = 0 

(pu2 + p) = 0 . 

(H) = 0 

11.4 The Riemann Problem 

An important problem of gas dynamics is the shock-tube problem. A tube 
is filled with a gas at rest in two different states separated by a diaphragm 
located at x = Xo. Interaction takes place after the membrane is broken at 
time t = O. For a period of time, until reflections from the tube ends reach 
the test section, the problem can be treated as if the domain were infinite. 
The governing equations are the Euler equations (g = 1), equations (11.1), 
with initial conditions 

{ 
Wl = PI, W2 = 0, W3 = PIEI , X < Xo , 

Wl = PrJ W2 = 0, W3 = PrEr, x> Xo 

where the subscripts land r stand for left- and right-states. The initial con
ditions and the absence of boundary conditions makes for the Riemann pro
blem. The solution is self-similar and can be expressed in terms of the ratio 
~ = (x - xo)/t, as w(x, t) = W(~). 
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With the vector notation 

OW x-xodW 
at --t2 - d~' 

ow IdW 
ox t d~ , 

which leads to 

_ x-xodW oF~dW = ~ (OF -~I) .dW =0. 
t2 d~ + ow t d~ t ow d~ 

The trivial solution W = const set aside, ~ is an eigenvalue of the Ja
cobian matrix and dW / d~ is a right-eigenvector. The solution is made of a 
combination of waves with increasing velocities from left to right. 

11.5 A Box-Scheme for the Equations of Gas Dynamics 

The classical centered schemes presented in Chapter 5 can be used to solve 
(11.1). The Lax scheme is dissipative enough to damp out oscillations, being 
first-order in space. The second-order accurate schemes, such as the Lax
Wendroff scheme and MacCormack scheme require some additional artificial 
viscosity. 

An extension of the four-operator Murman scheme is presented that allows 
for the capture, without oscillations, of shocks and contact discontinuities. It 
is based on the compatibility relations (11.2) which form a system of three 
equations holding along the characteristic lines, that is equivalent to the 
original system, Reference [7]. 

Only three types of points are considered (a regular subsonic point and 
a regular supersonic point are treated in a similar fashion), depending on 
the number of characteristics converging toward a node i. The switches are 
based on the six discrete eigenvalues A~~l 's, where the mid-point values are 

2 

calculated using the Roe averages, Reference [8] as for example: 

{ 

..[iiiUi + Jpi+1 Ui+l 
Ui+1 = ( 2) 

2 ..[iii + JPi+l 2 _ ( 1) H ui+! , ai+ 1 - 'Y - i+1 - -- . 
H+ 1 = ..[iiiHi + JPi+iHi+1 2 2 2 

• 2 ..[iii + JPi+l 

The three cases are the following: 
a) If three characteristics converge to point i, it is a regular point, and 

the three corresponding converging compatibility conditions are used. Say if 
U~_l - a~_l < 0 < U~_l' and U~+l - a~+l < 0 < U~+l' the scheme reads 

2 2 2 2 2 2 
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b) If two or less characteristics converge to point i, it is a sonic-point, and 
one or more new equations are introduced corresponding to an expansion fan. 
If un 1 - an 1 < 0 < U7_1' and 0 < U7+1 - a7+1' the scheme reads 

1,- '2 z- '2 2 2 2 

=0. 

c) If four or more characteristics converge to point i, it is a shock-point. 
A conservative scheme consists in combining the box equations coming from 
the left and right boxes, using some vectors nj) as 

[
lY) j ~2) . (wr+l -wi + fr - fI~l + JT'H - fr) = o. 
, L1t L1x L1x 

[(3) , 

For an eigenvalue>. (j) which changes sign from i - ~ to i + ~, the scheme 
is similar to the mixed-type scheme for Burgers' equation, in particular as it 
concerns the shock- and sonic-point operators. Hence, this scheme computes 
the correct shock speed and prevents expansion shocks by forcing a smooth 
transition at sonic conditions. The time derivatives are obtained by solving 
a 3 x 3 system, whose matrix is composed of the left-eigenvectors. 

The above scheme can be written in quasi-linear, but equivalent form, 
by making use of the property of the Roe averages. The following discrete 
relations are identically satisfied: 
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r r n n lei) 1. i - i-1 = >Y) 1 l(j) 1. Wi - Wi - 1 , 
t-"2 Llx t-"2 t-"2 Llx 

f n fn n n l(j) i+1 - i _ >. (j) l(j) wi+1 - Wi 
i+~. Llx - i+~ i+~. Llx 

For the sonic-point operator, the eigenvalue(s) and left-eigenvector(s) are 
evaluated at the nodal state wi. This ensures that the scheme is not in 
conservation form, hence expansion shocks are excluded. 

At the shock-point, four or more characteristics are converging to point 
i. The situation is identical to that of the Burgers' equation and is treated 
identically, by adding the space derivatives from the two surrounding boxes, 
thus producing a non-consistent but conservative scheme. The eigenvectors, 
denoted W), are com~inations W) = Ol~~~ + (1 - O)l~~~, that linearize the 
shock-point scheme. () is obtained from 

Ol~j)l. (af;_~ _>.~ 1f) .wi-wi_1 
t+"2 aw t-"2 Llx 

+(1 - O)l~i) 1. (afa~~ _ >.~J+\ f) . Wi+~ - wi = o. 
t-"2 W t "2 X 

With this choice, the scheme can be written, say for the compatibility 
relation C R- as: 

a) regular point 
with >.(1)1 >0 

t-"2 

c) shock-point 

Problem: Using Von Neumann analysis, derive the stability conditions for 
the above schemes. 
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11.6 Some Results 

The shock tube test case of Sod (xo = 0.5, 9 = I , 'Y = 1.4), corresponding to 
the Riemann problem with initial conditions 

{
WI = I, W2 = 0, W3 = 2.5, x < xo 

WI = 0.125, W2 = 0, W 3 = 0.25, x> Xo ' 

is simulated using ix = 1001 points for 500 steps with a CFL condition 
number equal to one. The results of the unsteady flow for density, velocity, 
energy and pressure are presented in Fig. 11.1 and are in good agreement 
with the exact solution. The solution is composed of, from left to right , a 
constant undisturbed left state, then a continuous expansion wave moving to 
the left , followed by a constant state, a contact discontinuity moving to the 
right, followed by a constant state, then a shock wave moving to the right in 
the undisturbed right state. 

The flow of air ("j = 1.4) in a converging-diverging nozzle of equation 
g(x) = 1+(2x-1)2 is marched to steady-state. The mesh has ix = 101 points. 
The variables are made dimensionless by the sonic conditions p* , a* , p*. 

The boundary conditions are at the entrance 

2 

{ 
Ho = 'YPo + Uo = 3 

("j-1)po 2 

So = Cvln ( :J0 ) = 0 ' 

- --- u 
2.5 . .. .. .. _ . .. .. _ . .• '- -- ." [U0 
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Fig. 11.1. Shock tube simulation 
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and at the exit 
P exit = I, 

The distributions of density, velocity, energy and pressure are shown in 
Fig, 11.2, Note the smooth sonic transition at the nozzle throat (xo = 0,5) 
and the abrupt recompression through a normal shock at x = 0,82, 

2,5,---r---,--,---r---,-----,r----r---.-----,r-----, 

2r----~. 
0---<> rho 
0---<> u 
~e 

- p 

1.5,r ...... ____ . 

0,5 

x 

Fig. 11.2. Nozzle flow with shock wave 

An interesting problem, that can be studied with this model, is the start
up of a supersonic wind tunnel having two throats, the first one of cross 
section A* being fixed, the second one of variable section A2(0) = 1 + (0/4), 
The test section A t est = 1.25A* , located at x = 0,5, is designed for an 
operating Mach number M test = 1.6, 

The geometry of the second nozzle is controlled by the parameter 0 as 

{ 

9 4 3 2 5 
g(x) = 4 (2x - 1) - 2 (2x - 1) + 4' 0:::; x :::; 0,5 

9 4 3 2 5 
g(x) = (1 - 0) (4 (2x - 1) - 2 (2x - 1) ) + 4' 0,5:::; x :::; 1 

The uniform mesh system is defined by Xi = (i - l)Llx, Llx = l/(ix - I), 
The start-up is simulated by the instantaneous opening of a valve, located 

between the first two points Xl and X2' The corresponding initial conditions 
are 
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_ (,+1),/:1 
Pl- --

2 

pi 
Pl =, 

In the application Pexit = 0.9. 

! Ui = 0 

Pi = , 2~ 1 Pexit 

Pi = Pexit 

, i = 2, ... , ix . 

In a first attempt to start the supersonic wind tunnel, the second throat 
area is set to A2 = 1.1 A * with Q: = 0.4. After the transient shock has 
moved across the duct, The flow in the first nozzle chokes and accelerates 
to supersonic conditions downstream of the first throat, but a recompression 
shock terminates that region, ahead of the test section. The flow in the test 
section is subsonic. The supersonic wind tunnel is unstarted, Fig. 11.3. Note 
that at steady-state there are two shock waves. 

2r---,---~----r----.---,----._--_.--_.~--._--_, 

1 ; 
: ......................... ' ... ' ... ' ... ' ... ':l'o ' _ ' _ ' _ ' _ ' _ ' _ ' I" I:'.~=~_._ 

....... g(x), alpha=O 
- g(x), aJpha=O.4 
....... iteration 0 

0.5 ._._. iteration 30 
_._- iteration 60 
--_. iteration 90 
._.- 'iteration 200 
._ .. - iteration 1000 
- iteration 10000 

i 
i 
~ 

0.4 

Fig. 11.3. Unstarted supersonic wind tunnel (Q: = 0.4) 

In order for the first shock to be "swallowed" by the second throat during 
the start-up, it is necessary that the second throat satisfy the inequality 
A2 ::::: (A2/Ai)[MtestlA* = 1.1169A*, i.e. Q:::::: 0.4676. If we increase the 
second throat to A2 = 1.15 A* with Q: = 0.6, the flow goes through the 
transient motion of the shock, but now the test section is fully supersonic 
and shock free. The nominal Mach number Mtest = 1.6 is obtained. There 
is a shock wave standing in the diffuser section of the second nozzle. The 
supersonic wind tunnel has been started, Fig. 11.4. 
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Fig. 11.4. Started supersonic wind tunnel (a = 0.6) 

These examples show how useful simulations can be in helping understand 
the physics of complex phenomena, such as shock tube flow or the start-up 
of a wind tunnel. In many cases, the steady-solution is well understood and 
available. But rarely are transient solutions known. Numerical simulation 
opens a window on this more challenging world. 

11.7 The Bigger Picture 

Other schemes are available, that have not been discussed in this book. Before 
closing this chapter we wish to mention a scheme that has been of comparable 
importance to the Murman-Cole scheme for the advance of research in the 
field of CFD: the Godunov scheme. It is based on the solution of the Riemann 
problem. Details can be found in text books, e.g. Reference [9] . 

Other discretization methods can be used to represent the continuum by a 
discrete set of points or functions. The finite element method (FEM) and the 
spectral method, use polynomial representation for the solution, the former 
on each element, the latter globally. The relationship between these different 
discretization approaches can be found in Reference [10]. 

The model problems have all been discretized on Cartesian mesh systems. 
More realistic geometries and more accurate boundary conditions require 
body fitted curvilinear mesh systems that can be treated, in a computational 
domain, with Cartesian meshes. There is a great advantage, when it is possi
ble, to use a single Cartesian or structured mesh systems: high accuracy and 
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efficient solution algorithms are available, thanks to the simpler matrix struc
ture obtained from finite difference or finite volume discretizations. Complex 
geometries, however, are more amenable to unstructured mesh systems. Fi
nite volume and finite element discretizations are competing in this arena, 
which is an active topic of research. 



Appendix: A. Problems 

A.I Problem 1 

Consider the following boundary value problem for the linear second-order 
ODE 

{ 
U" (x) = I (x), 0 :::; x :::; 1 

u(O) = 0 . 
u(l) = 0 

(A.l) 

Two iterative methods are proposed to solve (A.l). 

A.L1 First Iterative Method 

A uniform mesh is used with ix points Xi = (i -1).1x, .1x = Ij(ix - 1). Let 
n be the iteration index for the "old" values (initial value when n = 0), and 
n + 1 the index for the "new" values. The method reads: 

n 2 n+l + n u+1 - u· u· 1 
t .1x2 t- = I(Xi), i = 2,3, ... , ix - 1, 

{ 
u~+l = 0 
un+! = 0 

tX 

u? = 0, i = 1,2, ... , ix 

Let 8Ui = u7+ 1 - ui be the change of Ui between two iterations. 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

Time Evolution Equation Write method (A.2) in "delta form", that is 
with the 8Ui in the left-hand side and the residual 

Ui+l - 2ui + Ui-l 
Ri = .1x2 - Ii, 

in the right-hand side, all the values being evaluated at the "old" time level. 
If n is interpreted as a time index in a pseudo-time Tn = n.1T, such that 

8Ui = .1T(oui lOT), perform a Taylor expansion of u(x, T) to sufficient order 
and interpret the leading terms when .1X,.1T ~ 0 as a time evolution PDE. 
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Equation Type What is the type of the PDE? 

Consistency, Accuracy What is the relationship between LlT and Llx re
quired for the leading time derivative term to have a coefficient unity? Is this 
a classical result? 

The method is consistent with the evolution PDE. What is the accuracy 
of the scheme in the transient? What is the accuracy at steady-state? 

Exact Solution Check that, for f(x) = _7r2 sin 7rX, the exact solution 
to the PDE, including initial and boundary conditions, is u(x, T) = (1 -
e-.".2T ) sin 7rX. 

A.1.2 Second Iterative Method 

This method reads 
u"!- - 2u~+1 + u~+l 

0+1 Llx2 0-1 = fi. (A.4) 

Equation (A.4) contains two "new" values. 

Type of Scheme Sketch the computational molecule. Is this method impli
cit, i.e. does it require to solve a matrix equation? Hint: the points are swept 
with increasing values of i. 

Evolution Equation Put the equation in delta form and find the time 
evolution equation governing the transient as Llx, LlT --+ o. 

Consistency, Accuracy What is the condition for consistency if the coef
ficient of the unsteady term is unity? Is this method faster than the previous 
one? state the accuracy of the scheme during the transient and at steady
state. Is the steady-state solution different from that of the first method? 

A.1.3 Implicit Scheme 

Making the Scheme Implicit Propose an implicit scheme for problem 
(A.I) and sketch the computational molecule, using Fig. A.I. 

Associated Matrix What type of matrix structure is associated with the 
implicit scheme? How would you solve the system of algebraic equations? 

Convergence How many iterations will be needed for the implicit scheme 
to compute the steady solution? Will that number depend on the initial 
condition? 
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n+l eJl plicit n+l in plicit 

n n 
i-2 i-I i i+l i-2 i-I i i+l 

Fig. A.I. Sketch of computational molecule 

A.2 Problem 2 

Consider the initial-boundary value problem for the second-order PDE 

{ 

82U 
8t8x = f(x), x ~ 0, t ~ 0 

U(x, 0) = g(x), x ~ 0 , 

u(O, t) = h(t), t ~ 0 

(A.5) 

with g(O) = h(O) (continuity condition). 

A.2.1 Analytic Study 

Equation Type What is the type of this PDE? Hint: introduce v = 8u/at, 
and transform the equation into a system of two first-order PDEs. 

Characteristic Lines Find the characteristic directions and give the equa
tions of the characteristic lines. Indicate with arrows, the direction of pro
pagation of information along the characteristics. Hint: use the initial and 
boundary conditions. 

General Solution Write the general solution to the homogeneous PDE, 
equation (A.5.1) with f = 0, in terms of two arbitrary functions X(x) and 
T(t). 

Exact Solution Find the exact solution to (A.5) using two quadratures. 
First integrate in space from x = 0 to x, and apply the boundary condition 
as (8u/at) (0, t) = h'(t). Do not forget the arbitrary function. 

Then integrate in time from t = 0 to t, and apply the initial condition. 
Do not forget the arbitrary function. 

Example Let u(x, t) = (1 + x + x2 )(1 + t) be the exact solution. Calculate 
f, 9 and h. Check your exact solution. 
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A.2.2 Numerical Scheme 

The following scheme is proposed to solve PDE (A.5): 

U~H - U~+1 - u~ + un 
• .-1 • .-1 = f. 1 

LltLlx '-2' 
(A.6) 

Type of Scheme Is (A.6) an implicit scheme? Hint: look at the boundary 
condition. 

Consistency, Accuracy Perform the TE analysis of the above FDE. Define 
clearly the point about which you do the Taylor expansions. Is the scheme 
consistent? What is the accuracy in time and space? 

Stability Introduce the complex modes ui = gneiiQ • Plug in the homoge
neous equation and solve for the amplification factor. Is the scheme stable? 
Is there a stability condition? 

Example Check if u(x, t) = (1 + x + x 2 )(1 + t) is also an exact solution to 
the FDE. You can use the TE result and compute the partial derivatives, or 
you can plug the exact solution in the FDE. 

A.2.3 Numerical Application 

A cartesian mesh with unit steps is defined by Xi 

functions j, 9 and h are 

{ 
1=1 

g=l+x. 
h = l+t 

(i - 1), tn = n. The 

Computational Molecule Sketch the computational molecule using Fig. 
A.2 and indicate how you compute u~+1 from the neighboring points. 

Discrete Solution Compute a 5 x 5 block of data, i.e. ix = 5, n = 0,1, ... ,4. 

Discussion Compare the numerical results with the exact solution. Is the 
result in agreement with the TE analysis? 

A.3 Problem 3 

Consider the problem governed by the linear second-order PDE for the per
turbation potential <p(x, t) 

(A.7) 
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n+1 

n 

i-2 i-I i i+1 

Fig. A.2. Sketch of computational molecule 

subject to the initial and boundary conditions 

( 0) = {sin 1fX, 0 ::::; X ::::; 1 
rp x, 0 x> 1 , -

{ 
rp(O, t) = 0 

arp , t;:::: 0 
ax (0, t) = 0 

(A.8) 

A.3.1 Analytic Study 

Introduce a new unknown, U = (arp/ax), and reformulate (A.7) as a system of 
two first-order PDEs. Let ¢(x, t) = const be the equation of a characteristic 
line in the (x, t) plane. 

Equation Type Construct the characteristic matrix A and the characteri
stic form Q. Give the equation of the characteristic lines and conclude as to 
the type of the equation. 

General Solution Give the general solution of the equation for u(x, t). 
Integrate once more and find the general solution to the second-order PDE 
in terms of two arbitrary functions of a single argument. Check your result 
by plugging back into the PDE. 

Exact Solution The domain x ;:::: 0, t ;:::: 0 can be divided into three regions 
from left to right. 

Apply the boundary conditions at x = 0 and find the solution rp(x, t) in 
the first region. 

Find the value of rp(x, t) on the boundary of 1-2. 
Apply the initial condition at t = 0, 0 ::::; x ::::; 1 and obtain the solution 

rp(x, t) in region 2. 
Proceed similarly for region 3. 
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A.3.2 Numerical Study 

Define the uniform mesh Xi = (i -l)..1x, tn = n..1t, ..1x = const, .6.t = const. 
The following scheme is proposed: 

n+l n+l n + n n 2 n + n CPi - CPi-l - CPi CPi-l CPi - CPi-l CPi-2 - 0 
..1t..1x + c ..1x2 - . 

Consistency, Accuracy Is this an implicit scheme? Hint: the solution is 
swept with increasing values of i. 

Define the TE by choosing a point about which to expand in Taylor series 
and from the result conclude as to the consistency and accuracy of the above 
scheme. Carry the expansions to O(..1t2, ..1t..1x, ..1x2). 

Stability Let a = c(..1t / ..1x) ;:::: O. Find the amplification factor g. Express 
the stability condition in terms of ..1t. 

A.3.3 Implicit Scheme 

Devise an implicit scheme for this equation. Sketch the computational mole
cule in Fig. A.3. 

Study the TE of the implicit scheme and conclude on its consistency and 
accuracy. 

Find the amplification factor 9 for the implicit scheme. Is the stability 
unconditional? 

0+1 ~xplici 0+1 mplici 

0 0 
i-2 i-I i i+1 i-2 i-I i i+1 

Fig. A.3. Sketch of the computational molecule 

A.4 Problem 4 

The nonlinear ODE 

d (dU) U dx v(u)dx =o,v(u)=l+u,u;::::O,O~x~l (A.9) 

with 



{ u(O) = 0 
u(1) = 1 ' 

has a solution which satisfies the implicit equation 

u -In(1 + u) = (1 -ln2)x. 
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Instead of solving this implicit equation, two finite difference methods are 
proposed to solve for u directly, using iterative procedures. 

A.4.1 Explicit Scheme 

This method consists in solving the following model problem: 

subject to 

au a ( au) at = ax v(u) ax ,0::; x ::; 1, t 2: 0, 

{ 
u(x, 0) = ~ 0 ::; x ::; 1 . 

{ u(O, t) - 0 t > 0 
u(1, t) = l' -

Equation Type What is the type of this equation? Hint: introduce v = 
auf ax and study the corresponding first-order system in (u, v). 

Characteristic Curves Find the characteristic lines of the PDE. 

Characteristic Speed Taking into account the initial and boundary condi
tions, indicate with arrows the direction of propagation of information along 
the characteristics. What is the speed of propagation of the perturbations? 

Consistency, Accuracy The discretization on a uniform mesh system, 
Xi = (i - 1).:1x, .:1x = (1/ix - 1), tn = n.:1t, reads 

u~+1 - u"!-• • 
.:1t .:1x 

where Z,i±! = v ((Ui±l +ui)/2). 
2 

The initial and boundary conditions are discretized in the obvious way (no 
discretization error). Define the TE, and study the consistency and accuracy 
of the explicit scheme by carrying the Taylor expansions so that the remainder 
is O(.:1t + .:1X)2. What is the accuracy at steady-state? Hint: do the study 
for an arbitrary function v(u). 

Stability Assuming v = const and letting r = v(.:1t/ .:1x2), find the stability 
condition for .:1t. 
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A.4.2 Semi-Implicit Scheme 

This method corresponds to the model problem: 

subject to the same initial and boundary conditions. 

Equation Type What is the type of this PDE? 

Characteristic Curves What are the characteristic curves? 

Characteristic Speed Taking into account the initial and boundary condi
tions, indicate with arrows the direction of propagation of information along 
the characteristics. Find the speed of propagation of the perturbations. 

Consistency, Accuracy Perform the TE analysis of the semi-implicit 
scheme given below 

LltLlx Llx 

Is the scheme consistent? What is the accuracy in time and space? What 
is the accuracy at steady-state? Is this an implicit scheme? 

Stability Assume v = const. Find the stability condition for Llt. 

A.4.3 Implicit Scheme 

Propose an implicit scheme to solve the steady-ODE, that is linear in the 
"new" values un +1 . Sketch the computational molecule in Fig. A.4. 

Give the coefficients of the matrix A, where Aun+l = b. 
How would you solve the algebraic system? Is it necessary to iterate? 

n+1 
implicit 

n 

i-2 i-I i i+l 

Fig. A.4. Sketch of computational molecule 
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A.5 Problem 5 

Consider the first order PDE in "conservation form": 

au a 
- - - (xu) = 0 -00 < x < 00 t> 0 at ax' , -

u(x,O) = f(x). 

A.5.1 Analytic Study 

Equation Type What is the type of this PDE? Is it linear or nonlinear? 

Characteristic Lines Find the slope of the characteristic (dx/dt)c and 
integrate to find the characteristic lines. Sketch the characteristic lines in the 
(x, t) plane. 

Jump Conditions Study the jump conditions associated with the conser
vation form. Show that the jumps can only occur along characteristic lines 
(hint: find the slope of the line of discontinuity). 

General Solution Write the compatibility relation, i.e. the governing equa
tion for Uc = u(t,xc(t)) where xc(t) is the equation of the characteristic line. 
Integrate the compatibility relation and find U c . 

Exact Solution Solve for u(x, t), given the initial condition. Check your 
result. 

A.5.2 Numerical Study 

Discrete Conservation Form A uniform mesh is given by Xi = iLlx, i = 
-ix, ... , -1,0,1, ... , ix. The following scheme is used: 

u~+1 - ui ui - ui-I 
Llt - Xi_! Llx 

Ui-I + ui 
-----'- = 0, i < 0 

2 

un+un 
i HI O· 0 2 =, z> . 

Show that the discrete scheme can be cast in "conservation form" (hint: 
start from a conservation form and arrive at the above equations). Due to 
symmetries, only prove the result for i < O. 

Consistency, Accuracy Study the consistency and accuracy of this scheme. 
What is the accuracy of the transient solution? What is the accuracy at steady 
state? 
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Stability Study the stability of the scheme for the homogeneous equation. 
Show that the scheme has a stability requirement that may not be met for 
large values of 1 Xi_1. I. 

2 

A.5.3 Implicit Scheme 

The previous result pleads in favor of an implicit scheme. Devise an implicit 
scheme and study its stability. Is it unconditionally stable? Give the coef
ficients of the matrix for i < 0 and indicate how you can solve the linear 
system. Sketch the computational molecule in Figure A.5. Do not include the 
contribution of the source term in the computational molecule. 

n+l 
implicit 

n 

i-2 i-I i i+l 

Fig. A.5. Sketch of computational molecule 

A.6 Problem 6 

Consider the following PDE: 

au a 
at + ax (c(x)u) = I(x), -00 < x < 00, t ~ 0, (A.IO) 

where c(x) and I(x) are continuous functions of x. This linear, non-homogeneous 
PDE completely determines the solution u(x, t) when an initial condition is 
specified, i.e. 

u(x, 0) = uo(x), -00 < x < 00. 

A.6.1 Analytic Study 

Equation Type Give the type of this equation and find the characteristic 
direction. 
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General Solution Let v(x, t) = c(x)u(x, t), and g(x) = c(x)f(x). Show that 
the PDE can be put in non-conservative form as 

av av 
at + c(x) ax = g(x). (A.ll) 

One looks for the general solution in implicit form as 

iP (x, t, v(x, t)) = o. (A.12) 

Write two auxiliary relations by taking partial derivatives, a/at, a/ax of 
(A.12). Multiply (A.ll) by aiP/av and show that 

aiP aiP aiP 
at + c(x) ax + g(x) av = O. (A.13) 

(A.13) is a linear homogeneous PDE. Its general solution can be expressed 
in terms of first integrals 

dt = dx = dv 
c(x) g(x)· 

The solution can be written explicitly as a particular solution and an 
arbitrary function of a single argument: 

v(x, t) = J ~i;~ dx + F (t -J c(~) dX) . (A.14) 

Check that (A.14) satisfies (A.ll). 

Application Let c(x) = 2x - 1 and f(x) = 4(2x - 1) = 4c(x). 
Find the equation of the characteristic. Draw several characteristic lines 

in the (x, t) plane. 
These functions for c(x) and f(x) will be used in the rest of the problem. 

Remark: The integration of the steady-state solution (d/ dx) ((2x - l)u) = 
4(2x - 1) as an ODE from x = 0 to x = 1 with the initial condition u(O) = 
-1 is very difficult because the coefficient c( x) = 2x - 1 vanishes in the 
interval. The time evolution equation circumvents this difficulty. Although 
the equation is linear, it shares many features with the nonlinear transonic 
nozzle flow model: an initial condition is needed, but no boundary condition, 
as is the case for the sonic expansion. 

A.6.2 Numerical Scheme 

A uniform mesh is defined, Xi = (i - 1)..1x, ..1x = (l/ix - 1), and ..1t is 
the time step. Let ci±l = 2xi±1 - 1 where Xi±l = Xi ± ~2x. Let u.± 1 = 

2 2 2 ~ 2" 

(Ui±l + ui)/2. The following scheme is proposed: 
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iv) c i_! < 0 and ci+! < 0 
2 2 

Consistency, Accuracy Draw the computational molecule in each case, 
using Figure A.6. Study the consistency and accuracy at steady-state of all 
four schemes using TE analysis with remainder O(L\x2). Note that there are 
no errors on ci±! because they are linear functions of x. 

2 

The steady-state solution is uss(x) = 2x -1. Check that it is the solution 
of the finite difference schemes. 

n+I i) n+I ii) 

n n 
i-2 i-I i i+I i-2 i-I i i+I 

n+I iii) n+I iv) 

n n 
i-2 i-I i i+I i-2 i-I i i+I 

Fig. A.6. Sketch of computational molecules 
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Stability Study the stability of the time marching procedure and define the 
maximum time step allowable for each scheme, using Von Neumann analysis. 
Note that the equations are linear, but are made homogeneous by setting the 
right-hand sides to zero. 

A.6.3 Implicit Scheme 

Devise an implicit scheme based on the four-operator schemes above, and 
draw the corresponding computational molecules. No boundary condition 
needs to be specified for this problem. 

Build the matrix and right-hand sides associated with your implicit 
scheme in the case ix = 4. Is the matrix diagonally dominant? Is there a 
restriction on the time step? 

What solution procedure can you use to solve the linear system of equa
tions for large values of ix? 

A.7 Problem 7 

A.7.1 The MacCormack Scheme 

Let u(x, t) be the unknown scalar function and F(u) an arbitrary flux func
tion. The two-steps MacCormack scheme reads: 

n+l _ n Llt (Fn Fn) ui - ui - Llx i+l - i , (A.15) 

(A.16) 

Consistency, Accuracy Rewrite the scheme as a FDE for the PDE 

This is done by eliminating the intermediate value un+! from the scheme, 
equation (A.16) and dividing by Llt. 

Then, expand each FD quotient in the TE in Taylor series to sufficient 
order, so that the final remainder is O(Llt + Llx)2. 

Show that the scheme is second-order accurate in space and time. 

Stability Let F(u) = cu, c = const of arbitrary sign. Let a = c(LltjLlx) be 
the Courant number. Prove that the scheme is stable if lal :::; 1. 
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A.7.2 Exact Solution to Burgers' Equation (Inviscid) 

General Solution Prove that the general solution of Burgers' equation 

(A.17) 

is given implicitly by 

u(x, t) = G (x - tu(x, t)), 

where G(~) is an arbitrary function of a single argument ~ = x - tu(x, t). 

Initial Value Problem Given the initial condition 

u(x,O) - , 
_ { y' -4x, x ~ 0 

0, x ~ 0 

find the unknown function G(~) for all values of its argument. 
Give the equation of the characteristic lines passing through a point (xo, 0) 

in the form ¢(x, t; xo) = o. 
Sketch, in the (x, t) plane, some characteristic lines and show the necessity 

of introducing a shock wave. 

Shock Curve Find the envelop of the characteristics by solving the system 
for x and t given by 

{ 
¢(x, t; xo) = 0 

8¢ . 
-8 (x,t;xo)=O 

Xo 

Show that the envelop starts at (0,0), hence the shock will starts there 
also. 

Write the jump conditions and show that they are not satisfied on the 
envelop. 

Look for a shock curve S of the form x = at2 , a = canst> O. Find a. 
Sketch the resulting solution in the (x, t) plane. 

A.7.3 Numerical Study 

Find the exact solution to the following nonlinear second-order ODE: 

subject to the boundary conditions 

{ u(O) = 0 
u(l) = 1 . 
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Discrete Solution A uniform mesh is constructed as Xi = (i -l)Llx, Llx = 
1/ (ix - 1). The discrete solution satisfies 

UHl - Ui Ui - Ui-l 
ui+~ Llx - Ui_~ Llx 

Llx 
= 0, i = 2, ... , ix - 1 

where Ui±~ = Ui±~+Ui. 
The boundary conditions are Ul = 0, Uix = 1. 
Prove that the exact solution satisfies this FDE. 

n+l 

n 

i-I i i+1 i+2 

Fig. A.7. Sketch of computational molecule 

Iterative Method The iterative procedure to solve the above equations 
reads: 

n Ui+l - ui n ui - Ui-l 
u~:/ - U~+l - Ui+l + ui + uH~ Llx - Ui_~ Llx 

--~---=~--~--~~~~~-=O, 
Llx2 Llx 

i = ix - 1, ... , 2. 

Draw the computational molecule using Fig. A.7. Note that the domain 
is swept in reverse direction, with decreasing values of the index i. 

Interpret this iterative algorithm as a time evolution PDE. Hint: introduce 
a time variable such that tn = nLlt and assume that Llx, Llt --+ O. 

What choice of Llt will produce a meaningful PDE with a coefficient unity 
for the time derivative? 

Find the type of the PDE and the characteristic curves. 
Sketch in the (x, t) plane the characteristic lines and indicate with arrows 

the direction of propagation of the information on them (assume that U > 0 
everywhere) . 

Solution to the Evolution Equation Given the initial condition 

{ u~ = 0 
u? = 1, i = 2, ... , ix ' 

find the solution to the time evolution PDE until t = 1. Hint: integrate the 
PDE once in x and use known results. 
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A.8 Problem 8 

Consider the linear system of two first-order PDEs for u(x, y, t) and v(x, y, t): 

{ 
: + ~: + ~~ = rl = 0 
av av au - 00 < x, y < 00, t 2: o. 
- - -+- =r2 =0 at ax ay 

(A.I8) 

A.S.I Analytic Study 

System Type Write the system in matrix form. Find the characteristic ma
trix A and the characteristic form Q. It will be convenient to use a normal vec
tor V¢ = ((a¢/ax), (a¢/ay), (a¢/at)) whose projection on the (x, y) plane is 
normalized by choosing without restriction (a¢ / ax) = cos 0, (a¢ / ay) = sin O. 

Conclude as to the type of the system. 
Give the equation of the characteristic surfaces containing the origin, in 

terms of O. 
Show that the characteristic surfaces envelop a cone. What is the half

angle of the cone? 

Compatibility Relations Find the two compatibility relations for system 
(A.I8) in terms of rl, r2 and O. Are these relations independent for all O? In
troduce the half-angle 0/2 and use the identities (sinO = 2sin(O/2)cos(O/2), 
cos 0 = 1 - 2 sin2 (0/2), to simplify the compatibility relations and ensure 
their independence. 

Jump Conditions Find the jump conditions associated with the PDEs. 
Show that the jumps can only occur along characteristic surfaces. 

Exact Solutions to Two Initial Value Problems Use the compatibility 
relations to find u and v if for t = 0: 

{ i) u = v = 0, x < 0; u = v = 1, x > 0; Vy 
ii) u = v = 1, Y < 0; u = v = 0, y > 0; Vx . 

Hint: in the first case, the problem is I-D, choose 0 = O. 
In each case make a sketch of the (x, t) plane and (y, t) plane, and indicate 

the regions where the solution is constant. Check in each case that the jump 
relations are satisfied. 

A.S.2 Numerical Study 

The system is discretized on a staggered mesh, with values of u and v at the 
mid-edges, as shown in Fig. A.8. The first equation is discretized on the solid 
box. the second on the dotted box as: 
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Vij+1 --
4_ 

1---- 4 
U· . 

Ui_l j 
..... !lJ ___ 

I 
1 I 

. ..l.. .. 
'":" V ij ... Vi+lj 

I 
I 

~i.i.:I __ ~ 1---- 4 

Fig. A.S. Staggered mesh configuration and computational molecule 

Consistency, Accuracy Using the TE analysis, derive the consistency and 
accuracy of the scheme. Hint: expand about the center of each box. What is 
the accuracy at steady-state? 

Stability Introduce ax = t1t/ t1x, ay = t1t/ t1y, and let 

Find the 2 x 2 amplification matrix G such that 

[Un+l] [un] 
Vn+1 = G. vn . 

Find the stability condition. Hint: find the eigenvalues Al ,2 of G and satisfy 
IAl,21 :::; 1. 

A.9 Problem 9 

Consider the transonic small disturbance equation (TSD) 

(A.19) 
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This PDE is of mixed elliptic-hyperbolic type. It is nonlinear. It can be 
linearized by transfer to the hodograph, that is by changing the independent 
variables from (x, y) to (u, v), where u and v are the components of the 
perturbation velocity, u = or.p/ox, v = or.p/oy. 

A.9.t Analytical Study 

'Iransfer to the Hodograph The mapping from the hodograph to the 
physical plane is described by 

{
X = x(u,v) 
y = y(u, v) . 

Derive the differential relations for dx and dy in terms of du and dv. 
Solve this linear system for (du,dv), assuming that the Jacobian of the 

transformation is not singular, i.e. 

J = ox oy _ ox oy # 0 00 

ou ov ov ou ,. 

From these, find ou/ox and ov/oy in terms of the partial derivatives of 
the mapping. 

Introduce the Legendre potential I/>(u, v) = xu + yv - r.p(x,y) and show 
that ol/>/ou = x, 8<P/ov = y. 

Transform equation (A.19) into a first-order PDE for x and y, using the 
identities or.p/ox = U, 02r.p/ox2 = ou/ox, 02r.p/oy2 = ov/oy. 

Write a second first-order PDE for x and y, by taking cross-derivatives 
( 02 I/> / ouov ) . 

Finally, obtain a second-order PDE for I/> by eliminating x and y using the 
last two relations, and show that the transformed potential equation reads 

(A.20) 

This is Tricomi's equation. It is linear in the unknown 1/>. 

Equation Type Study Tricomi's equation type. It will be convenient to use 
the equivalent system of two first-order PDEs for x and y derived previously. 

What is the equation of the sonic line? 
Find the slopes of the characteristics in the hyperbolic subdomain. Inte

grate to find the equation of the characteristics and sketch them in the (u, v) 
plane. 

A.9.2 Numerical Study 

The computational domain in the (u, v) plane is shown in Fig. A.9. A carte
sian mesh is introduced as 
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v 

v 

u 
-1 o 

Fig. A.9. Computational domain for Tricomi's equation 

{ 

Ui = -1 + (i -1)Lh, Llx = -. _2_, i = 1, ... ,ix 
2X - 1 

V 
Vj = (j - 1)Llv, Llv = -. --, j = 1, ... ,jx 

JX -1 

The following scheme is proposed: 
i) Ui-1 > 0, Ui > 0 (supersonic point) 

ii) Ui-1::; 0, Ui > 0 (sonic point) 

4>n+1 _ 24>n+1 . + 4>n+1 . 4>n+1 _ 24>n+1 + 4>n+1 
',J .-l,J .-2,J _ (rv + l)u, i-1,j+1 i-1,j i-1,j-1 = 0, 

Llu2 " Llv2 

iii) Ui ::; 0 (subsonic point) 

Where the tilde represents a predicted value to be over-relaxed according 
to 4>n+1 = 4>n + w(;P - 4>n). w is the relaxation factor, 1 ::; w < 2. 

Consistency, Accuracy Define the TE and perform the Taylor expansions 
for each of the schemes at convergence (drop the upper index n). Are the 
schemes consistent? What is their accuracy? 

Iterative Method Describe the iterative method in each case. Can you 
relate it to known iterative methods? 
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Stability Study the stability of scheme i). Use Von Neumann analysis after 
linearization. Hint: use CPi,j = giefJf3. Define cr = JCr + l)Ui-l(.1uj .1v). 
Find the CFL condition for cr. 

Where is the most restrictive condition obtained in the domain? 
Do you anticipate difficulties at the sonic line? 

A.9.3 Implicit Scheme 

Propose a SLOR scheme for Tricomi's equation. Sketch the computational 
molecules for all three schemes in Fig. A.lO. 

i+I ~xplici i+l ·mplici 

j j 

i) i) 
i-I i-I 

1-2 I-I I 1+1 1-2 I-I I 1+1 

j+I ~xplici j+1 mplici 

i i 

ii) ii) 
i-I j-I 

1-2 I-I I 1+1 1-2 I-I I 1+1 

j+I explici j+I ·mplici 

j j 

iii) iii) 
j-I j-I 

I-L I-I I 1+1 I-L I-I I 1+1 

Fig. A.IO. Sketch of computational molecule 

What structure will the matrix have? Is the matrix diagonally dominant? 
How will you solve the algebraic system? 

A.I0 Problem 10 

Consider the low-frequency transonic small disturbance equation (TSD): 

02cp +!!...- (~ (OCP)2) = 0 
otf}x ax 2 ax ' (A.21) 



with the following initial conditions: 

!.p(x,O) = x, 0 ~ x ~ i 
!.p(x,O) = i, i ~ x ~ ~ 
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In(x 0) = - - - x - - - < x < 1 1 1 ( 1) 1 
't" 5 2 2 '2- -

and boundary conditions: 

A.IO.I Analytic Study 

!.p(0, t) = 0 

a!.p 
ax (0, t) = 1 ,t 2: 0 . 

a!.p 1 
ax (1, t) = -"2 

Equation Type Set equation (A.21) in non-conservative form and transform 
it into a system of two first-order PDEs upon introducing U = a!.p/ax. 

Let ¢(x, t) = const be the equation of a curve, find the type of the system. 
Find the characteristic curves. Sketch the two cases: u 2: 0, and u ~ o. 

Jump Conditions Find the jump conditions associated with the system 
(u, !.p). Find the slope of the jump line. 

Exact Solution for u(x, t) Using the initial and boundary conditions, 
sketch the different regions in the (x, t) plane and give the exact solution 
u(x, t) in each sub-region with the inequalities defining the boundaries of 
each sub-region. 

Exact Solution for cp(x, t) Find the exact solution for !.p. 

A.IO.2 Numerical Scheme 

A mesh is defined as Xi = (i - l)Lh, Llx = (l/ix - 1). 
The following switch is introduced: 

A mixed-scheme is defined as: 
i) Ui-l > 0 and Ui > 0 (supersonic point) 

n+l n+l n + n n 2 n + n !.pi - !.pi-l -!.pi !.pi-l . !.pi - !.pi-l !.pi-2 - 0 
LltLlx + U,-l Llx2 - , 
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ii) Ui-l > 0 and Ui < 0 (shock point) 

n+l n+l n + n n 2 n + n 'Pi - 'Pi-l - 'Pi 'Pi-l 'Pi - 'Pi-l 'Pi-2 
LltLlx + Ui-l Llx2 

'Pr+! - 2'Pr + 'Pr-l +u =0, 
i Llx2 

iii) Ui-l < 0 and Ui > 0 (sonic point) 
iv) Ui-l > 0 and Ui < 0 (supersonic point) 

n+l n+l n + n n 2 n + n 
'Pi - 'Pi-l - 'Pi 'Pi-l + 'PHl - 'Pi 'Pi-l = o. 

LltLlx Ui Llx2 

The sonic point operator has not been defined and is not used in this 
problem. 

Consistency and Accuracy Study the consistency of the above schemes 
and state their accuracy, using the TE analysis. Note that in all cases the 
first term is the same. What is the accuracy at steady-state? 

Stability Linearize the difference equations as suggested by the above for
mulation, using the Courant numbers 

_ _ Llt + _ Llt 
a - Ui-l Llx' a - -Ui Llx' 

and study the stability of the various schemes. Find the stability condition 
for Llt. Note that the stability condition for the shock point encompasses that 
of the other schemes. 

A.1O.3 Implicit Scheme 

Making the Scheme Implicit How would you make the above scheme 
implicit? 

Sketch the computational molecule using Fig. A.l1. 

Consistency, Accuracy What is the expected accuracy of the implicit 
schemes i), ii) and iv)? 

Matrix Structure What is the structure of the matrix of the implicit 
scheme? How would you solve the algebraic system? 
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n+l ~xplici n+l mplici 

i) i) 

n n 
i-2 i -1 i i+l i-2 i-I i i+l 

n+l ~xplici n+l mplici 

ii) ii) 

n n 
i-2 i -1 i i+l i-2 i-I i i+l 

n+l xplici n+l mplici 

iv) iv) 

n n 
i-2 i -1 i i+l i-2 i-I i i+l 

Fig. A.H. Sketch of the computational molecule 



Appendix: B. Solutions to Problems 

B.l Solution to Problem 1 

B.1.l First Iterative Method 

Time Evolution Equation In delta form, the numerical scheme reads: 

2 Uf+l - 2uf + Uf-l 
..,1x2 &Ui = ..,1x2 - Ii = R;. 

This is Jacobi's method. Performing a Taylor expansion about (i, n) yields 

..,1T aun (..,1T2) a2un 2 
2 ..,1x2 a; + 0 ..,1x2 = ax; + O(..,1x ) - Ii-

As ..,1x, ..,1T -+ 0, the non trivial evolution equation corresponding to this 
iterative method is 

au = a2u _ f. 
aT ax2 (B.1) 

Equation Type We recognize equation (B.1) as the heat equation with a 
source term. It is parabolic. 

Consistency, Accuracy Equation (B.1) corresponds to the choice ..,1T = 
..,1x2/2. With this choice, the above scheme corresponds exactly to the explicit 
scheme for the heat equation seen in Chap. 6, with l/ = 1 and x replacing y. 
Hence, the classical stability condition for the heat equation using an explicit 
scheme is recovered. The TE is also identical: 

n (..,1T2 2) ( 2) 
Ei = 0 ..,1x2 ' ..,1x = 0 ..,1T, ..,1x . 

In the transient, the scheme is first-order accurate in T and second-order 
accurate in x. 

At steady-state, the scheme is second-order accurate in x. 

Exact Solution u(x, T) = (1 - e-7r2T) sin 7fX is the exact solution to the 
continuous problem (PDE+IC+BC's) since 

au 2 a2u 2 ( 2 ) 2 aT = 7f2e-7r T sin7fx, ax2 = -7f 1- e-7r T sin7fx, I(x) = -7f sin7fx. 
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B.1.2 Second Iterative Method 

Type of Scheme The computational molecule is shown in Fig. B.l. 
This is not an implicit scheme. This is Gauss-Seidel method. Starting from 

i = 2, the boundary condition gives U~+l, and the only unknown is U~+l. By 
induction, the only unknown in the equation at point i is u~+l, which can be 
solved for explicitly. 

n+I ~xplici 1 n+I jexplici 2 

n n 
i-2 i-I i i+I i-2 i-I i i+I 

Fig. B.l. Sketch of computational molecule 

Evolution Equation In delta form, the scheme reads 

Expanding about point (i, n) 

82ui 2 
= 8x2 + O(Llx ) + li-

The leading time evolution equation corresponds to the heat equation 
again. 

Consistency, Accuracy The scheme is consistent with equation (B.l) by 
choosing LlT = Llx2 , and the TE reads 

The method is twice as fast as the previous one, since the time step is 
doubled. During the transient, the scheme is of order one-half in T and order 
two in x. At steady-state, the scheme is second-order accurate. The solution 
is identical to the previous one. 
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B.1.3 Implicit Scheme 

Making the Scheme Implicit All three values of u are moved to the new 
level. The computational molecule is shown in Fig. B.2. 

Associated Matrix The system can be expressed as T(p, q, r).u = s. The 
matrix T is tridiagonal with coefficients and right-hand side given by: 

The Thomas algorithm can be used to solve the system. The matrix T is 
diagonally dominant. 

n+l ~xplici 2 n+I mplici 

n n 
i-2 i-I i i+I i-2 i-I i i+I 

Fig. B.2. Sketch of computational molecule 

Convergence The solution is obtained in one step, independent of the initial 
condition, since the system is linear and the solution method is exact. 

B.2 Solution to Problem 2 

B.2.1 Analytic Study 

Equation Type Letting v = au/at, the second-order PDE is equivalent to 
the system of two first-order PDEs 

{
au 
-=v at 

av = f(x) . 
ax 

In matrix form, this is 

The characteristic matrix is 
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A=r~~ 0] a¢ , 
0-

ax 

and the characteristic form Q = (a¢ / at)( a¢ / ax). The characteristic lines 
have normal vectors \l¢ = (0,1) and (1,0). The system is totally hyperbolic. 

Characteristic Lines The first family of characteristics is ¢( x, t) = t = 
const, the second family is ¢(x, t) = x = const. The information on the 
characteristics passing through point M travel in the direction of the arrows 
shown in Figure B.3. 

General Solution The general solution to the homogeneous equation is 
obtained by two quadratures as 

~~ = ° => v(x, t) = T'(t) => ~~ = T'(t) => u(x, t) = X(x) + T(t), 

where X(x) and T(t) are arbitrary functions of a single argument. 

M 

BC 

x 
o IC 

Fig. B.3. Characteristic lines and direction of propagation 

Exact Solution Proceeding as before, for the non-homogeneous equation 
yields 

~ au (X 
ax = f(x) => v(x, t) = at = Jo f(~)d~ + T'(t), 

where the arbitrary constant of integration is included in T'. But at x = 0, 
(au/at)(O, t) = h'(t) = T'(t), hence the second quadrature gives 

u(x, t) = t fox f(~)d~ + h(t) + X(x). 
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Now, applying the initial condition 

u(x,O) = g(x) = h(O) + X(x), 

which determines fully the solution as 

u(x, t) = t fox f(Od~ + g(x) + h(t) - h(O). 

Example If u(x, t) = (1 + x + x2 )(1 + t) is the exact solution, then f(x) = 
1 + 2x, g(x) = 1 + x + x2 , h(t) = 1 + t. Porting these in the above formula 
gives 

u(x, t) = t fox (1 + 2~)d~ + 1 + x + x2 + 1 + t - 1 = t(x + x2 ) + 1 + x + x2 + t 

= (1 + x + x2 )(1 + t). 

B.2.2 Numerical Scheme 

Type of Scheme This is not an implicit scheme since it can be marched in 
the x-direction with increasing values of the index i, the needed data being 
given at x = 0 to initiate the procedure. 

Consistency, Accuracy The TE analysis is best carried out about point 
(i - ~,n + ~), to take advantage of the symmetries. Rewrite the scheme as 

n+ 2 _ 2 2-1 2 2- f 1 1 (un+1 - un+1 un - un 1) 
Ei_~ - Llt Llx - Llx - i-~ 

!l4 n+~ !l4 n+~ 
Llx2 u U2_~ Llt2 U ui_~ 2 2 

- f2-~ + 24 otOx3 + 24 ot30x + O(Llx Llt ) otox 
= Ope, Llx2 ). 

The scheme is consistent and second-order accurate in time and space. 

Stability The FDE is made homogeneous by letting fi-! = O. The amplifi-
2 

cation factor is found to be 9 = 1. the scheme is unconditionally stable. 

Example The solution in this example is an exact solution of the FDE. It 
is clear from the TE, where the Taylor expansions have been carried out far 
enough to indicate that the leading terms in the error are proportional to the 
fourth partial derivatives of u which are zero in this case. An other proof is to 
compute the TE according to the definition, by inserting the exact solution 
in the scheme. One finds indeed E = O. 
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B.2.3 Numerical Application 

Computational Molecule See Fig B.4. After multiplying by LltLlx, the 
scheme, in update form, reads 

U n+1 = U,?+l + u1!- - u1!- + 1. 
~ ~-l ~ ~-l 

In Fig. B.4, a local notation is introduced for the values at each point of 
the computational molecule. Let e = LltLlx!i_ 1 , the scheme can be rewritten 

2 
as 

U?+l = a = b + c - d + e. 

n+1 ~----------------------~ 
b a 

e 

n d c 
x 

i-I 

Fig. B.4. Computational molecule and local notation 

Discrete Solution The 5 x 5 block of data is shown in Fig. B.5. 

y 

x 

Fig. B.S. Computed block of data 

Discussion The exact solution for this application is given by the result 
of 2.1.4 as u(x, t) = (1 + x)(1 + t). The discrete solution corresponds to 
ui = (1 + xi)(1 + tn). This is in agreement with the truncation error which 
is zero also for this case. 
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B.3 Solution to Problem 3 

B.3.! Analytic Study 

Equation Type The equivalent first-order system to the given second-order 
PDE reads: 

{ 
a<p = u 
ax 

au+cau=o 
at ax 

Casting this system in matrix form yields 

The characteristic matrix is 

[=; 8¢ :c8¢] , 
at ax 

A= 

and its determinant is the characteristic form Q = (a¢/ax)((a¢/at)+ 
c(a¢/ax)). 

The characteristic polynomial Q = 0 has two real roots. There exists two 
distinct characteristic directions 

{ 
C+: (dX) = c 

dt c+ 

Coo: (dX) = 00 . 

dt coo 

The characteristics are the straight lines 

{ 
C+ : ¢(x, t) = x - d = const 

Coo : ¢(x, t) = t = const 

The equation and the system are totally hyperbolic. 

General Solution The second first-order PDE is the linear convection equa
tion. Its general solution is u(x, t) = F'(x - d). 

Integrating once more gives <p(x, t) = F(x - ct) + G(t), where F and G 
are arbitrary functions of a single argument. 
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x-ct=O 
<p (x,t) 

G=const 

F=const x-ct=l 

o 1 
x 

Fig. B.6. Subdomains and solution 

Exact Solution The three regions of interest are bounded by the two cha
racteristics ~ = x - ct = 0, ~ = 1. See Fig. B.6. 

In region 1 we apply the boundary conditions 

{ 
<p(0, t) = F( -ct) + G(t) = 0 

"It ~ 0. 
~~ (0, t) = F'( -ct) + G'(t) = ° 

Clearly this implies that F and G are constant and without restriction 
can be chosen to be zero. 

In region 1, <p(x, t) = 0, x - ct ~ 0, t ~ 0. 
This results in F being zero on the characteristic ~ = ° and G being zero 

everywhere. 
In region 2 we use the initial condition 

<p(x,O) = sin 1fX, ° ~ X ~ 1. 

This determines the unknown function F in this region as F(~) = 
sin 1f~, ° ~ ~ ~ 1. Thus in region 1 the solution is <p(x, t)=sin 1f(x - ct), ° ~ 
x - ct ~ 1. Note the continuity of <p at ~ = 0. 

In region 3 the initial condition indicates that F = 0. Hence <p(x, t) 
0, x - ct ~ 1. <p is continuous at ~ = 1. 

B.3.2 Numerical Study 

Consistency, Accuracy This is not an implicit scheme. The solution is 
obtained in marching in the x-direction with increasing i. 

The TE is defined as 
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Before expanding, we can rewrite the first term as 

Il1n +1 _ Il1n +1 
r, r,-l 

.1x 
.1t 

to recognize FD quotients in the numerator for which the Taylor expansions 
are known. The first quotient yields 

cp~+l _ cpi Ocp~+l .1x 02cp~+1 .1x2 03cp~+1 3 

.1x = ----a;;- + 2 ox2 + ~ ox3 + O(.1x ). 

We now shift each term to (i, n), to get: 

ocpn o2cpn .1t2 o3cpn 
=_i +.1t __ i + ___ i +O(.1t3) 

ox otox 2 ot2ox 

+ .1x (02CPi +.1t o3cpi + O(.1t2)) 
2 ox2 otox2 

.1x2 (o3CPi ) 3 +~ ox3 + O(.1t) + O(.1x ). 

Now, the complete first term can be evaluated and the TE for the scheme 
reads 

o2cpn .1t o3cpn .1x o3cpn ocpn o3cpn 
tOi = oto~ +2 ot2o'x +2 ota~2 +0 (.1t+.1x )2+c ox~ -c.1x ox; +O(.1x2) 

= O(.1t, .1x). 

Note that in order to get the remainder to be O(.1t + .1X)2 the Tay
lor expansions had to be carried out to O(.1t + .1x)3 in the intermediary 
calculations. 

The scheme is consistent and first-order accurate in time and space. 

Stability Let IJ = c(.1t / .1x) > 0, cpi = gneiin . One finds 

(1 - cos 0:) (1 + 21J cos 0:) + 1. sin 0: (1 - 21J(1 - cos 0:)) 
g = 1 - coso: + 1. sin 0: . 

The amplification factor is complex. We take its modulus: 

Igl2 = (1- coso:?(l + 21J cos 0:)2 + sin 0:2 (1- 2tJ(1- cos 0:))2 
(1 - cos 0:)2 + sin 0:2 

After some algebra one finds 

Igl2 = 1- 21J(1-1J)(1- cos 0:). 

Igl2 ::::; 1 is verified when IJ ::::; 1. This is a CFL condition for this explicit 
scheme. In terms of .1t this is 

.1x 
.1t <-. - c 
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B.3.3 Implicit Scheme 

See the sketch of the computational molecule in Fig. B.7. 

n+l ~xplici n+l mplici 

n n 
i-2 i-I i i+l i-2 i-I i i+l 

Fig. B.7. Sketch of computational molecule 

By symmetry with the explicit scheme (exchanging n and n + 1) the TE 
E~+1 will have the same form as the previous TE. The scheme is consistent 
and first-order accurate in time and space. 

The amplification factor is now 

1- cos a + isina 
9implicit = (1- cosa)(I- 2a cos a) + is'ina (1 + 2a(1 - cos a)) 

1 
gexplicit ( -a) . 

Using the previous result, one finds 

2 1 
191· I··t = < 1, Va. 

lmplCI 1+2a(l+a)(I-cosa)-

The implicit scheme is unconditionally stable. 

B.4 Solution to Problem 4 

B.4.1 Explicit Scheme 

Equation Type Let v = au/ax. The second-order PDE can be replaced by 
the equivalent system of two first-order PDEs as 

{
au 
-=v ax 

au a 
- - -(v(u)v) =0 at ax 

To study the system type it is necessary to use the quasi-linear form. Here 
it reads 
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{ 
~~ = v 

ou ov, 2 
ot - v(u) OX = v (x)v 

Casting the system in matrix form yields 

The characteristic matrix is 

A= [
O¢ 0 1 ox 
o¢ o¢' 
- -v(u)-at ox 

and the characteristic form Q = -v(u) (O¢jox)2. The characteristic direc
tions are given by o¢jox = 0, a double root. This is similar to the heat 
equation. the system is parabolic. 

Characteristic Curves The characteristic lines have equation ¢(x, t) = t = 
const. They are straight lines. See Fig. B.8. 

t=const M 

x 
o 

Fig. B.S. Characteristic lines of the PDE 

Characteristic Speed The direction of propagation on the characteristic 
lines is in both directions. This is the reason for the double root. It allows to 
specify boundary conditions at both ends of the domain. 

The speed of propagation is (dxjdt)c± = ±oo. 
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Consistency, Accuracy We choose (i, n) to be the point for the study of 
the TE. 

The term in the left-hand side expands as 

U~+l - uf = 8uf Llt 82uf 0(Llt2). 
Llt 8t + 2 8t2 + 

We need some intermediate results for averaged quantities which are more 
conveniently expanded about the mid-point, such as 

n+n A2!l2n 
u i ui+l _ n ~~ O(Ll 4) 

2 - Ui+! + 8 8x2 + x. 

It follows that the value of v, evaluated at the average point, is 

( Uf + Uf+l) Llx2 82uf , 4 
Vi+! = v 2 = Vi+! + -8- 8x2 Vi+! + O(Llx ). 

Finally we need the mid-point evaluation of the first derivatives such as 

!l n !l3 n 
uf+l - uf uUi+1 Llx2 u Ui+ 1 4 

Llx = 8x 2 + '24 8X32 + O(Llx ). 

The Taylor expansion of the term in the right-hand side can be obtained: 

Llx 

8 (8U)n 2 Llx2 8 (8U82u, )n - v(u)- + O(Llx ) + -- --v (u) 
8x 8x i 8 8x 8x 8x2 i 

Llx2 8 ( 83U)n 
+'24 8x v(u) 8x3 i + 0(Llx4). 

To 0(Llx2) the last terms can be discarded. Hence 

€f = O(Llt, Llx2). 

The scheme is consistent, first-order accurate in time, second-order accu
rate in space. At steady-state, the scheme is second-order accurate in x. 

Stability Let v = const, r = v(~t/~x2), ui = gneii<>. The amplification 
factor is found to be 

g = 1 - 2r(1- cos a). 

g is real. For stability one needs -1 ::; g ::; 1. The left inequality leads to the 
stability condition r ::; !. In terms of Llt, this is 

Llx2 
Llt<-- 2v 

This scheme corresponds to Jacobi's method. 
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B.4.2 Semi-Implicit Scheme 

Equation Type The quasi-linear first-order system is now 

-=V aX {
au 

ov ov I 2 - - v(u)- = v (u)v 
at ax 

The matrix form of the system follows 

The characteristic matrix is 

A= [
O¢ 0 1 ax 

o¢ o¢ o - -v(u)
at ax 

Taking the determinant of A one gets the characteristic form Q = 
(o¢/ox) ((o¢/ot) - v(u)(o¢/ox)). There are two distinct roots to the cha
racteristic form. The system is totally hyperbolic. 

Characteristic Curves The characteristic directions are 

The two characteristic directions are 

o¢ 
at 

- o¢' 
ax 

The first family of characteristics are the straight lines C= : ¢( x, t) = 
t = const. 

The second family, the C--lines, are curved lines that depend on the 
solution. See Fig. B.9. 

Characteristic Speed The characteristic speed of perturbations for the 
C=-lines is infinite. 

For the C--lines, the speed is -v(u). 
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t 

t=const M 

dx CIt =-v(u) 

x 
o 

Fig. B.9. Characteristic directions for the PDE 

Consistency, Accuracy We elect to expand the TE about the point (i, n), 
as before. The right hand-side is unchanged. The Taylor expansion of the left 
hand-side reads: 

u~+1 - u~!l uf - Uf-l 
L1x L1x 

L1t 

(aU _ ..:lx a2u + ..:lx2 a3u + O(L1x3)~ n+1_ (au _ ..:lx a2u + ..:lx2 a3u + O(L1x3)~ n 
ox 2 lfi'I 3' 7fX3 ~ i ox 2 lfi'I 3' 7fX3 ~ i 

L1t 
1)2 Un Llt 1)3U r:' Llx 1)3U r:' 2 

= ata~ + 2" at28x - 2 ata;2 + O(L1t + L1x) . 

The result for the TE is 

ff = O(L1t, L1x, L1x2). 

Note that the first-order error in L1x comes from a time derivative term. 
At steady-state, the scheme is second-order accurate in x. 

This is not an implicit scheme. The solution can be found by marching in 
the x-direction. This scheme corresponds to Gauss-Seidel's method. 

Stability Let a = v(L1tj L1x). Using the linearized version of the right-hand 
side, v = const, and using the same definitions of the complex modes, one 
gets: 

(1- cosa)(I- 2a) + isina a + ib 
g = 1 - cos a + i sin a = c + ib . 

The amplification factor is a complex number. Its modulus will be less 
than one if lal ~ lei. This is satisfied when a ~ 1. In terms of L1t the condition 
is 

L1x 
L1t ~-. 

v 
This is one order of magnitude faster than the explicit scheme. 
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B.4.3 Implicit Scheme 

We use a fixed-point linearization. The coefficients Vi±l are evaluated at the 
2 

"old" level. The derivatives au/ax are evaluated at the "new" level as 

U n + 1 _ U n + 1 U~+1 _ un+! 
i+1 i ,,-1 

V":---;-+ 1 A - V:-T AX 
_'----'2'--_-=L..l=X ____ '-_-.::...2 _----'L..l='--_ = O. 

Llx 
The computational molecule is sketched in Fig. B.lO. 

n+I 
implicit 

n 

i-2 i-I i i+I 

Fig. B.lO. Sketch of computational molecule 

The matrix of the fixed point iterative method is tridiagonal and can be 
written as Aun +1 = b, where A = T(p, q, r) 

{ 
P=V:-T '£-"'2 

q = -vi _! - vi+! ' i = 2, ... , ix - l. 

r = vi+! 

The system can be solved easily using the Thomas algorithm. The matrix is 
diagonally dominant. 

It is necessary to iterate since the equation is nonlinear. 

B.5 Solution to Problem 5 

B.5.1 Analytic Study 

Equation Type To study the equation type, we expand the PDE in non
conservative form as au au 

- -x- =U. at ax 
The characteristic form reads 

Q = a¢ _xa¢. 
at ax 
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There is always a real root. The equation is hyperbolic. 
The PDE is linear. If Ul and U2 are solutions, AUl and Ul + U2 are also 

solutions. 

Characteristic Lines The slope of the characteristic line is given by 

Integrating gives 

(dX) = _ a¢ /J¢ = -x. 
dt c at ax 

dx t - = -dt =} xc(t) = Ce- . 
x 

If we introduce xo, a parameter corresponding to the point where the 
characteristic originates at t = 0, the equation of the characteristic becomes 

xc(t) = xoe- t . 

Characteristic lines are shown in Fig. B.Il. 

~ 
\ , 

\ \ 
\ \ 

\ 

\ \ 

\ \ 
\ 

\ C' 
\ 

\ \ 
~ \ 
\ \ 

" , x 
o 

Fig. B.ll. Characteristic lines of the PDE 

Jump Condition The jump condition is 

(u) nt - (xu) nx = 0 

Since x is a continuous variable at the shock S, i.e. (x) = 0, the jump 
condition reduces to (u) nt -x (u) nx = O. For a non-trivial jump, i.e. (u) f- 0, 
this reduces further to nt - xnx = O.The slope of the jump line is 

( ~~ ) s = - ~: = -x = (~~) c . 

The shock line coincides with a characteristic. This is a general result for 
linear equations. 
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General Solution Let Uc (xc(t), t) be the value of u(x, t) on the characte
ristic C. Taking the derivative in time gives 

Integrating this ODE gives the general solution to the PDE as 

u(x, t) = C(~)et, ~ = xet = Xo. 

C(~) is an arbitrary function of the single argument ~. ~ = const on charac
teristics. 

Exact Solution given the initial condition, we find C(x) = f(x). The exact 
solution is 

u(x, t) = et f(xet ). 

Checking the result we find 

au = xe2tf' + etf au = e2tf' :::} au _ x au = etf = u. 
at ' ax at ax 

B.5.2 Numerical Study 

B.5.3 Discrete Conservation Form 

Consider a natural conservative discretization such as 

L1t 

Since Xi = Xi_l + (L1x/2), and Xi-l = Xi_l - (L1x/2), one can write 
2 2 

Ui-l + ui ----=0. 
2 

This is scheme i). it is possible to proceed in a similar manner for schemes 
iv). Scheme ii) will be a combination of schemes i) and iv). Scheme iii) is not 
a conservative scheme. It cannot be written as a discrete conservation form. 

B.5.4 Consistency 
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There remains to re-expand the first bracket about point i - ~. Using the 
Taylor formula 

{}n {}n L1x a {}n L1x2 a2 {}n (3) 
i = i-! +""2 ax i-! + -8-ax2 i-! + 0 L1x 

results in 

L1tL1x a3u n 2 {I a3u x a3u 1 a2u}n 
+-4- at2aXi-! + L1x "8 atax2 - 24 ax3 - "8 ax2 i-I 

2 

+O(L1t3 , L1t2 L1x, L1tL1x2, L1x3 ) = O(L1t, L1x, L1x2) 

The terms in the first bracket vanish since u is the exact solution. The 
scheme is consistent, first-order accurate in time and space for the transient. 
At steady-state the scheme is second-order accurate in space. 

B.5.5 Stability 

The linear stability method of Von-Neumann is applied to the homogeneous 
equation with ui = gneiia to yield 

where 0'= -Xi_1 (L1tj L1x) ~ O. Solving for g results in 
2 

g = 1- 0'(1 - cos a) - iO'sina 

The modulus of the amplification factor g is 

1 g 12= [1- 0'(1- cosa)]2 + [a sin a]2 = 1- 2(1- cosa)O'(l- a) 

The stability condition reduces to a :S 1, i.e. L1t :S -(L1XjXi_I). 
2 

This condition may not be met for large values of xi_lor would require a 
2 

prohibitively fine mesh. 

B.5.6 Implicit scheme 

The following implicit scheme is proposed 

Ui_l + ui 
--"--=-2--=- = 0 
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n+I 
implicit 

n 

i-2 i-I i i+I 

Fig. B.12. Sketch of computational molecule 

This is sketched in Fig. B.12. Note that the source term has not been 
included in the molecules as it does not participate in the equation type nor 
stability. 

The stability study of the homogeneous equation yields 

1 
9 = 1 + 0'(1- coso:) + iO'sino: 

indicating unconditional stability since the complex number in the denomina
tor is always larger than one in modulus. The associated matrix is bi-diagonal 
(for i < 0) and reads 

[

.00 

Xi_! 1 Xi_! __ 2 ____ 20 
L\x L\t L\x 

o . . 

This system can be solved with the Thomas algorithm. 

B.6 Solution to Problem 6 

B.6.1 Analytic Study 

Equation Type In non-conservative form the PDE reads (au/at)+ 
c(x)(au/ax) = f(x) - c'(x)u. This is a linear convection equation with a 
source term. It is hyperbolic. 

The characteristic direction is given by (dx/dt)c = c(x). 
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General Solution Multiply the PDE by c(x) to get c(x) ~~+c(x) tx (c(x)u) = 
c(x)f(x). Since c(x) is independent of t, it can be brought under the partial 
derivative as gt (c(x)u) + c(x) tx (c(x)u) = c(x)f(x). Let v c(x)u and 
g(x) = c(x)f(x), then 

av av 
at + c(x) ax = g(x). (B.2) 

An implicit form of the solution is if> (x, t, v(x, t)) = o. It follows, using 
the chain rule, that 

{ 
aif> aif> av = 0 
at + av at 
aif> aif> av 
ax + av ax = 0 

Multiplying (B.2) by aif>jav, and eliminating avjat and avjax, using the 
two relations above, yields 

aif> aif> aif> 
at + c(x) ax + g(x) av = O. 

Integrating dt = dxjc(x) = dvjg(x) gives the solution v(x, t) = 
r(g(~)jc(~))d~ + F (t - r (ljc(~))d~), where F is an arbitrary function of a 
single argument. To verify that this is the general solution, one takes partial 
derivatives of v w.r. to t and x as 

av I av g( x) 1 I av () av I () I () 

at = F, ax = c( x) - c( x) F =} at + c x ax = F + 9 x - F = 9 x . 

Application Let c(x) = 2x - 1, f(x) = 4c(x). The characteristic lines 
are obtained by integration of dxjdt = 2x - 1. This results in ¢(x, t) 
t - ~ In 12x - 11 = const. This is shown in Fig. B.13. 

I 
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/ 
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/ 

,,
,,-

I ~ 
I ,,-

I / 
I / 

I C/ 
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I 

,,-

--~------~~O~.5~--~--------- x 

Fig. B.13. Characteristic lines of the PDE 
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B.6.2 Numerical Scheme 

Consistency, Accuracy See Fig. B.14. At steady-state the schemes reduce 
to the space derivatives and the source terms. 

i) Ci_.! > 0 and ci+.! > 0 
2 2 

Ui - Ui-l 
Ci_ -21 Llx = 4Ci_.! - 2u-. -1' 

2 t-'2 

We choose to expand about i - ~. Some auxiliary Taylor expansions are 
needed: 

One finds the TE to be 

The scheme is consistent and second-order accurate at steady-state. 
It is clear that the same result holds for scheme iv), which is a mirror 

image of scheme i). The result carries over to scheme ii), which is the sum of 
scheme i) and iv), and therefore is consistent and second-order accurate at 
steady-state. Note, however, that scheme ii) is inconsistent in the transient, 
but the error vanishes with x. 

n+l i) n+l ii) 

n n 
'-2 '-I i +1 -2 -1 i +1 

n+l iii) n+l iv) 

n n 
'-2 -1 i +1 -2 '-I i +1 

Fig. B.14. Computational molecules for the explicit scheme 
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Finally, scheme iii) is consistent and second-order accurate at steady
state, as is obvious due to the fact that all the schemes are centered about 
point i. 

The steady-state solution is an exact solution of the FDE's. Note that 
U -:--±1 = Ussi±! = ci±!' This is verified by computing the TE: 

ss. 2 2 2 

i) 

€ = C. 1 (2Xi - 1) - (2Xi-l - 1) _ 2c. 1 = C. 1 (2Xi - Xi-l - 2) = O. 
'-2 Llx '-2 '-2 Llx 

Using a symmetry argument, it follows that scheme iv) computes the 
exact solution, which in turn implies that ii) is identically satisfied as well. 

Finally, scheme iii) reads 

iii) 

(2Xi+l -1) - (2Xi-l -1) (Xi+l - Xi-l ) 
€ = Ci 2Llx - 2Ci = Ci Llx - 2 = O. 

Stability The stability analysis is carried out using Von Neumann analysis. 
The PDE is linear, but it is made homogeneous by canceling the source term. 
In cases i), ii) and iv) the equations are identical to the linearized version of 
Burgers' equation (inviscid): 

i) 
U~+1 - uf uf - Uf-l 

Llt + Ci_! Llx = 0, 

ii) 

iv) 

Hence, the analysis will result in the same stability requirements: 
i) 

ii) 

iv) 

Llt 
c· 1- < 1 
'-2 Llx - , 

Llt 
(C. 1 - C'+I)- < 1 

'-2 • 2 Llx - , 

Llt 
-C· 1- < 1. '+2 Llx -

Case iii) yields the unexpected result that the scheme is unconditionally 
unstable, as is well known when using a centered scheme for the convection 
equation. However, the scheme has been found to give good result. The only 
explanation found is that the linear source term, -2uf, contributes to the 
stability, when included in the Von Neumann analysis. 
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B.6.3 Implicit Scheme 

An implicit scheme can be devised by moving the space derivatives from level 
n to level n + 1. The scheme now reads: 

i) ci_! > 0 and Ci+! > 0 
2 2 

= 4 (Co 1 +Co+l) - 2 (u~+u~) 
2-2" t 2" i-! i+!' 

iv) Ci-! < 0 and Ci+! < 0 
2 2 

= 4co+ 1 - 2u~. 
'2 H! 

The computational molecules are shown in Fig. B.15. 

n+l i) n+l ii) 

n n 
'-2 '-1 i +1 '-2 '-1 i +1 

n+l iii) n+l iv) 

n n 
'-2 '-1 i +1 '-2 . -1 i +1 

Fig. B.15. Computational molecules for the implicit scheme 
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The system of algebraic equations takes the form A(p, q, r).u = s, where 
A is a tridiagonal matrix. In the case ix = 4, the system reads 

c;! C3 1 u2 - u1 n 
___ 2 -..l. 0 0 

c5Ul 
-C;! Ll + 4c;! - 2U3 

Llt Llx Llx 2 X 2 2" 

C2 1 C2 
0 

u3 - u1 n 

Llx ..1t Llx c5U2 -C2 Ll + 4C2 - 2U2 
2 x 

= 
0 

C3 1 ~ c5U3 u4 - u2 n 
Llx ..1t ..1x -C3 Ll + 4C3 - 2u3 2 x 

0 0 
Cl 1 C7 c5U4 u4 - u3 n 

- Ll~ ..1t + ~ -Cl Ll + 4Cl - 2U7 
2 X 2 2" 

The condition for the matrix to be diagonally dominant is IC2,31 (Lltj Llx) ~ 
1. this condition comes from the sonic points. It is not very restrictive since 
as the mesh is refined the coefficients Ci for the sonic points tend to C (!) = o. 

The Thomas algorithm can be used to solve the linear system. 

B.7 Solution to Problem 7 

B.7.1 The MacCormack Scheme 

Consistency, Accuracy The MacCormack scheme can be written in PDE 
form as 

u, u, + _ .+1 • +' .-1 = o. n+l _ ':' 1 (F'!' - F'!' F,!,-+1 - F,!,-+l ) 
Llt 2 Llx Llx 

Let a,b and C be the three FD quotients. Each is expanded successively 
about point (i, n). 

a - {)u"!: Llt {)2u,,!: O(Llt2) 
- {)t + 2 {)t2 + , 

b = {)Fr Llx {)2 Fr O(Ll 2) 
{)x + 2 {)x2 + x. 

Each term in the last quotient is considered separately 

F,!,-+l = F (u~+1) = F (u'!- _ Llt F[+l - Fr) 
• • • Llx 

= F'!' _ Ll F[+l - Fr dFr Llt2 (F[+l - Fr)2 d2Fr O(Ll 3) 
• t Llx du + 2 Llx du2 + t. 

Now, each FD quotient is replaced by its expansion b to give 
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The term Fi~il is obtained by shifting the Taylor expansion of Ft+1 as 

-L\t (oFin dFin _ L\x~ (OFt dFt) + O(L\x2)) 
ox du ox ox du 

_ L\tL\x (02 Ft dFt + O(L\x)) 
2 ox2 du 

L\t2 (OFt)2 d2Ft O(L\ 2L\ L\ 3) + 2 ox du2 + t x, t . 

The FD quotient now reads 

The TE can now be derived: 

n _ ouf L\t 02uf O(L\ 2) 1 
ti - at + 2 ot2 + t +"2 x 

[OFt + L\x 02 Ft + oFt _ L\t 02 Fin dFt 
ox 2 ox2 ox 2 ox2 du 

_ L\x 02 Fin _ f1t~ (oFr dFr)] 
2 ox2 ox ox du 

+O(f1t + L\X)2. 

After some cancellations there remains 

n _ L\t (02U f 0 (OFt dFt)) O( A A)2 t· -- ---- ---- + 1..J.t+1..J.X. 
t 2 8t2 ox ox du 

If we use the governing equation to evaluate (02uf /ot2 ) =, then one finds 

O;~f = :t (- o~n) = - :x (o~n) 

= _ ! (d~n 0;;) = :x (o~n d~n) . 
Hence, the term in bracket in the TE is zero. The scheme is second-order 

accurate in t and in x. 
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Stability Let F(u) = cu, c = canst and a = cg!. The FDE becomes 

-(U?-l -a(uf -Uf-l»))] 
2 

n+l n a ( n n) + a (n 2 n + n ) ui = ui - "2 Ui+1 - Ui-l 2 Ui+l - Ui Ui-l· 

Carrying the complex mode ui = gneJ.iOl. in the equation gives 

9 = 1 - a2 (1 - cos a) - fsina. 

Taking the modulus of g, after some algebra, yields 

The stability condition Igl 2 ::; 1 is satisfied when a 2 ::; 1. This is the CFL 
condition. In term of the time step, the condition becomes: 

Llx 
Llt::; TcI. 

B.7.2 Exact Solution to Burgers' Equation (Inviscid) 

General Solution Assume that u(x, t) = G (x - tu(x, t)). Taking partial 
derivatives in t and x gives 

{ 
au = (-u _ t au) G' at at 
au = (1- tau) G' . ax ax 

Then 

au au ( au au), (au au), 
at + u ax = -u - t at + u - tu ax G = -t at + u ax G. 

This can be rewritten as 

,(au au) (1 + tG ) at + u ax = o. 

Since, for arbitrary G, the first bracket is different from zero, it implies 
that Burgers' equation is satisfied. 
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Initial Value Problem The initial condition, applied to the unknown func
tion G, gives 

{2.;=x, x:::; 0 
u(x,O)=G(x)= O,x:2:0 . 

G(~) is determined for all values of its argument. 
The characteristic lines for Burgers' equation are straight lines. Let Xo be 

the intersection point of the characteristic with the x-axis. The equation of 
the characteristic is 

{ ¢(x, t) = x - Xo - 2y1-xot = 0, Xo :::; 0 
¢(x, t) = x - Xo = 0, Xo :2: ° . 

Two characteristics with different values of Xo intersect. The solution is 
multi-valued. In order to make the solution single-valued, it is necessary to 
introduce a shock. See Fig. B.16. 

x 
Xo -x 0 

Fig. B.16. Characteristic lines, envelop and shock curve 

Shock Curve The characteristics corresponding to Xo :2: 0 do not admit an 
envelop, as they are parallel to the t-axis. For Xo :::; 0, the envelop corresponds 
to the solution of the system 

{
X-XO -2:-xot=O 

-l+--t=O 
yI-xo 

A parametric representation of the envelop is given by 

{ t* = yI-xo 
* . x = -Xo 
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Upon elimination of Xo the equation of the envelop becomes t* = R. 
See Fig. B.16. The envelop starts at t = 0, hence the shock will also appear 
at t = O. 

The shock condition states that (dx/dt)s = (Ul + u2)/2. On the envelop, 
the slope is (dx/dt)E = 2R, the left state has velocity Ul = 2R and the 
right side has velocity U2 = O. The jump condition is not satisfied. 

At a point (x, t) on the shock, the left state must satisfy Ul = 2 yI'-'(-X---U-l t") 
since e = x - Ult = const on the characteristic. Squaring this and solving for 
Ul gives Ul = 2 (t ± Jt2"=X), where the plus sign root is the relevant root 
since for t = 0, x = Xo the velocity is Ul = 2y'-xo. 

The differential equation for the shock is 

( dX) =t+Vt2_X. 
dt s 

Assume that the shock curve is of the form x = at2, a > 0, plugging this 
in the equation results in 

2at = t + V t2 - at2 ::::} 2a = 1 + JI=(i ::::} a = ~ 4· 

The equation of the shock curve is t = 2VxJ3. See Fig. B.16. 

B.7.3 Numerical Study 

The general solution of the ODE is u2 /2 = ax + b. The boundary conditions 
impose a = !, b = O. There are two roots for u(x), i.e. u(x) = ±y'x. The 
plus sign is needed to meet the boundary condition at x = 1. 

Discrete Solution The scheme can be rewritten as 

~ U~+l - 2u~ + ULl 

2 L1x2 

which proves that the exact solution satisfies the FDEs. 

Iterative Method The computational molecule is shown in Fig. B.17. 
Taylor expansion of the FD quotients, where un +1_un = L1t(8un /8t)+ ... , 

gives 

L1t 82uf (L1t2 ) 82 (u2)n 2 _ 
L1x at8x + 0 L1x' L1t + 8x2 2" i + O(L1x ) - O. 

Choosing L1t = L1x produces a meaningful evolution PDE 

To study the type of this PDE we introduce v = 8u/8x, and transform 
the PDE into an equivalent first-order system 
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n+I 

n 

i-I i i+I i+2 

Fig. B.lT. Computational molecule 

{

au 
-=V 
ax 

av + u av = _v2 . 
at ax 

The characteristic matrix is obtained from the matrix form 

as 

A= [ ~: 8¢ :,) 
at ax J 

The characteristic form is Q = (8¢/8x) ((8¢/8t) + u(8¢/8x)). There are 
two distinct roots. The system and the equation are totally hyperbolic. 

The characteristic curves have slopes 

{
Coo: (~~) Coo = 00 

C+: (dX) = u > 0 
dt c+ 

The characteristic curves are sketched in Fig. B.18, with the arrows in
dicating the direction of propagation of the perturbations, as implied by the 
initial and boundary conditions. In particular, in the sub-region 1 bounded 
by the x-axis, the characteristic x = t and the boundary x = 1, the solution 
u = 1 holds. 

Solution to the Evolution Equation Integrating the second-order PDE 
in x gives (au/at) + (8/8x ) (u2 /2) = F(t), where F(t) is an arbitrary function 
of t. In sub-region 1, F = O. 
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t 

x 

Fig. B.1B. Characteristic lines in sub-region 1 

In sub-region 2, an expansion fan is the only solution possible that will 
connect the boundary condition at x = 0 to the characteristic x = t. F = 0 
also in that sub-region. The solution for the expansion fan is the self-similar 
solution 

x 
u(x, t) = -. 

t 

The characteristics in sub-region 2 are shown in Fig. B.17. 
Numerically, the solution will behave as the analytical solution above, 

until t = 1, when the characteristic x = t hits the boundary. For t > 1 
the characteristics are no longer straight lines, because F "I O. The solution 
continues to evolve until steady-state is reached. At steady-state F = ~. The 
C+ characteristics are now given by 

( ~;) c+ = vfx ::::;. ¢(x, t) = t - 2vfx = const. 

They are parabolae with vertical tangent on the t-axis. 

B.8 Solution to Problem 8 

B.S.1 Analytic Study 

System Type In matrix form the system of first-order PDEs reads 

The characteristic matrix follows as 
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The characteristic form is 

Q = det(A) = (~~) 2 _ ( (~~) 2 + (~~) 2) . 

There are always two real and distinct roots to Q = 0: 

The system is totally hyperbolic. 
Without restriction one can choose 8¢j8x = cosO, 8¢j8y = sinO, so that 

the roots are simply 8¢jat = ±l. 
The characteristic surfaces are planes perpendicular to the vector V' ¢. For 

a given value of () there are two such planes passing through the origin: 

{ C+ : x cos () + y s~n () + t = 0 _ ~ < 0 < ~. 
C- : x cos 0 + Y sm 0 - t = 0' 2 - - 2 

The planes make a 45° angle with the t-axis. They envelop a cone of 
half-angle 45°. 

Compatibility Relations Replacing in det(A) one column by the equations 
Tl, T2 gives 

( 8¢ _ 8¢) Tl _ 8¢ T2 = 0, 
at 8x 8y 

where V' ¢ corresponds to one of the roots, i.e. 

{ CR+: (l-cos(})Tl-s~n(}T2=0. 
CR-: (1 + cos(})Tl +sm(}T2 = 0 

This is a homogeneous system for Tl, T2. It is equivalent to the original 
system if the two relations are independent, that is if the determinant is 
different from zero. But 

1
1 - cos 0 - ~in 0 I = 2 sin 0 
1 + cosO smO ' 

which is zero for 0 = o. If we introduce the half-angle ~, the compatibility 
relations simplify to 

{ 
C R+ : sin ~ Tl - cos ~ T2 = 0 

CR-·. () . () 0' cos '2 Tl + sm '2 T2 = 

which are independent. 
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Jump Conditions The jump conditions can be written as 

{ (nt + nx ) (u) + ny (v) = 0 
ny (u) + (nt - nx ) (v) = 0 . 

This is a homogeneous linear system for (u), (v). If the jumps are not 
both zero, then the determinant of the system must be zero. It is the same 
determinant as that of the characteristic form for the components of the 
normal vector. Hence the discontinuities can only occur along characteristic 
planes, which is expected for a linear system. 

Exact Solutions to Two Initial Value Problems i) The first initial value 
problem corresponds to 1-D flow: 

u(x, y, 0) = v(x, y, 0) = 0, x < 0; u(x, y, 0) = v(x, y, 0) = 1, x > 0; \:Iy. 

The solution is independent of y. One can use the compatibility relations 
with () = 0, i.e. 

{ 

~ ~ + 
C R+ : T2 = at - ax = 0 on C 

au au 
C R- : Tl = at + ax = 0 on C-

These can be integrated to give 

{ v(x, t) = F(x + t) on ~ = x + t = const 
u(x, t) = G(x - t) on'TJ = x - t = const . 

The solution is 

{ 
u=v=~~=x+t<O 
u = v = 1, 'TJ = x - t > 0 . 

u = 0, v = 1, ~ = x + t > 0, 'TJ = x - t < 0 

The solution is shown in Figure B.19. 
The jump conditions are satisfied since across the C+ : ~ = 0, (u) = 0, 

and across the C- : 'TJ = 0, (v) = O. 
ii) The second problem corresponds to 

u(x, y, 0) = v(x, y, 0) = 1, y < 0; u(x, y, 0) = v(x, y, 0) = 0, y > 0; \:Ix. 

The solution is independent of x. Choosing () = I in the compatibility 
relation yields 
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These can be integrated to give 

{ u(y,t) - v(y,t) = F(y + t) on~ = y + t = const 
u(y, t) + v(y, t) = G(y - t) on'TJ = y - t = const . 

The solution is 

{ 
u = v = 1, ~ = y + t < ° 
u = v = 0, 'TJ = y - t > ° . 

u = V = 1, ~ = Y + t > 0, 'TJ = y - t < ° 
The jump conditions are satisfied since across the C+ : ~ = 0, (u)+(v) = 0, 

and across the C- : 'TJ = 0, (u) - (v) = 0. 
The solution is shown in Fig. B.19. 

t 

__ -L ______ ~L-~-------- X __ ~ ______ ~~L------- Y 

Fig. B.19. Solutions to the initial value problems 

B.S.2 Numerical Study 

Consistency, Accuracy The point chosen for the Taylor expansion of the 
first equation is the middle of the solid box (i - !, j). However, the expansions 
are first made about the most convenient point as 

Shifting the first and last term gives 

( au au av)n (Llt a2u A a2v Llx a2u O( A 2))n -- + -- + -- + ---- + '-1t-- + --- + '-1X 
at ax ay ·_1' 2 at2 atax 2 atax i- 1 J' 

t 2,J 2' 

+0 ((Llt + LlX)2, Lly2) = 0(Llt,Llx,Lly2). 
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The scheme is consistent, first-order accurate in t and x, and second-order 
accurate in y. 

At steady-state the scheme is second-order accurate in both x and y. 
It is clear that similar results are obtained for the second equation. The 

expansion are to be carried out about point (i,j - ~). The results are the 
same as above when exchanging the roles of x and y. 

Stability Let IJx = LJ.tj LJ.x, ay = LJ.tj LJ.y. The scheme can be rewritten as 

[un+!J [un] H V n+1 = A vn , 
where 

H = [ 1 -ay(l- cosf3 - i Sin f3)] 
ay(l - cosf3 + isinf3 1 

A = [1 - ax (1 - cos 0: + i sin 0: ) 0 ] 
o 1 - ax (1 - cos 0: - i sin 0: ) . 

The amplification matrix is: 

G=H-IA= 

[

I-ax (I-cos 0+. sin a) (I-ax (l-cos a-isin a) )ay (I-cos ,6-i sin j3) 1 
1+2a~ (l-cos,6) 1+2a~ (l-cos,6) 

(I-ax (I-cos a+i sin a»ay (I-cos ,6+. sin j3) I-ax (I-cos a-i sin a) 
- 1+2a~(l-cos,6) 1+2a~(l-cos,6) 

The eigenvalues of G can be found by letting A = (1 + 2a~(1- cosf3)).>.. 
One finds A to be: 

A = 1 - ax (l- coso:) 

±J (ax sin 0:)2 + ((1 - ax(l - cos 0:))2 + (ax sin 0:)2)a~( (1 - cos f3)2 + sin2 f3). 

In terms of .>. one finds 

1'>'1 2 = 1 - 2ax(1 - ax)(l - cos 0:) 

1 + 2a~(1- cosf3) . 

The stability condition is 0 :S ax :S 1, independently of (J y' This is a 
CFL condition on LJ.tj LJ.x. This result is understandable since the scheme is 
explicit in its treatment of the x-derivatives, but implicit in its treatment of 
the y-derivatives. 

B.9 Solution to Problem 9 

B.9.1 Analytical Study 

The TSD equation reads 

(B.3) 
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Transfer to the Hodograph The following mapping relations are easily 
derived: 

{ 
dx = ~: du + ~~ dv 

ay ay 
dy = au du + av dv 

These equations can be solved for du, dv as 

{

I (ay ax) du = - -dx - -dy 
J av av 

1 ay ax ' 
dv = - (--dX+ -dY) 

J au au 

where J = (axjau)(ayjav) - (ayjau)(axjav) is the Jacobian of the trans
formation. 

From the above relations one infers that 

au layav lax 
= ax Jav' ay Jau' 

Equation (B.3) can be written as a first-order PDE in (u, v) 

au av -b + l)u- + - = o. ax ay 

After multiplication by the Jacobian J, the governing equation becomes 

(B.4) 

Let .p( u, v) = xu + yv - cp( x, y) be the Legendre potential. The partial 
derivatives of the Legendre potential are 

{ 
a.p = x + u ax + v ay _ acp ax _ acp ay = x 
au au au ax au ay au 
a.p ax ay acp ax acp ay 
- =u- +y+v- - -- - -- =y 
av av av ax av ay av 

Taking cross-derivatives of the Legendre potential gives a second first
order PDE 

ay _ ax = o. 
au av 

Finally, inserting x and y in (B.4) in terms of.p gives the second-order 
potential equation 

a2.p a2.p 
au2 - b + l)u av2 = O. 

This is Tricomi's equation. 
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Equation Type We put the first-order system in matrix form: 

[1 0] .~ [x] + [ 0 -b + 1)U] .~ [x] = o. 
01 8u y -1 0 8v y 

The characteristic matrix is 

A = [ ~~ -b + 1)u ~~ 1 
8¢ 8¢ 
8v 8u 

and the characteristic form Q = (8¢j8u)2 - b + 1)u (8¢/8v)2. Note that 
¢( u, v) represents the equation of characteristic lines, if they exist. It is not 
to be confused with the potential <1>( u, v). 

The two following cases arise: 
i) u < 0, the characteristic form Q = 0 does not admit real roots. The 

equation is elliptic. This corresponds to subsonic flow, 
ii) u > 0, two real and distinct roots of Q = 0 exist. The equation is 

totally hyperbolic. This corresponds to supersonic flow. 
The sonic line is a transition line between elliptic and hyperbolic sub

domains. It corresponds to u = O. 
In the sub-domain u > 0, the slope of the characteristic curves is given 

by 
8¢ 

(~~) c± = - g:p = ±Jb+ 1)u. 

av 
Integrating this ODE gives v = ±2yu~ + const. 
The characteristic curves are semi-cubics. See Fig. B.20. 

v 

u 
o 

Fig. B.20. Characteristic lines of Tricomi's equation 
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B.9.2 Numerical Study 

Consistency, Accuracy We consider each scheme in turn. 
i) For this scheme the TE will be evaluated at point (i -l,j), the scheme 

being centered there. We find 

[)2 tPi _1,j ( 2) ( ) E)2 tPi-l,j 2 2 2 
Ei-l,j = [)u2 +0 Llu - ,+1 Ui-l [)v 2 +O(Llv) = O(Llu ,Llv ). 

This scheme is consistent and second-order accurate in u and v. 
ii) Choosing the same point we find 

_ [)2 tPi _1,j (2) ()( [)2 tPi_1,j 2 
Ei-l j - [) 2 + 0 Llu -, + 1 Ui-l + Llu) [) 2 + O(Llv ) , u v 

This scheme is first-order accurate in u and second-order accurate in v. 
iii) Here it is convenient to choose to expand about point (i,j) to get 

[)2 tPi ,j (2) ( ) [)2 tPi ,j (2) (2 2 
Ei,j = [)u2 + 0 Llu -, + 1 Ui -----a;}2 + 0 Llv = 0 Llu ,Llv ). 

This scheme is second-order accurate in u and v. It is consistent. 

Iterative Method Schemes i) and ii) are explicit marching schemes. This 
is appropriate for supersonic flow. 

Scheme iii) is a point-wise over-relaxation scheme. The values of tP are 
obtained by sweeping the points in the subsonic sub-domain, for example 
starting from i = 2 and solving for the points along the column from j = 1 
to jx - 1. 

Stability Let IJ = J(r + l)Ui-l(Llu/ Llv), and tPi,j = gie jjf3 • Porting these 
in scheme i) gives 

This is the same equation obtained for the linear wave equation. The 
same CFL condition is required for stability, i.e. IJ ::; 1. The most restrictive 
condition will be obtained for the largest value of Ui-l, i.e. at the right 
boundary of the domain. 

We do not anticipate difficulties at the sonic line because the slope of 
the characteristic vanishes there, in contrast to the TSD equation, where the 
slope is infinite at the sonic line. 
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B.9.3 Implicit Scheme 

A simple SLOR scheme is analogous to the implicit scheme for the wave 
equation (see Fig. B.21): 

i+l ~xplici i+l mplici 

i i 

i) i) 
i-I i-I 

i-2 i-I i i+l i-2 i-I i i+l 

i+l ~xplici i+l mplici 

i i 

ii) ii) 
i-I i-I 

i-2 i-I i i+l i-2 i-I i i+l 

i+l ~xplici i+l mplici 

i i 

iii) iii) 
i-I i-I 

i-2 i-I i i+l i-2 i-I i i+l 

Fig. B.2!. Sketch of computational molecule 

i) Ui > 0 (supersonic point) 

ii) Ui ::; 0 (subsonic point) 

Ain 2~ + Ain+l Ain+l 2~ + Ain+l 
¥'Hl,j - ;~~ ¥'i-l,j _ (r + 1)Ui ~i,j+1 - ;~~ ~i,j-l = 0, 

Note that the sonic point is no longer needed. It is treated as a regular 
supersonic point. 

The matrix of the linear system is tridiagonal with diagonal dominance. 
The Thomas algorithm can be used to obtain the solution. 
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B.10 Solution to Problem 10 

B.lO.1 Analytic Study 

Equation Type Let u = a<p/ax. The second-order PDE is transformed into 
two first-order PDEs that read 

{ 

a<p 
-=u 
ax 

au a (u2 )_ -+- - -0 at ax 2 

(B.5) 

To study the type, assume that the solution is regular and expand the 
nonlinear term as 

{ 
a<p 
-=u 
ax 

au au 
at + u ax = 0 

In matrix form we get 

The characteristic matrix can be constructed. Let ¢(x, t) be the equation 
of a characteristic line, then 

and the characteristic form is Q = ~: (~f + u ~: ). There are two distinct 

roots to Q = O. The system is totally hyperbolic. 
The characteristic directions are given by 

{
Coo: (~;) Coo = 00 =} ¢(x, t) = t = const 

cu : (~;) c
u 

= u =} ¢(x, t) = x - tu(x, t) = const 

We have used the fact that the characteristic lines of Burgers' equation 
(inviscid) are straight lines. The sketch of the characteristic lines for u 2': 0 
and u ::; 0 is shown in Fig. B.22. 
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Jump Conditions The jump conditions are found from the conservative 
form of the system, equations (B.5). They read 

{ 
('P) nx = 0 

(u)nt + (~)nx = 0 . 

The first equation is trivial because the potential is continuous and ('P) = 
O. Hence, the jump conditions are those associated with Burgers' equation. 
They simplify to read 

t t 

f---"'t=-,-,c"",,o~n~st~_----yM f-t",-=-"c",o:!.!n~st,,----_~M 

dx 
-=u 
dt 

dx 
-=u 
dt 

~o~-~------x ~o~------~x 

Fig. B.22. Characteristic lines of the PDE 

Exact Solution for u(x, t) In terms of u(x, t) the initial conditions are 

1 
u(x, 0) = 1, 0 :::; x :::; "5 

1 1 
u(x,O) = 0, "5 :::; x :::;"2 ' 

1 1 
u(x 0) = - - - < x < 1 , 2' 2 - -

and the boundary conditions 

{ 
u(O, t) = \ 

u(l, t) = -2 

The initial and boundary conditions define the boundaries of sub domains 
as seen in Figure B.23. 
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At x = t there is a discontinuity with decreasing velocity in the initial 
data, with constant states on either sides. Hence a shock 8 1 originates there. 
Its slope is (~~) 8 1 = ~. 

At x = ~ there is a discontinuity, also with decreasing velocity, and con
stant states on either sides. The shock 8 2 has a slope (dx/dt)82 = -~. 

8 1 and 82 are boundaries between uniform flow regions. They meet at 
point (%, %). When the two shocks meet, a single, stronger shock is formed, 
8 3 with slope ~. See Fig. B.23. 

o 

Fig. B.23. Shock lines and uniform flow regions 

The solution, in the three regions, is given by 

{

X - It < 1 t < ~ 
2 - 5' - 5 

U1(X,t) = 1, 1 3 2 
x - -t < - t>-

4 - 10' - 5 

1 1 1 1 
U2(X t) = 0 x - -t > - x + -t < -, , 2 - 5' 4 - 2 

U3(X,t) = -~, 1 3 2 {

X + ~t ~ ~, t'5: % 

x - -t > - t>-
4 - 10' - 5 

x 

Exact Solution for cp(x, t) The solution <p(x, t) is obtained by integration 
in x using the boundary condition at x = 0, i.e. <p(x, t) = J; u(~, t)d~. 
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One finds: 

rpt(x, t) = x, {

X - ~t < ~ t < ~ 
2 - 5' - 5 

1 3 2 
x - -t < - t>-4 - 10' - 5 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
Ifl2(X t) = - + -t x - -t > - x + -t < -
'1" 5 2' 2 - 5' 4 - 2 

{ 

11 1 1 1 1 2 - + -t - -x x + -t > - t < -
20 8 2' 4 - 2' - 5 

rp3 (x, t) = 9 3 1 1 3 2 
- + -t - -x x - -t > - t > -
20 8 2' 4 - 10' - 5 

B.I0.2 Numerical Scheme 

Consistency, Accuracy The first scheme is best expanded about point 
(i - 1, n). Let's write the first term as 

Ifln +1 _ Ifln +1 
'1', '1',-1 

Llx 
Llt 

= ~ (f)rp + Llxf)2rp +O(LlX2))n+l _ ~ (f)rp + Llxf)2rp +O(LlX2))n 
Llt f)x 2 f)x2 i-I Llt f)x 2 f)x2 i-I 

f)2rpi_l Llt f)3rpi_l 2 Llx f)3rpi_l 2 

= f)tf)x + 2 f)t2f)x + O(Llt ) + 2 f)tf)x2 + O(LltLlx, Llx ). 

The second FD quotient is centered at (i - 1, n) and is second-order ac
curate there. The TE becomes 

i) 
n Llt f)3rpi_l Llx f)3rpi_l 2 

Ei-l = 2 f)t2f)x + 2 f)tOx2 + O(Llt + Llx) . 

The scheme is consistent and first-order accurate in t and x. 
ii) This scheme is not consistent since the space derivative is doubled. 

This is a well known feature of the Murman (1973) scheme. It is conservative, 
which is more important as it will compute the correct shock speed. 

iv) Expanding about (i, n) which is the centered point for the second FD 
quotient which is second-order accurate there, and using the symmetries of 
the first term, one finds 

Llt f)3 rpn Llx f)3 rp":' 
Ei = -2 f)t2f)~ - 2 f)tf);2 + O(Llt + LlX)2. 

The scheme is first-order accurate in t and x. 
At steady-state, schemes i) and iv) are second-order accurate in x. 
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Stability The stability of the shock point is studied. Let (J'- = Ui_l(.:1.t/ .:1.x), 
(J'+ = -Ui (.:1.t / .:1. x ), cpi = gneiiO:. One obtains 

(1- cos a) (1 + 2(J'- cos a - 2(J'+) + i(1- 2(J'-(1- cosa)) sin a 
9 = 1 + cos a + i sin a . 

Taking the modulus, after some algebra we arrive at 

Igl2 = 1 - 2(J'- - 2(J'+ + 2(0'-)2 + 2((J'+)2 

+2 ((J'- + (J'+ - 2(J'- (J'+ - ((J'-)2 - ((J'+)2) cos a + 4(J'- (J'+ cos2 a. 

For stability we need Igl2 :::; 1, hence the expression E must verify 

E = -(J'- - (J'+ + ((J'-)2 + ((J'+)2 + ((J'- + (J'+ - 2(J'-(J'+ _ ((J'-)2 _ ((J'+)2) 

. cos a + 2(J'- (J'+ cos2 a :::; 0. 

This is a quadratic function of cos a, -1 :::; cos a :::; 1. It suffices that 
E(1) :::; 0, E( -1) :::; ° to satisfy the above condition. We find 

The first condition is satisfied. The second condition requires (J'- +(J'+ :::; 1. 
This is a CFL condition for the time step. 

The result can now be found for the various schemes: 
ii) shock point 

i) supersonic point 

iv) subsonic point 

B.I0.3 Implicit Scheme 

.:1.x 
.:1.t:::;---

.:1.x 
.:1.t:::;--, 

Ui-l 

.:1.x 
.:1.t:::;--. 

Ui 

The scheme can be made implicit with a fixed-point approach, by shifting 
the space derivative from level n to level n + 1. The computational molecule 
is shown in Fig. B.24. 

Consistency, Accuracy Due to the symmetries of the computational mo
lecule for the implicit scheme in reference to the explicit scheme, we expect 
to have the same results, i.e. schemes i) and iv) are consistent and first-order 
accurate in x and t, scheme ii) is not consistent. 
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n+1 xplicit n+1 mplici 

i) i) 

n n 
i-2 i-I i i+1 i-2 i-I i i+1 

n+1 xplicit n+1 mplici 

ii) ii) 

n n 
i-2 i-I i i+1 i-2 i-I i i+1 

n+1 xplicit n+1 mplici 

iv) iv) 

n n 
i-2 i-I i i+1 i-2 i-I i i+1 

Fig. B.24. Sketch of computational molecule 

At steady-state i) and iv) are second-order accurate in x. 

Matrix Structure The matrix has at most four diagonals. It can be sol
ved using a specialized Gaussian elimination technique for penta-diagonal 
matrices, which is an extension of the Thomas algorithm. 
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linear convection equation 13, 14,30, 

31,39,41,75 
linear homogeneous equation 12 
linearization technique 98, 99 
linearized supersonic flow 45 

Mach number 45,82,84,88,109,110 
MaCormack scheme 44 
matrix eigenvalue analysis 12 
matrix form 28, 33, 84 
method 
- finite-element 5 
- finite-volume 5 
- Gauss-Seidel 68-71 
- Jacobi 67,68,70,71 
mixed elliptic-hyperbolic type 84 
mixed-type equation 24,82 
mixed-type scheme 20, 106 
Murman-Cole scheme 90,111 



Netwon's method 98 
non-conservative form 84 
nonlinear equation 12 
nonlinear ODE 26 
normal shock 109 
nozzle 109 
nozzle throat 109 
numerical characteristics 51,52,57 

odd-even decoupling 7 
order of accuracy of a scheme 10 
ordinary differential equation (ODE) 

19 
over-relaxation method 69, 70 

parabolic 53 
parabolic equation 13, 33 
parabolic type 11 
partial differential equation (PDE) 

27 
Peaceman-Rachford scheme 74 
pentadiagonal matrix 65 
perturbation potential 83 
Poisson's equation 63 
problems 
- mixed type 20 
properly - (well-) posed problem 12 

quadratic 99 
quadratic convergence 99 
quasi-linear form 102 
quasi-linear system 29 

Rayleigh solution 53 
regular point 107 
relaxation factor 69 
- over-relaxation 69 
- under-relaxation 69 
relaxation method 71 
remainder 6,15 
retarded FD 15, 42 
Reynold number 75,101 
Riemann problem 104, 108 
right-eigenvector 105 
Roe averages 105 
round-off errors 12 
Runge-Kutta integration 24 
Runge-Kutta method 22,23,26 
- fourth-order 22 

Index 185 

scheme 
- advanced (or forward) 6,41 
- centered 6,7,41,61,80,95, 105 
- conservative 106 
- DuFort-Frankel 57 
- forward (or backward) 6 
- Laasonen 58 
- Lax 43,105 
- Lax-VVendroff 43,44,105 
- MacCormack 105 
- mixed-type 80 
- one-sided (or non-centered) 6 
- retarded (or backward) 16 
- upwind 42 
shifting operation 14 
shock 37,39,41,42,47,82,84,85,104 
- expansion 38 
- normal 85,86 
- point 87,89-91,94,96,106,107 
- polar 85 
- problem 89 
- structure 76 
- tube 104, 108 
shooting method 24 
simple explicit 59 
simple implicit 59 
Simpson's rule of integration 22 
singular boundary-value problem 7 
SLOR scheme 96 
Sod's shock tube test case 108 
sonic 
- line 
- point 
- speed 

84,88 
86,87,90,94,96,107 
24 

- velocity 84 
source term 26 
space-like 63 
space-like variable (direction) 49 
sparse matrix 65 
spectral method 111 
spectral radius 66 
spurious solution 7 
stability 12 
stability condition 51,57,107 
steady-state 53, 54 
structured mesh 65 
subsonic point 86, 87, 90, 94, 96 
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successive line over-relaxation method 
(SLOR) 72 

successive over-relaxation method 
(SOR) 69 

supersonic point 87,90,93,96 
switches 91 

tangency condition 46,47,83 
Taylor expansion 6,11,14,16,17,21, 

23,43,44,64,68 
Taylor expansion in two variables 8 
Thomas algorithm (double sweep 

method) 52,59,61, 72 
time-like direction 46 
time-like variable (direction) 49 
total derivative 31 
totally hyperbolic type 29, 32, 103 
transonic flow field 24,81,83,87 
transonic similarity parameter 82 

transonic small disturbance equation 
(TSD) 81,93 

tridiagonal 
- matrix 59,61,65,86,92,98 
- solver 8 
- system 73 
truncation error 9, 10, 14,63 
TSD equation 83 

unconditionally stable 98 
unconditionally unstable 42, 95 
unstarted supersonic wind tunnel 110 
update form 21,56 

vector notation 101 
viscous Burgers' equation 75 
von Neumann analysis 12,67,70,95, 

96,99,107 

wave equation 31,41,45,46 


